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ABSTRACT
This study examines if a cohesive physical representation from a structured, visual art
system, is capable of developing a Christian experiential visual language that
communicates a sensorial and transcendental experience of place. Commentary on the
physical representation subsequently tests if a holistic integration of one human’s
sensorial response to place, and an internal experience of Christian spirituality in that
place, can be communicated to the viewer through an art exhibition.
How experiential and spiritual perceptions of the senses to an event or place can be
transmuted into visual art, as a vehicle of communication, is yet to be understood. In the
literature of art, communicating the way in which physical sensorial perceptions cohere
into a spiritual experiential response to place in north Queensland, does not appear to be
researched and documented. Although varied environments in the north Queensland
region have attracted spiritual painters since white settlement, these representations
range from the literal to the symbolic to the abstract and are shown to be mediated
through the ideologies, assumptions and belief systems of the artists. However, to
understand how spiritual experiential art from site-specific places can be developed into
a vehicle of communication calls for a different form of mediation. As a result, for the
purpose of this research, a structured, experiential process was examined to interpret
and render the holistic experience from spiritual and sensory perceptions.
A review of documented aspects of perception theory (e.g. phenomenology, spiritual
perception, perception of place and elemental perception), a visual language synopsis,
and a selected history of spiritual, Christian and Australian spiritual art all underpin the
study. From this foundation, four north Queensland sites were monitored over several
years. These sites were selected for detailed study from a preliminary group of eight,
according to criteria established to screen out sites with a less evident quality of
sensorial and spiritual experience. The examination and documentation of each sitespecific place evolved through the lived experiences of the artist-researcher.
The outcome of the systematic observations made was to produce a body of artwork
forming an exhibition that became the physical intermediary between artist-researcher
vi

and viewer. The observations resulted in twelve initial trigger sketches; sixty analogue
drawings of sensorial perception; sixty developed experimental studies based on the
associated colour and technique of the conceptual perception data; twelve multi-layered
compilation paintings; and twelve 2 metre by 1.2 metre engraved and painted aluminum
shields. The shields were presented on Perspex supports with each set of three
signifying the abstract conceptions of all sensory and spiritual experiences at one place.
The sketches, drawings, studies, paintings and shields were developed to convey the
varying sense of the four places, each characterized as dominated by fire, earth, water
or air at different times of day (morning, afternoon and evening) and as perceived by
the artist-researcher’s different senses (sight, hearing, taste, smell, touch). The complete
body of artwork formed the exhibition.
The exhibition, although filtered through the artist-researcher’s aesthetic view of place,
was a physical representation of a transcendental experience. A transcendental
experience goes beyond time and the physical senses to an instantaneous awareness of
the underlying unity of all things and of the timelessness of eternity. Yet this experience
still happens within a body and in a particular time. The artist-researcher is a Christian
whose spirituality is centered on God as loving creator of the environment. For her, the
physical is infused with the divine, but in certain places this perception of the divine is
more acute. The exhibition expressed her experiences of each environment mediated
through the physical senses, and also through her awareness of the divine inherent in
that environment, to produce works which describe her inner responses to that
experience.
The viewer’s comments that documented experiential responses to the exhibition,
revealed how the sensorial and spiritual perceptions of the artist-researcher were
communicated. A group of 229 comments were analyzed to test the effectiveness of the
communication. This analysis found evidence to suggest that a spiritual essence of
place could be communicated and experienced by viewers of the exhibition. Further,
the documentation of the system in the form of this thesis shares the intricate process of
one artist’s human response to that experience, through the data and images of abstract
compositions of harmony which reflect the spiritual accord experienced at place.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
1.1 Visual language

When considering language most people think of the spoken or written word. The
structures of both these forms of language are similar in that symbols are processed
sequentially as they are spoken or read. Visual language, on the other hand,
communicates through a range of media including advertising, comic books, fine art
exhibitions, theatre performances, television etc. Although it does not have the
properties of verbal language, many examples of visual language can be structured
sequentially like spoken or written language, for example in storyboards, film or
comics. At the same time, various forms of human communication are not sequential
and occur in a single visual form such as a painting, photograph, map, diagram or
gesture. Ultimately, visual language forms a core part of historical and contemporary
existence. Berger (1984) in fact argues “seeing comes before words” (p.7), thus,
visualising is continually presenting us with the now. Indeed Nelson (2010) argues that
painting is a visual language that communicates artistic creation and perception through
the act of seeing.

1.2 Painting as communication

Painting in some ways is similar to other forms of communication in that it transmits
something from one location to another. Its importance as a form of communication
remains within the hierarchy of artistic production, as reflected in the many genres of
painting throughout history but also within contemporary practice. Petersen et al (2010)
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and Adajian (2012) argue that, as a form of visual communication, painting has been
reinvented again and again since the 1960’s in virtually every possible way through a
hybrid of theories. For example, since the emergence of Minimalism and
Conceptualism, diverse ideas and practices have related to philosophical, political and
social analysis of a variety of kinds, and post-modernism and the counter-cultural were
connected to socialist, feminist, post-colonial and ecological currents. Painting, as a
form of communication, had to find a different way of being part of the contemporary
art world amidst capitalist globalization. Thus, the structured process used in the
execution of a painting always poses questions about communication. For instance, how
does a structured process signify the intended message to a contemporary audience?

In past and contemporary cases the concept or meaning behind painting has been
communicated through a presentational structure where, for example, the principles
help determine if elements are iconic, symbolic or indexical. Guiraud (1975) explains
that in painting:
an iconic sign looks like what it represents – a picture of a dog, for
example. The meaning of a symbol, like the flag or the Statue of
Liberty, is determined by convention. In other words, its meaning is
arbitrary; it is based upon agreement and learned through
experience. An indexical sign is a clue that links or connects things
in nature. Smoke, for example, is a sign of fire; icicles mean cold
(p.1).
Even so, is it possible for all viewers to understand the intended message? The observed
imagery will not speak directly to everyone and may be understood at a limited level
due to varied perceptive abilities. When a painting is experienced the process is
executed in relation to many other things and not just its structure. The person or
receiver’s perception of any painting, where the visual image is the message, is
dependent on their own different modes of awareness and experience in respect to their
2

meaning of life. In the Dictionary of Psychology, this concept of perception is
understood as:
collectively, those processes that give coherence and unity to sensory
input. This is the most general sense of the term and covers the entire
sequence of events from the presentation of a physical stimulus to the
phenomenological experiencing of it (Reber 1985, p. 527).
Therefore, perceiving and understanding one’s reaction to a painted message is not
uniquely determined by physical stimulation. A person’s perception is also dependent
upon a host of other factors that give meaning to life. These could include, for instance,
feelings, attention, constancy, motivation, learning, as well as age and engagement with
visual art.

For example, in Virtues of the Receptive, (see Plate 1.2.1 below), Lee includes an iconic
sign in an image of her grandmother. Lee also includes highly gestural marks of black
ink bleeding down the red background, suggesting her presence and her hand through
the emotive experience in making the work. The colour she uses is symbolic, with
“black indicating mystery and causation and red representing the carnal and the
corporeal” (Bond and Tunnicliffe, 2006, p. 178). The mind and senses take note of
these elements that describe the essence of the experience that is the phenomena, but
one also needs to understand the culture to understand the symbolic signification.
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Plate 1.2.1
Virtues of the Receptive 2003
Lindy Lee
Inkjet print, synthetic polymer paint on board on aluminium, 20 panels
166.0 x 142.5cm overall
Bond and Tunnicliffe (2006)

Arguably, the visual language of Lee’s painting has a structure that includes an
historical, cultural and experiential context that is deeply persuasive. Although there is
a strong level of importance in the experiential marks of this painting, the unique
strength of an experienced process is that it includes all inner and outer perceptions of
the artist, for example in seeing, feeling and conceiving.
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1.3 Perception of place through a sense of the spiritual

It can be argued that at an intrinsic level of understanding, one might include in our
perceptions an awareness of place. Gunton (1997) argues that all cultures, ancient and
modern alike, seek for a way of accounting for the universe that will give their lives
coherence and meaning. Depending on a person’s perception, awareness of place can
include a spiritual essence; a consciousness of the way the beauty of creation mirrors
God. Hamma (1999) argues that places of all varieties have often evoked a sense of the
sublime and can reveal the metaphysical in the physical. Thus, ordinary places can
shape and form a spiritual consciousness and disclose a greater reality through a
person’s perception of them. From an artistic perspective, representations or paintings
of these places may also provoke, in the viewer, a sense of the spiritual. An artistic
judgement of place combines both subjective and objective perception yet may take it a
step further into a holistic spiritual perspective.

A holistic spirituality is a perspective that is concerned with a developmental,
experiential, integrative and transformational attitude to life. Au (1989) describes
holistic perspective as asserting the importance of a confluent approach that brings
together the head and the heart, the cognitive and the affective in learning and living.
However, can a holistic spiritual perception of place be conceptualized and
communicated through painting? That is, to what extent is it possible for the sensorial,
emotional and spiritual responses to place to manifest in the physical form of painting?
Further, can the experiential concept of a Christian spiritual perspective of place be
communicated to the viewer through the painting as artefact?
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1.4 The essence of the Christian perspective

Many religious traditions see spirituality as intimately connected with place (McFague
1993, Keating 1996, Hamma 1999, Leder 2004). Although various religions use their
own conceptual language to articulate the sacred nature of the world, there is a
commonality of feeling that transcends religious differences. For example, Leder
(2004) sees a commonality in this example of different religious beliefs: Christian - the
spiritual significance in common things and actions; Hinduism - all that is seen are
forms of God; Judaism - all organic and inorganic nature full of holy sparks; Goddess
Worship – Mother God is within all; Taoism – the world is sacred. Although this is only
a small number of the world’s religions, the common theme embedded in the examples
is that the world is very much a place of God1.

Christianity has as its centre Jesus Christ of Nazareth who is considered both God and
human, physical and Divine, Creator and created. McFague (1993) argues Christianity
to mean that “everything that is, is the sacrament of God (the universe as God’s body)”
(p. 162). In the Christian institutional church this philosophy is expressed through the
Nicene Creed and in all aspects of the liturgy. Everything is interlinked, for instance,
from the text through intonation, to priestly gestures, incense, candles, and artwork.
Siedell (2008) argues that the process focuses:
attention on the experience of God, not just acquiring knowledge
about God….It facilitates veneration, contemplation, communion and
participation in Truth, and that Truth is not a proposition but Christ
himself….And what is interlinked is the experience of God’s presence
in and through all its components, which encompasses all of creation
(p.142).

1

It is acknowledged that there are various other forms of spirituality and religion, however the focus of
this thesis comes from a Christian perspective.
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However, the church from an organic perspective is where the vision of the liberating,
healing, inclusive love of the embodied God occurs (McFague 1993). This may occur
in a church building but it does also occur elsewhere. In the same way that this
perspective includes the diversity and richness of all creation, including humanity, it
indicates that each encounter, contemplation and meditation in and on an environment,
is an encounter with the Divine. Although contemplation and communion in and on
place are disciplines that a Christian artist can apply to learn and discover something as
they make their artwork, artists and viewers alike, without any spiritual belief, can
potentially use the same discipline to make and view artwork respectively.

1.5 Painting as a spiritual experience of place in North Queensland

Painting in North Queensland as artistic response to place has previously been
conceptualised through both socio-cultural and spiritual theories as a mode of visual art
communication. Samples of paintings from this region have previously been studied for
their different artistic elements to explore how this was done. For example, Searle
(1991) examined a sample of works from 200 years of painting in North Queensland.
While this particular sample expressed a response to the tropical environment and the
landscape in North Queensland, none of the works were specifically analysed for their
spirituality or sense of the Divine. Indeed, there has been no definitive study undertaken
to obtain information on the process for the contextualisation of a Christian spiritual
experience to painting in this region.

However, a sample of well known paintings in the 1990’s demonstrates the
conceptualisation of spiritual painting through external, objective content and ‘reading’
7

them can be articulated through their structure; through the composition of various
iconic, symbolic or indexical images as mentioned previously. For instance, artists such
as Anneke Silver, John Firth-Smith, John Olsen and John Coburn painted images that
contextualise spirituality while living in or experiencing place in North Queensland.
Arguably, these images are executed through structural composition of understood
symbolism. The paintings can be read through the application of archetypal aspects of
ancient cultures, the appropriation of historical images; and through cultural symbolic
abstraction as metaphor. This kind of visual language, one that contains universal
symbolism, can be understood once the code is deciphered. Observers can continue to
view the work but already understand the language. In light of this, to contextualise a
spiritual experience of place in North Queensland through a natural structure is
radically different, and hence raises many questions.

Firstly, can a natural structure for painting be used to signify a Christian spiritual
experience of place in North Queensland, and if so, to what extent could it
communicate the experience to the viewer? Secondly, what process would produce a
natural structure conceptualising a Christian spiritual experience of place in North
Queensland? For example, to what extent would it be possible to consider a sensory,
allegorical structure where marks and colours might portray experience (Newton,
1961)? A third aspect for consideration is how the experience of many different
responses from the same site over time might be signified. For instance, if the same
place was visited over a period of one or two years, the data and resulting outcome
would arguably be different; an individual experience and interpretation can change
over time. This point could have ramifications on the structure of a Christian spiritual
visual language. Potentially, a spiritual experience of place will always vary for each
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person at different stages of time, life and spiritual awareness. From the consideration
of these questions, a clearer understanding of the development of a natural structure for
a spiritual experience of place in North Queensland could be expected.

1.6 Rationale for and aims of the research

While other works from North Queensland describe spiritual painting, there is a gap in
the literature in terms of how the human mind perceives meaning in spiritual art as
applied to the North Queensland region. The disciplined practice of producing and
analysing the research outcome could also provide insight into how a creative process
functions to translate abstract concepts and emotions into physical form. Such insight
could have relevance for how viewers perceive the physical as expressing transcendent
concepts.

Further, this primary visual linguistic mode could consist not only of what it intends to
signify visually but also as a mode that includes the ‘unknown’ as its subject. This
condition is what is experienced in an ‘apophatic’ meditative state where words cannot
describe the experience of what it is to be embedded in God. The ‘apophatic’ tradition:
moves us beyond knowing to loving in darkness…[and] encourages
humble surrender to the mystery of God and total reliance on the
divine initiative…[It] reminds us that God is always more than the
human mind can ever conceive or imagine (Au 1989, p.97).
In this sense, the resulting research becomes something more than a mirror and analysis
of the viewer’s reading of the socio-cultural reality that determines the work’s
existence. It also constitutes an experience of mystery beyond the window of the
physical senses, beyond a revealing of the discovery of patterns of order, to a
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connection with the unknown, silent and spiritual consciousness of the artist, a Divine
Essence, and their relationship to the North Queensland landscape.

Hence, the overarching purpose of this research is to apply an original experiential
visual arts perspective to the spiritual links and power of place in North Queensland. In
order to achieve this, the research aims to:
1. Examine how selected North Queensland locations evoke a spiritual response
in the artist-researcher;
2. Create a methodology in order to translate a naturally structured visual
language for portraying a Christian expression of spirituality through a sense
of place;
3. Exhibit a body of artwork that portrays a Christian experiential visual
language; and
4. Explore commentary on the art exhibition in order to establish if a holistic
integration of one human’s sensorial response to place and an internal
experience of Christian spirituality in that place can be communicated to the
viewer through physical representation.

1.7 Organization of the thesis

This thesis consists of seven chapters that address separate topics, yet taken as a whole
forms an idiosyncratic critical examination of the spiritual experience of place.
Specifically, the thesis is structured as follows:
·

Chapter 1 introduces the key areas of relevance.
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·

Chapter 2 lays the conceptual framework by providing considerations of
perception, phenomenology, Christian spiritual perception, Spiritual perception
of place, Spiritual perception of place through contemplation and meditation,
and elemental perception of place.

·

Chapter 3 explains visual language and visual language of painting as a natural
spiritual aesthetic.

·

Chapter 4 explores historical aspects of spiritual Art since the 20th century,
painting in Christianity as a spiritual visual language, Illumination in
Christianity, the Icon and symbolism, Naturalism in Christian Painting,
Landscape in Christian spiritual painting, further applications of Christian
symbolism, and Spiritual art in Australia and North Queensland.

·

Chapter 5 explores the artist-researcher’s methodology of investigation and data
collection to develop a structured system for a Christian Experiential Visual
Language.

·

Chapter 6 overviews the exhibition using it as a window through which to view
the practice of a Christian experiential visual language. It also explores and
assesses the impact and effectiveness the artwork had on viewers.

·

Chapter 7 contains reflections and the implications for future practice and
further research.
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Chapter 2 – Perception, spirituality and place
2.1 Perception: an overview
According to Schacter (2011), perception is the organization, identification and
interpretation of sensory information in order to represent and understand the
environment. Sensory information involves signals in the nervous system but can also
be shaped by learning, memory and expectation. Bernstein (2011) theorises these
effects of processing sensory information as “top-down” and “bottom-up” processes
(pp.123-124). He argues that ‘bottom-up’ processing involves signals of low-level
information used to build up higher-level information, for instance seeing shapes for
object recognition. The ‘top-down’ processing refers to a person's concept and
expectations (knowledge) that influence perception. Goldstein (2010) argues that
although perception depends on complex functions of the nervous system, subjectively,
perception as conscious sensory experience seems mostly effortless because this
processing happens outside conscious awareness.

A large number of perception theories, for instance, the Sense-Datum, Adverbial, and
Intentionalist theories in Crane (2011), and the Cognitive theory of Perception in Stone
(2012), have been widely debated for centuries. The Sense-Datum theory holds that
when a person has a sensory experience, there is something of which they are aware;
the Adverbial theory is about the phenomenal character of experience; the Intentionalist
theory, or intentional inexistence, is sometimes explained as the ‘aboutness’ of mental
states and how the world is represented as ‘being’ by the experiences (Crane 2011); and
the role of the Cognitive theory of perception argues that sensations are, by themselves,
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unable to provide a unique description of the world because there is a poverty of
stimulus. Sensations require enriching (Stone 2012).

Debates on theories such as these have resulted in a wealth of information through their
descriptions, problems and objections. Examples of expositions on perception theories
are presented in Snowdon (1992), Robinson (1994), Smith (2002), Pomerantz (2003)
and Alan & Gary (2011). Even so, a view of perception that proves central to an
understanding of what is involved practically, cognitively and affectively is that
perceptual experience could be called openness to the world (McDowell 1994; Crane
2011). Although there are numerous theories on perception that go beyond the scope of
this thesis, this chapter gives an overview of the concept of perception that preserves
what is taken to be the central, important or an essential feature of idiosyncratic study
on open perceptual experience. For instance, this included the relevance of
phenomenological considerations used to understand what sort of rational sense there is
in the material world and the concept of God.

Therefore, the following sections of this chapter review the literature in relation to six
different aspects of perceptive awareness. In order of increasing relevance to the
research, these aspects are:
1. Understanding perception of place;
2. Phenomenology;
3. Christian spiritual perception;
4. Spiritual perception of place;
5. Christian spiritual perception of place through contemplation and meditation;
and
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6. Christian spiritual perception of elemental embodiment of place.
Understanding perception of place addresses the external and internal impulses
including deeper states of being by which the mind is informed; phenomenology
explores beyond the visual and brings attention to the experiential process of
perception; a Christian spiritual perception explains the underpinning of perception
provided by faith; Spiritual perception of place explores how location is fundamental to
meaning and identity; Christian spiritual perception of place through contemplation
and meditation explores perception of place through two different active processes: the
process of contemplating through the physical senses and through the gift of faith
experience, and a process for developing a meditative mindset which enables a person
to enter into an altered state of pure consciousness; and the last section, Christian
spiritual perception of elemental embodiment of place, identifies a relationship with
place through metaphorical, intellectual, and experiential forms of a perception of
natural elements and their related connection to elemental embodiment of place.

2.2 Understanding perception of place

Perception of the world appears to be substantially understood through the physical
senses, that is, the receptor senses in the body: sight, taste, hearing, smell and touch.
French phenomenological philosopher, Merleau-Ponty (translated by Davis, 2004)
argues: “We cannot conceive anything that is not perceived or perceptible…the
contents of thought are restricted to possible contents of sense experience” (p.6).
Arguably, perception is not arrived at through a singular physical sense impulse but
through a combination of many sensory experiences. In short, senses are transducers
from the physical world to the realm of the mind (Crane 2011). For instance, if a
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person stops to listen to the birdsongs of the rainforest, the sound is not the only thing
that informs the experience. Rather, the experience of that sound is influenced by other
sensorial inputs, such as the smell of the surroundings, the light and atmosphere and the
general sense of wellbeing or emotional feelings of the individual.

Yet Merleau-Ponty (translated by Davis 2004) suggests that it is through a combination
of impulses from perceptual states that:
people’s tastes, character, and the attitude they adopt to the world and
to particular things can be deciphered from the objects with which
they choose to surround themselves, their preferences for certain
colours or the places where they like to go for walks (p.48).
Further, Gaulin and McBurney (2004) argue that:
although perception gives us knowledge of the world, its primary
purpose is for action [moreover] common sense is a super sense that
unifies all the information from the different senses (pp.100, 111).
Hence perception of place is very much a complex matter of holistic experience and
cannot be attributable to one sense alone; impulses from other perceptual states, for
instance emotive or internal perceptions, contribute to the individual’s experience of
being in that place.

A person perceives through the physical senses all the time, even when that person is
not consciously aware of these perceptions. For instance, one can drive a car, using the
senses of touch, hearing and sight, and at the same time be oblivious to how one
travelled from one location to another. The senses although activated, are not part of
conscious thought. Unconscious knowing has been documented in Higher-Order2
2

Higher-order theories of consciousness try to explain the distinctive properties of consciousness in
terms of some relation obtaining between the conscious state in question and a higher-order
representation of some sort (either a higher-order perception of that state, or a higher-order thought or
belief about it). The most challenging properties to explain are those involved in…the sort of state that
has a subjective dimension, that has ‘feel’, or that it is like something to undergo (Carruthers 2011).
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theories of consciousness (Carruthers 2011). While Higher-Order theorists Armstrong
(1968) and Weiskrantz (1986, 1997) assert that approaches to perception question
whether there can be such a thing as an unconscious visual perceptual state, both agree
that they exist. Perception, by all accounts, manifests through all elements in human
bodily experience, from which the mind is informed, in order to embrace the world.

Perception has also been described in Reber (1985) and Finlay & Schroeder (2011), as
discovering how the mind works as a result of the actual processes of external or
internal impulses that are conveyed to the brain centre. An external impulse is the
direct experience of sensory input; a conscious experience or state in which the subject
is aware of what is seen, heard, touched, smelt or tasted. In contrast, the founder of
analytical psychology, Swiss psychiatrist Jung (1969) and Finlay & Schroeder (2011)
note that an internal experience results directly from an intuitive or personal
unconscious response to objects or world events. For example, this can be seen in terms
of the compassion a person experiences upon seeing the image of a starving child or
being told about the tragic consequences of a natural disaster such as deaths from
floods. Internal impulses cause personal effects even though the body has no direct or
immediate contact with the object or event. Thus, both internal and external impulses
are processes that assist the individual in forming a perspective about a thing or the
quality of something.

To perceive something deeply, to see it and know it, requires more than simply using
the physical senses. To engage and connect with something, one needs to experience it
physically, but also to elicit those internal impulses that keep one attentive to the object.
Although attentiveness is necessary to obviate a “utilitarian attitude [to] allow us to gain
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access to things as they really are” (Merleau-Ponty 2004, pp.31- 32), there are a host of
other important factors that stimulate internal impulses. Reber (1985) and Mole (2011)
observe that some of these factors can include 1) motivation, 2) attention, 3)
organization, and 4) constancy. For instance:
1) Finlay and Schroeder (2011) affirm that when there is a reason for you to do
something, it is the source that motivates your perception. For instance, a busy
person’s perception of place can be motivated by a thirst for stillness. This will
influence the importance attributed to place in their perception. For example,
they may have a negative perception of a congested cityscape.
2) Attention involves the degree of focus on an object or situation. For instance,
Newman (1979), an important figure in the religious history of England, makes
the following comment when speaking about revelation in a religious context:
That earnest desire of it, which religious minds cherish, leads the way
to the expectation of it. Those who know nothing of the wounds of the
soul, are not led to deal with the question, or to consider its
circumstances; but when our attention is roused, then the more
steadily we dwell upon it, the more probable does it seem that a
revelation has been or will be given to us (Newman,1979, p.328).
Thus, the quality of attention afforded to the object or situation can lessen the
stimulus from other areas and so the perception is limited to the object seen, not
the surroundings.
3) Organisation involves an organized and coherent whole in the brain when
impulses occur simultaneously. Van Gulick (2011) explains the perspectival
structure of conscious awareness as one aspect of its overall phenomenal
organization. Conscious experiences do not exist as isolated mental atoms, but
as the organization of modes or states of a conscious self or subject. For
instance, a sharp and stabbing pain is always a pain felt or experienced by some
conscious subject.
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4) Constancy refers to the idealised or essential form that people mentally
perceive in hearing a certain word. For instance when people hear or read the
word ‘tree’ a particular form is understood although trees appear in a myriad of
different shapes and sizes (Siegel 2011).
Although there are a multitude of factors that give internal coherence to perception, the
process is therefore not exclusively determined by physical impulses.

Perceived internal impulses also depend on the degree of influence instinctive
experience has on the process. For instance, a person’s instinctive perception can arise
if someone rushes angrily towards them and they instantly cringe because they assume
it is an attack. Therefore, it would seem that instinctive perception is that which arises
almost spontaneously in reaction to something. So perception of place will include a
person’s initial instinctive reaction to that place and its environment (Griffiths 2011).

Current perceptions of an object or place, however, can also be influenced by previous
perceptions that triggered instinctive experiences. Lorenz (1965) argues that no trait is
instinctive in itself, but “certain parts of the information which underly the adaptedness
of the whole…are indeed innate” (p.40). Griffiths (2011) affirms a trait is innate insofar
as its development is guided by inherited information rather than environmental
information. Thus, time is another factor in current perception. Learned responses
accumulate over time so perception can involve a host of internal faculties such as
memory, reaction to previous pain, or other learned responses. For instance, after
learning a musical instrument for a long time, most people’s ability to discern quality or
to judge the skill in a musical piece will increase. A person who has taught and
practiced visual art for many years is likely to notice technical and conceptual skills
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instinctively. Learned experience, therefore, involves an acquired perception from
experience where learned values or rules are internalized.

Alston (1991) and Pike (1992) noted that there are spiritual sensations of touch, sight,
taste, smell and hearing which are taken to be in some way analogous to their
counterparts in ordinary sense perception. For instance, during meditation the internal
spiritual sensation experienced can be akin to an auditory humming while the external
sensation is akin to wind blowing. Thus, perception is a result of all sensorial elements
in human bodily experience, which comes from an internal coherence of learned and
intuitive responses, as well as external and physical impulses. One particularly helpful
approach towards a further understanding of perception is that of phenomenology.

2.3 Phenomenology

Smith (2011) defines the discipline of phenomenology as:
the study of structures of experience, or consciousness. Literally,
phenomenology is the study of “phenomena”: appearances of things,
or things as they appear in our experience, or the ways we experience
things, thus the meanings things have in our experience (Smith 2011).
The process focuses on how events are perceived and experienced instead of the
physical events themselves. Every effort is made to allow the phenomenon to become
evident in its own right, as it is actually lived and experienced by the subject. The origin
of this philosophical method is in the works of Edmund Husserl (1859 –1938), Martin
Heidegger (1889-1976), Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908-1961), and Jean-Paul Sartre
(1905-1980). Reber (1985) states that “real meaning for a phenomenologist is to be
derived by examining the individual’s relationship with and reactions to…real-world
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events” (p.541). A real-world event, for example, could include walking among nature
in the rainforest, and from a phenomenological perspective it is the walker’s emotional
responses or reaction to their sense perceptions that are significant. The unique feature
is that the conscious experience is experienced and lived through.

However, a person is only present in his or her world through their personal modes or
types of consciousness. Personal modes of consciousness can include memories, events
and experience of the world. That is, “a single human perception of place can result
from the integration of many different modes” (Van Gulick 2011). For instance:
1) a conscious memory of a picnic place can either positively or negatively affect
an individual depending on whether it was a happy or sad experience,
2) the experience of swimming in a creek could increase happiness or negativity to
the event, and
3) the internal experience of deep inner peace or one of stress to which the person
is aware can also contribute to how a person perceives a place.
Therefore, it becomes clear that no single mode of consciousness offers a real
perception of the lived world. A person’s tastes and the attitude they adopt in the world
are a collection of perceptive experiences that contribute to the constructing of their
‘lived’ world.

An important aspect to remember, however, is that when something is experienced
phenomenally, then the experience has a connection to the thing viewed through the
emotion or subjective feeling that the object elicits. Thus, these experiences of
“phenomenally conscious states are those that it is like something to be in, and that
possess a subjective feel” (Van Gulick 2011). For instance, a person can feel
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comfortable at home during a family gathering due to the state of relaxed peacefulness
within that environment. Thus, phenomenological experience of the lived world is an
amalgam of many things, including memory, imagination, purpose and anticipation.

Such contributors to the phenomena of perception as memory (from the mind) and the
physical event (from the body) could be seen to focus on a dualistic perception in the
individual’s consciousness of place. That is, although such contributors towards
perception are interactive, they are still primarily observed as coming separately from
the mind and body but on parallel tracks to each other. In philosophical literature this
process is called interactive dualism (Robinson 2011), the chief proponent of which was
the French philosopher Descartes (1596-1650). For instance, the first time a person sees
something, the physical senses dominate and inform the mind, which lays down
memories. In subsequent times, the occasions in memory are recalled and the body can
have a physical response. Consequently, from this point of view, every time the mind
has a sense reaction the body has a physical corresponding experience.

However, the interaction of body and mind is more complex than a dual track system.
Van Gulick (2011) proposes the ‘inner sense’ theory as the following:
It is the higher-order perceptual contents produced by the operations
of our inner-senses that make some mental states with analogue
contents, but not others, available to their subjects. And it is these
same higher-order contents that constitute the subjective dimension or
‘feel’ of the former set of states, thus rendering them phenomenally
conscious…one of the main advantages of inner-sense theory is that it
can explain how it is possible for us to acquire purely recognitional
concepts of experience (Van Gulick 2011).
For example, an artist might paint the spirituality of place with flowing horizontal
marks in different tints of colour to signify their concept of the experience. If a viewer
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perceived a sense of peace and spirituality on viewing the work, the perceptual content
would be produced by their inner senses. Perception in much of contemporary society is
not, therefore, considered through a ‘parallel dualism’ but through a holistic integrated
phenomenological perception; an integration of all experience that includes mental
states with a distinctive subjective aspect or feel.

A phenomenological perception that is an amalgam of all mental states is understood to
include intentionality. Merleau-Ponty (translated by Davis 2004) defines intentionality
of consciousness as the “role of the body and the ways in which things are presented in
perception” (p.5). The term intentionality is not to be confused with the word intention
that could mean for example, when a person intends or strives to do something.
Researcher and writer on the connection between science and spirituality, McTaggart
(2007), concludes that the “kinds of changes affected by energy can occur through the
act of intention, with every moment that it notices, the conscious mind is sending an
intention” (p.194). Thus to have intention is to have some objective such as to create art
with a specific state of mind. However, Van Gulick (2011) argues perceptual states are
those “conscious states with analog or non-conceptual contents…those states that
possess fine-grained intentional contents of which the subject is aware” (p.6).

The fundamental nature of the term intentionality includes particular phenomenological
states such as experiencing, perceiving, feeling, remembering, intending, knowing,
desiring, believing etc. Thus, it would seem intentionality conveys the role of personal
choice that is included in all mental states that are exhibited by non-mental things and it
spreads through every part of our perception (Jacob 2010). For example it is revealed in
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the human beliefs, hopes, judgments, intentions, loves and fears of a person. German
philosopher and psychologist Franz Brentano (1838 -1917) argued that:
Every mental phenomenon is characterized by what the Scholastics of
the Middle Ages called the intentional (or mental) inexistence of an
object, and what we might call, though not wholly unambiguously,
reference to a content, direction toward an object (which is not to be
understood here as meaning a thing), or immanent objectivity. Every
mental phenomenon includes something as object within itself,
although they do not do so in the same way. In presentation,
something is presented, in judgment something is affirmed or denied,
in love loved, in hate hated, in desire desired and so on.
This intentional inexistence is characteristic exclusively of mental
phenomena. No physical phenomenon exhibits anything like it. We
can, therefore, define mental phenomena by saying that they are those
phenomena which contain an object intentionally within themselves
(Brentano 1973, p.p. 88-89).
Brentano’s opinion may seem abstract to many. However, to put it simplistically, loving
requires an object of affection and a choice is made to love. This is the essence of
intentionality. Phenomenologist Dennett (1969) notes there is not an “unbridgeable gulf
between the mental and the physical” (p.21). In addition, Merleau-Ponty (translated by
Smith 2009) comments on mental phenomena further by stating “it is not easy to reveal
pure motor intentionality: it is concealed behind the objective world which it helps to
build up” (p.159). Intentionality, therefore, could be termed as a transcendental
phenomenon.

Thus, it could be argued that to communicate a holistic integrated perception to others
requires research to be anchored with the objective of an integration of 1) individual
and 2) intersubjective perception. In the essay Making sense of ‘sense of place’,
Vanclay, Higgins and Blackshaw (2008) argue that individual perception is a
perception from the self which includes personal subjective experience, memory,
imagination, purpose, anticipation, and a close connection to community. Personally,
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this could include a Christian community. For instance, a personal perception of a place
includes the integration of all past and present experiences when visited alone or with
other people. On the other hand, intersubjective perspective is an experience that is one
of subjectivity. Reber (1985) describes the term as a mental state or experience by an
individual which could also be experienced and reported by others. Christian (2011)
asserts Husserl’s view of intersubjectivity as indicating that even the objective spatiotemporal world, which represents a significant part of our everyday perception, is
constituted intersubjectively. Thus, an intersubjective perspective could occur when the
creative perception of place shapes the essential part of conceptual communication in
visual art and a similar phenomenological experience is reported by the observer when
viewing the work.

Perception and phenomena, therefore, have an important role in the process of painting
in visual art. An artist’s mental picture of the world is developed as a result of all
perception. Johnson (1993) claims Merleau-Ponty centred his idealist phenomenology
“on operative bodily existence and the entire range of human symbolic activities” (p.9)
in which painting and gesture were included. For example, the brush strokes in a
painting could signify a perception of calmness to the viewer through wavy, horizontal
gestural marks. Furthermore, it is through all the factors of perception that the mode or
approach taken towards the creation of a painting is decided by the artist. No part of the
artist’s mental picture is insignificant because the image arises out of guidance from
direct perception (Nelson 2010).

An approach to art is developed through states of perception. Therefore, the reactive
and immediate experience to all processes of perception will instruct the artist. For
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instance, if the artist sees a form in the distance, it is their perception that instructs the
way the image is interpreted. Consequently, it seems probable that all processes of
perception instruct the artist when this perception includes human symbolic activities
such as painting. For instance, if perceived information is applied through painting what
is believed to be the essence of a shape, rather than what a shape actually looks like
from a photographic perspective, then, from a phenomenological perspective (MerleauPonty 1964) it could be said that perception is instructing the painting and the art work
becomes “the object of perception” (Merleau-Ponty translated by Davis 2004, p.71).
Thus, art could develop as a person relates their experience of the world through all
perception which arises through the interrelated features of the natural world.

2.4 Christian spiritual perception

Christianity is predicated on Christ - divine and human. This foundational element in
the Christian faith is told to us in the Good News Bible: “The word became a human
being and, full of grace and truth, lived among us” (Good News Bible 1976, John 1:14).
Although different groups define Christianity in different ways, for example an
Anglican Christian may have a different focus from a Pentecostal Christian, religious
experiences are structured according to specific concepts. In particular, Christianity has
been enriched by Jewish and Neo-Platonist ideas3 but it also shares with all the great
religions a concept of God as the eternal ground of Being. Where it differs from
Buddhism and Islam is in the sense of importance of the incarnated Christ.
Monotheistic religions like Islam do not describe God in the physical sense but
Christianity has, as part of its Godhead, the God-man Christ.
3

Neo-Platonism: in everything, the neo-Platonist recognized the absolute primacy of the soul with
respect to the body. Catholic Encyclopedia http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/14153a.htm
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Thus, Christianity is a religion which refers to a particular system of faith and worship
in which the spiritual aspect is embedded. Although a sense of wholeness and
completeness is the basis of a spiritual understanding, it is often considered a very
abstract pursuit unrelated to the real world and “not necessarily Christian” (Richardson
& Bowden, 1983, p.549). However, Christian spirituality is still firmly embedded in the
world and resists the Neo-Platonic tendency to elevate the mind at the expense of the
physical body. The Australian philosopher Kevin Treston notes the word spirituality
comes from the Latin word ‘spirare’ which means ‘to breathe’ (Treston, 2010, p.133).
Further, he describes Christian spirituality as:
The act of breathing creation into life by the ‘ruach’ or Divine energy
of God’s Spirit (Genesis1:2)…In one sense all Christian spirituality is
creation-centred because Christianity believes that the universe is the
first manifestation of the presence of the Spirit: ‘In the beginning
when God created the heavens and the earth…’ Genesis 1:1 (Treston
2010, p.133).
This Creation story is very familiar to Christians because God as creator originates
everything that exists.

American feminist and Christian theologian, Sally McFague (1993), argues that “the
world is our meeting place with God….as the body of God, it is wondrously,
awesomely, divinely mysterious” (p.vii) and describes an organic model of the creation
story:
It is the story of everything that is, of how the universe began fifteen
billion years ago and how it evolved into some hundred billion
galaxies of which our Milky Way is one. Hence, everything that exists
- from the most distant galaxies to the tiniest fragment of life - has a
common beginning and a common history: at some level and in a
remote or intimate way, everything is related to everything else. We
are distant relatives to the stars and kissing cousins with the oceans,
plants, and other creatures on the earth…[it is a] unity and diversity,
one that is based on radical relationship and interdependence and yet
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produces the most stupefying array of diversified individuals
(McFague 1993, p.27).
If Christians were to speak of the universe as God’s body it would not be a singular
body but all bodies that have ever been. All of creation exposes the presence and
majestic creativity of God. A view that defines this well is that by Edwards (2004), who
stresses the uniqueness of all bodies. For example, each creature’s symbolization of
divine grandeur and “the sense of the acknowledgment that the realm of being is wide,
diverse, and different from oneself” (p.3), and which is seen by other authors such as
Dombrowski (2011) as being relevant today. What is more, Barbara McClintock, a
plant geneticist, argues that paying attention to the individual differences of all living
things is essential (Fox Keller 1985). Thus, Christian spiritual perception reflects on
both the differences and the oneness in a complex network of interdependence because
this view sees God infusing all things, people and places (McFague 1993). Since the
earliest Christian traditions, for Christians to think of themselves, nature, and their role
in the scheme of things is to think of God as the One who is in, with, and under the
entire process of the universe (Hendry 1980).

Furthermore, Thomas Keating, a Cistercian monk and former abbot of St. Joseph’s
Abbey in Spencer, Massachusetts, describes Christian spirituality as:
a disposition not limited to devotional practices, rituals, liturgy, or
particular acts of piety or service to others, but rather the catalyst that
integrates, unifies, and directs all one’s activity (Keating 1996, p.165).
Ultimately, a Christian spiritual perception is one in which the divine is both creator of
the natural world and is experienced through all places. Furthermore, through the
revelation of Christ’s full humanity, the divine, the creation and the human, humans are
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invited to experience a transformation of consciousness which allows for the experience
of spiritual sensations (Wynn 2008). Thus, contextualising a Christian spirituality
includes a perception in which God’s incarnation in Christ shows that the human and
sensory is redeemed, and that the human can be the seat of the spiritual. Therefore, it is
reasonable to suppose that if this additional increment of understanding is embedded in
a Christian spiritual perception, it could be seen as an important factor of consideration
in the conceptualisation of Christian art.

2.5 Spiritual perception of place

Place generally refers to the locality of a particular environment, for example, a natural
or built environment, urban landscape, the side of the road, a place on a map, or even a
subjective internal environment. Whatever form place takes, it is normally conceived of
by humans as a space that has a certain degree of meaning. Place is rarely value-free.
Place or environment can refer more to the invested meanings and values that are
brought to a location rather than the physicality of it. For example, if a person
experiences a romantic liaison at a particular place, that place could become significant
to him/her, and so ultimately, it is the individual and his/her sense of meaning and value
that forms their perception of place.

There is a rising tide of literature about place. For example Professor of Rural
Sociology at the University of Tasmania, Frank Vanclay, claims that place can be
defined as:
the environmental qualities and values of a locality since these are
assigned to that space by people. Thus, the perceived ambience of a
location, its perceived safety and security, the level of background
noise, any evident odours, the level of ambient light, and the view and
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the elements in that view (and more) are all part of what makes up the
personal experience of space, and therefore are part of place (Vanclay
2000, pp.183-211).
Further, Casey (2009) and Relph’s (2000) similar views are reinforced by the more
recent definition put forward by Phenomenologist David Seamon:
Phenomenologically, place can be defined as any environmental locus
in and through which individual or group actions, experiences,
intentions, and meanings are drawn together spatially (Seamon 2013,
p.1).
A secular view of place, therefore, acknowledges the sense of at-oneness. On the other
hand, a Christian spiritual perspective of place is possibly distinguished from the
secular by the understanding of God as pure Being: “the One who is in, with and under
the entire process of the universe” (McFague 1993, p.65). Therefore, the
interconnectedness of the viewer with a place then extends an experience of awe at the
works of the creator. Thus, a person perceiving place through a Christian spiritual
perception could see a vibrancy, dynamism and inter-connectedness with Being in that
place.

A Christian spiritual perception of place then provides some logical basis for
experiencing a sense of intimacy, rightness, belonging, and holistic integration from all
sources. Both physical and phenomenological perceptions form the human response to
place. In this sense, the buzz of the city may encourage a more frenetic relationship; the
quiet of the country may attract a character that prefers a quieter pace of life. A
cattleman is drawn to, among other things, the countryside through which he rides and
bonds through the elements of nature. Hamma (1999), spiritual writer and editorial
director of Ave Maria press, described the development of this relationship to place as a
part of “spiritual growth” (p.21). Therefore, places can shape a person’s spiritual
perspective as well.
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A past experience of place could also evoke a sense of identity and being at home, of
being whole. For instance, a feeling of being at home could influence contemplating on
a waterfall due to a past experience that brought to mind the intimacy of a similar
occasion beside a river. Bachelard (1964) suggests that ‘oneric’ or extraordinary places
and “all the spaces of intimacy are designated by an attraction” (p.12). On the other
hand, place is described by Casey (2009) as:
The limit and the condition of all that exists…To be is to be in
place…Place belongs to the very concept of existence. To be is to be
bounded by place, limited by it…. Place-being is part of an entity’s
own-being (p.p.15-16).
The perceptual interpretation of place is therefore an amalgam of all experience that a
person could have in place, including the possibility of a phenomenological encounter
and interconnectedness with God; a state of being whole.

Hamma (1999) infers that a sense of wholeness and identity which is evoked by place
“is a sense of rootlessness, a longing for nurturing places, or a concern for the
environment that leads us to reflect on the role of place in our spiritual lives” (p.25). In
addition, Birkeland (2005) speaks of place as a lived world view; an inter-weaving of
place-making that makes no clear distinction between the human body and the place it
inhabits. Place, therefore, is not sharply delineated but remains intertwined in the social
mind. Thus, it would seem probable that a particular place can provoke and evoke
stronger effects than any other location and may well include not only sensorial
responses to each place but a phenomenological perception of the “spiritual
dimensions” of place (Vanclay, Higgins and Blackshaw, 2008, p.v). Arguably, a sense
of wholeness is a sense of personal rightness and well-being in and of place. Some
places evoke, simply and completely, the holistic sense of at-oneness.
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Such a sense of at-oneness with place could result from variations of phenomenological
perspective components such as security, freedom, spiritual awareness or centeredness.
Such components could occur because the relationship of experience to place is not
merely interactive but holistic. Further, Reber (1985) and LeBuffe (2011) agree that
variations of states or characteristic ways of behaving are emotive qualities referred to
as conscious modes and types. For instance, unconditional, innocent, interactive, and
holistic are all modes that could relate to the emotional type of security at place. Each
phenomenological perspective component has different descriptive modes and types of
emotive experience.

Variations of specific descriptive modes and types of emotion have been shown to
develop through values, memories and intimate spiritual experiences of that place. De
Sousa (2010) argues that:
No aspect of our mental life is more important to the quality and
meaning of our existence than emotions...So it is not surprising that
most of the great classical philosophers - Plato, Aristotle, Spinoza,
Descartes, Hobbes, Hume - had recognizable theories of
emotion….What is surprising is that in much of the twentieth-century
philosophers of mind and psychologists tended to neglect them.
On the other hand, Kenny (1963) urged that emotions should be viewed as intentional
states and defined as:
notion of a formal object of an intentional state as that characteristic
that must belong to something if it is to be possible for the state to
relate to it. This implies an excessively strong logical link between the
state and its object's actual possession of the characteristic in question.
Nevertheless it points to an important condition on the
appropriateness of an emotion to a given object (p.22).
For instance, when walking on a track by the river a person could experience personal
emotional variables or modes of the secure type of feeling. Unconditional-security
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could be a significant positive connection to place that is experienced when a person
feels comfortable and at home in that place. Innocent-security could be a form of
security that allows a person to experience youthful exuberance and play due to the
utmost natural feeling of security in place through the absence of other people.
Interactive-security could be experienced at place through contact with an individual or
group. Holistic-security could include an experience of place as part of a sense of self.
Then, on the other hand, the experience of a false–security could mean that the security
initially felt is subsequently shown to be mistaken due to an adverse result.

Therefore, when a person visits different places each could infuse a different mode and
type of the phenomenological perspective component. For example the different modes
and types for the emotive component of stillness/peace could be gender-autonomy,
joyfully-refreshed, internal-peace or deep-serenity. Joyfully-refreshed, could develop as
a result of being able to act independently at a place. For instance, the total enjoyment
and independent actions in a secluded fresh water pool could affect a person in a joyful
and refreshed manner. As a consequence the physical and mental nourishment could
lead to centering and a mindset for contemplation. An internal-peace at place could
describe the mode and type perceived by a person with an inner peaceful nature of mind
and soul. This experience could develop as a soft breeze caresses the skin on an
afternoon walk around the river. The stress of the day could dissolve as internal peace
settles within. A perception of deep-serenity could be a process that affects a quiet
stillness within the mind, body and soul. For instance, while sitting with their back
against a tall ancient tree in the rainforest, a person could feel infused by the divine
essence of creation all around and within them and feel one with creation. Thus,
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through the modes and types in relation to place a sense of spiritual freedom could
result and nourish the body, mind and soul (LeBuffe 2011).

Smith (2011) describes this conscious experience of various types as:
experienced from the first-person point of view. [For instance], we
study different forms of experience just as we experience them, from
the perspective of the subject living through or performing them
(Smith 2011).
Therefore the modes and types of phenomenological perspective components of place
could lead to a mindset of autonomy developed from the nourishment of body, mind
and soul. Mill (1975) claims autonomy is one of the elements of well-being. Kymlicka
(1989), Waldron (1993) and Sumner (1996) argue that autonomy is fundamental to
flourishing lives no matter what moral commitments, life plans, or other particulars the
person might obtain. Thus, a sense of complete autonomy and well-being is, in some
ways, a place where humans seem to be most truly themselves, most truly authentic.

In most religions, a feeling of autonomy or authenticity is also seen as a sense of
spiritual centeredness; the soul touches the All-Soul, being touches Being. For the
mystics, spirituality is the state of oneness with God or pure Being. A former monk and
theologian, Thomas Moore (2002), describes spiritual centeredness as a simple state of
finding the infinite in all that lies within and beyond. This topic has been written about
extensively. For example, Hillman (1989), Deigh (1994), Hamma (1999), Moon (2004),
and Craig & Moreland (2012), have also considered the importance of a spiritual
centeredness and sense of meaning through place. Any adult can experience this sense
of spiritual centeredness and may derive a sense of meaning and identity from a
particular place.
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A Christian spiritual perception of a physical location of place can therefore be the
source of contact with the metaphysical just as the physical body and mind can be the
site of union with the divine. To understand the link, people require their physical,
natural bodies because the spiritual (or metaphysical) can only be perceived through the
physical nature of the body and mind. All nature is, indeed, an essential part of the
spiritual. Richardson and Bowden (1983) assert a perception that nature:
includes everything that happens in space-time or all that is accessible
to scientific inquiry, or all that exists in dependence on the divine
Creator (natura naturata). Nature may also signify the force or
principle that sustains the aggregate of natural things: whether this is
God himself or some lesser, created powers (p.394).
Hence, it could be understood that the link between the two dimensions of physical
location of place and physical body and mind can be the place where the Divine (or
metaphysical) is encountered.

A Christian spiritual perception of place where the Divine is encountered is often
referred to as a thin place. Deignan (2003) notes that in mystic and Trappist monk
Thomas Merton’s spiritual writings, the Celtic traditions also refer to environments that
have a personal rightness and well-being as “thin places” (p.34). Hamma (1999)
eloquently argues that not only is the inner life important in our spirituality but so is our
spirituality of place: our thin places where the veil that separates heaven and earth is
lifted and one is able to receive a glimpse of the glory of God. Thin places may not only
be remote or aesthetically majestic. Indeed any place could provide an arbour where it
may be possible to satisfy our longings for the characteristics of thin places. These
could be places where the gulf between God and humanity is lessened; where the
sublime and the commonplace find common ground; and where there is contact with
transcendent values. There are many humans who have seen or felt the richness of the
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peaceful, vast or stark beauty of nature: where the soul experiences an infusion of spirit.
This awareness could exist in nature, in the city or any other place where suddenly we
are able to see afresh as personal thin places are discovered (Hamma 1999).

Conscious awareness of place leads to the unitive experience of the viewer with not
only the place but with all creation. It is an holistic, spiritual experience. The spiritual
or mystical experience is, in most religions, described as being a unitive experience of
the person with the Divine. For example, an artist could experience a sense of oneness
through all of nature that results in a union with God, similar to that in Christian
mysticism. A unitive experience such as this merges the physical and the Divine: a
falling away of the separation between a person and God, where the individual
consciousness merges into the wholeness of the universe. Although perception of place,
then, could be non-specific, it could also be most important as a means to a unitive
experience: a Christian spiritual perception of place.

2.6 Christian spiritual perception of place through contemplation and
meditation

Christian spiritual or mystical perception of place may be focussed through experiences
of contemplation and meditation. Contemplation is a preparatory process of observation
that reaffirms the ability to discover God in all places. It involves attending to what is
before a person and being awakened to fresh possibilities to become alert to the
presence of the divine in place. For example, through a Christian spiritual perspective,
the divine is both creator of the environment and can also be experienced through that
natural world (LeBuffe 2011) through contemplation. Contemplation, rather than
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merely a visual examination or observation of a physical site, produces a new
perspective of that site. This perspective or vision is physical but also spiritual. Because
contemplation is a process in which the Christian is in touch with God, this spiritual
experience also involves love and an awareness of God both outside, in the natural
world, and inside in the inner being of the viewer.

Meditation, or a meditative mindset, is different from contemplation. This mindset can
be seen as centered attention that enables a person to enter into an altered state of pure
consciousness while remaining fully awake and alert.

Pure consciousness occurs

through changes within the brain which simply prepares a person for the work ahead as
it teaches them to use all capacities to the fullest. Spiritual writer Judy Cannato (2010)
reports that:
While one hemisphere of our brain usually predominates over the
other, a phenomenon known as lateralization, the practice of
meditation over time brings the hemispheres into balance. The result
is that the sense of separation characteristic of lower stages of
development begins to recede and a sense of connectedness begins to
emerge… Meditation enables the practitioner to live in the present
moment with an abiding state of peace, no matter what the external
circumstances may be (p.156).
Simplistically, this raises the possibility of being able to express artistically the emotive
perceptual qualities of place, following contemplative and meditative preparation
through the resultant deep connectedness. However, this is not a guaranteed outcome as
it is a process that develops over time.

Merleau-Ponty (1964) argues that “pure consciousness is just another way of taking a
stand about the world” (p.24). However, in an interview on Radio National, the
philosopher Robert M. Wallace (2010) refers to the cogent opinion of Plato and Hegel
on pure consciousness as ‘inner freedom’. Wallace (2010) also argues that inner or
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spiritual freedom is the “ability to question our initial urges and opinions and seek some
more rationally authoritative source of guidance that determines itself rather than being
determined by external inputs”. From a Christian perspective, it would seem therefore
that meditation can connect a person to God through the state of centered attention, a
state of inner awareness of pure consciousness. This process could enhance the prospect
of artistic representation of experiences of place.

An inner awareness of God could be developed through various approaches to
meditation. One of the earliest, and still continued, methods to achieve meditation is the
ancient practice called Lectio Divina. This is known as the oldest and best developed
Christian mystical practice of meditative, prayerful reading of nature and word
(Corrigan & Harrington 2011). It begins with a process of reading and meditating on
scripture which enables the work of Christ to become a means of connection with God;
a way in which Christians experience God in creation. As the art of finding Christ in the
pages of the Bible develops through reverential listening to the word, (“the still, small
voice of God” (The Holy Bible (1864), 1Kings 19:12), recognizing the experience of
Christ in other aspects of life also develops. Such a development of further experiences
can be achieved through additional steps of the Lectio Divina process which allows for
the discovery of an underlying spiritual rhythm.

This ancient practice includes four steps: lectio; reading to cultivate the ability to listen
and hear the voice of God, meditatio; meditating/listening to find in the word that which
affects us at our deepest levels, oratio; praying to ask and allowing our real selves to be
touched through a dialogue with God, and contemplatio; contemplating to rest and be in
the presence of God. It is a process that allows for the discovery of many different ways
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of experiencing God’s presence. Thus, in contemporary times, even when the focus is
on the quick results of a present-day life-style, Christian meditation is an expression of
a deep yearning for a soulful life.

Arguably this ancient Christian practice of reading (Lectio Divina) could also have
parallels with reading and seeing God in nature or special places. A parallel process
could be developed by looking, focusing, meditating and listening to find the essence of
nature (God) which affects us at our deepest levels; by allowing our real selves to be
touched through the Divine essence in place or nature; and by meditating to rest and be
in the presence of God in place or nature through the internal landscape of the mind. If
we are honest, most of us have to admit that prayer or meditation is more of an
obligation because it is presented as a spiritual discipline. However, our part has much
more to do with consent than initiative. That consent is most simply saying yes to
God’s invitation to a loving encounter as all of life can be offered to God in faith and
with openness (Benner 2010).

The practice of contemplation can also be an appropriate process that contributes
towards a Christian spiritual perception of place. For the most part, contemplation,
which can be referred to as prayer, is understood from early spiritual traditions in two
ways: contemplation on the creative activity of God, and contemplation on God without
images or words. This particular Christian perspective of contemplation as simply being
receptive to God’s presence in the depths of the soul has been divided into two
practices: ‘kataphatic’, also known as the via positiva, or positive way, and ‘apophatic’,
also known as the via negativa, or negative way.
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There is a clear difference in these two traditional forms of contemplation. McLeod
(1986), Associate Professor of Theology at St. Louis University teaches that
“kataphatic prayer employs thoughts and images while apophatic transcends these”
(p.1). That is, ‘kataphatic’ theology uses words, symbols and actions to connect a
person with God and tends to describe God in His positive attributes: God is just, God
is merciful etc. ‘Apophatic’ theology while conscious that God is beyond human terms
and moves a person beyond words and images, may refuse to label God to exemplify
how thoroughly “other” God is. In practice, these two theologies exist side by side. But
McLeod (1986) questions if “kataphatic prayer [leads] to apophatic prayer and, if so, is
apophatic the higher and more fruitful form of prayer to which all sought to aspire?”
(p.01). The unspoken duality of these two forms of contemplation might promote
division or opposition, but in Intimacy with God, Keating (1996) argues that kataphatic
contemplation is also seen as “a preparation for [silent] contemplation” (p.42). This
suggests the possibility that the kataphatic form of contemplation may be used as a
preparation towards all activities.

Although kataphatic contemplation may assert the attributes of God, it never pretends
to be able to define God completely. St Basil explains: “We say that we know the
greatness of God, the power of God, the wisdom of God, the goodness of God, the
providence of God over us, and the justness of the judgment of God - but not the very
ousia [essence] of God” (Pelikan 1993, p.55). These attributes are generally revealed
through the affective response to the understanding of sacred symbols; a way of images
and a personal relationship with Christ.
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In order to understand what a personal relationship with Christ and the truth of faith
requires, a disciplined use and development of reason, imagination, memory, and
emotion is necessary (Gellman 2011). Kataphatic contemplation can assist with this
understanding. This form of contemplation develops a union with Christ mediated
through the physical; through the gift of faith experiences; and through God as he is in
relation to the world. It is a devotional, contemplative practice of centring that
transports a person into the mystery of faith. This preparatory process also reaffirms the
ability to discover God in all things which could influence values, attitudes, thoughts,
feelings, and behaviour (Gellman 2011).

The apophatic approach, although involving the term negative, does not employ the
term to mean lacking positive attributes. Apophatic is defined rather, as “a method of
approaching God by looking beyond all created categories of sensation and thought to
the God who can in no way be conceptualized” (Richardson, 1983, p.32). An apophatic
approach to contemplation does not accept that the ‘ousia’, or essence of God, can be
knowable by the human faculties. Although the ‘ousia’ or imageless approach may not
be tangible or conceptualized, it can possibly be experienced and known within oneself
through meditation, so the outcome of apophatic contemplation is positive not negative.
Richardson (1983) argues that apophatic contemplation:
was the specific message of the Christian gospel that the Logos as
Creator… was also the Saviour… Biblical revelation deliberately
chose metaphors to refer to the transcendent that were so completely
at variance with the transcendent that the dissimilarity would be
obvious and the apophaticism implied would be unmistakable (p.32)
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Although the apophatic tradition of ‘ousia’ is always more than the human mind can
conceive or imagine, this process could develop a mindset that becomes immersed in an
inner existence of awe and wonder. This suggests the possibility that the use of an
apophatic form of contemplation is a process of internal focus that could be used to
transform internal phenomenological perception into documented external images. This
mindset therefore, would potentially allow an artist to develop an external form from a
transcendent, ethereal concept. The use of such a concept goes beyond the literal to
create imagery of place through an internal method of interpretation. For instance,
Eldredge argues in Weisberger (1986), that Tack’s image of Storm (see Plate 2.6.1
below) created:

an awe-inspiring symmetry out of thundering chaos….a symbol of a
new world in the making of turbulence stilled after the tempest by a
universal God….[His spirit] reflects a general yearning for union with
first causes and primal forces.…Tack fused an abstract evocation of
nature and spirit called a “landscape of the mind” (p.113)
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Plate 2.6.1
Storm, 1920-23
Augustus Vincent Tack
Oil on canvas mounted on composition panel
37 x 48 in. (94 x 121.9 cm)
Phillips Collection, Washington D.C.

In reality, mystics and theologians always use both forms of meditation. An example of
apophatic mysticism is in the classical Tao text, Tao Te Ching (Corrigan & Harrington,
2011). Even so, the Christian faith which experiences the Divine in both kataphatic and
apophatic ways could inform and conceptualise a spiritual essence and understanding
for the creation of art. In a sense, the artistic discipline for painting requires a
complementary process. The process requires a spiritual understanding through the
appreciation of nature, guided by the nature of the object of appreciation. For example,
a person could look at the natural world with spiritual understanding and see the
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physical world as visible evidence of God’s creation. Once faith has revealed the
mystery of Christ’s humanity, Christ as God/man gives the means through the senses to
see through the physical and perceive God: humans could be infused with knowledge of
God/Creator in nature and then respond to His creation.

It therefore seems reasonable to propose that an experiential Christian spiritual art could
draw on the complete phenomenological perspective of place through the senses and
evoked experience of God: through a meditative mindset brought about through both
kataphatic and apophatic traditions in order to depict the conceptual essence to the
viewer through the physicality of an art piece. The viewer then could use their senses to
perceive their own phenomenological perspective of place through the art. But after the
art piece is created, if the process and essence of a spiritual concept is conveyed to the
viewer, it belongs to an intersubjective perspective: a theory whereby the viewer of the
art is the subject of a similar emotional state of phenomenological content as a result of
viewing the art. Such an experience goes beyond the exercise of any act and as an
artistic process informed by a Christian spiritual perspective of place, could be a means
of bringing a sense of the Divine-in-place to the urban world.

2.7 Christian spiritual perception of elemental embodiment of place

Christian spiritual perception of place involves a holistic integration of internal and
external sense experience. Contemplation and meditation focuses the diverse emotional,
spiritual and cognitive perceptions but perception also involves a more tangible and
physical experience of place. Each environment in the Western tradition is made up of
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the elements earth, fire, air and water. Christian understanding of how these are
experienced is an important understanding.

An elemental perception of place refers to a perception of the four substances of the
forces of nature as perceived by the ancient Western World. An elemental perception
could include the many elements in relation to modern science, for example where
element, in the general sense of the word, could be applied to any essential or basic part
of anything. However, the four elemental substances of nature, (fire, water, air and
earth) have a relationship to place either collectively or through an individual focus. A
collective understanding of elemental perception of place is when all elements can be
observed. For instance, a place where someone is sitting on the earth by the river
cooking food on a camp-fire while a gentle breeze is blowing could be seen as a
collective elemental perception of place. From an individual perspective, a focus on the
element water, for instance, could be that a place is visited only because of the
dominance of the natural flow of the river through that place. The other elements of
fire, air, and earth, although present, would simply be subordinate in their existence.

A deeper understanding of the four elements of nature in place could also be understood
through a connection to the human body. The relationship between nature and people is
explained by cultural anthropologist and writer, Richard Nelson (1989). He argues that:
I am no less than the earth itself. The rivers run through my veins, the
winds blow in and out with my breath, the soil makes my flesh, the
sun’s heat smoulders inside me. A sickness or injury that befalls the
earth befalls me (p.249).
And further, in a Franciscan Theology of the Environment, Nothwehr (2002) challenges
that:
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The elements of the human body were identical, it was held, with the
elements forming the universe. Man’s [sic] flesh was of the earth, his
blood of water, his breath of air and his warmth of fire (p.181).
Thus, it is arguable that the interconnection of elements, place and body can give a
fundamental human connection to place through a person’s perception. Humans are not
separate from this planet, and given that all nature, which includes the four elements, is
interconnected, the elements have influences upon humanity as well as the environment
in which we live. They give qualities to life and all worldly phenomena.

The relationship between element, place and body can be explored through:
1) A metaphorical perception,
2) An intellectual perception and
3) An experiential perception of encounters at each site.
For instance:
1) Fire at a chosen place could have the metaphorical perception of light as the
Holy Spirit and therefore, a source of physical and spiritual illumination.
2) An intellectual perception of fire would allow a person to understand that the
energy of fire can both destroy and transform with its flames, heat and smoke.
Fire can also begin a cycle of creation after its destruction as the ash can nourish
new growth.
3) An experiential perception of fire could draw all creatures to experience its
warmth.
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Thus, the phenomenological perception of place through the fire element could recreate the notion of God as the essence of all: the inner ground of being which is aflame
with love and which is the source of spiritual energy and warmth for all creation.

Fire is always associated with many things, but the metaphorical perception of fire in
Christian spiritual literature is most commonly known as the fire at the heart of the
burning bush: the fire of God. Spiritual literature traditionally speaks of the fire in the
heart of the Christian who is connected to God. Therefore fire could be likened to the
light of God that infuses and informs the whole activity which swirls around it. The
French philosopher, Gaston Bachelard (1964), contends fire as the prime element of
reverie: "If fire was taken to be a constituent element of the Universe, is it not because
it is an element of human thought, the prime element of reverie?" (p.14). It is almost
certain, Bachelard (1964) claims, that "fire is precisely the first object, the first
phenomenon, on which the human mind reflected"(p.14). Therefore, it is arguable that
the relationship of the transfiguring fire element to place and body could give a person
the ability to be self-conscious, to step back and reflect on a dual awareness of both the
human and divine.

The intellectual perception of air is that it is critical to life. Without air we would not be
able to breathe, although humans are mostly unaware of the air we breathe. Drew Leder
(2004), Professor of Eastern and Western philosophy at Loyola college in Maryland,
states it is “everywhere and nowhere, ephemeral yet all-powerful” (p.29). It would seem
that air interconnects all elements. For example, fire is not possible without the
compression of air. The oxygen content is essential for combustion. The human body is
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connected to air to enable it to live, just as everything in nature is connected to the
environment. The metaphorical perception of air, for instance, could be that the wind
(air) bore the umbrella along like a feather on the breath of God. From an experiential
perception, air could also reinforce a divine interconnectedness of all that ‘is’. For
instance the relationship of air, body and place could give a person a mothered feeling
of being nurtured. For instance, the mothering air, the wild air, the breezes gentle
delicacy could all be phenomenally perceived as the breath of God and all form part of
the power and strength of the binding connection of divine, human, spirit, land, and
water.

Thus, the whole body could be connected to place through the elemental

perception of air.

Douglas (1973) and Giblett (1996) both argue the element water is also a key natural
symbol of life. In Deep Blue: Critical Reflections on Nature, Religion and Water (2008),
it is argued that “all humans imbibe water continuously, with awareness that they are
largely composed of it and it is essential for their survival” (Shaw & Francis, 2008,
p.261). Thus, intellectually, water is a renewing element of all life. For instance when
thirsty nature is watered it can become fruitful. Within Christian literature water is
known metaphorically as the symbol of cleansing and purifying. In this sense water is
used in the sacrament of baptism, symbolizing the washing away of sin and the rising to
newness of life. A further metaphorical perspective from George Ferguson (1961),
editor of Christian literature, is that “water, mixed with wine, in the Eucharist has come
to denote Christ’s humanity, the wine representing His divinity” (p.45). Thus, it is
argued that an experiential perception of water and the interconnection of water, body
and place could be one of physical, spiritual and mental nourishment. For instance,
stopping at a fresh water pool after a trek up the mountain, a person could quench their
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thirst and play in the water to refresh the complete body. In turn, the nourished body
could allow the senses to be astute: an essential mindset for the process of meditation
and contemplation at place to experience the Divine in and of place.

Intellectually, it is not difficult to grasp that the physical form of the earth element is
soil and sands. These components provide a platform: the ground beneath our feet
which we can call home and experience for our existence. Much of the world’s history
is embedded in soil and sand. For instance, the remains of many life forms which have
lived before inform us about the past. Soil and sand are alive; a living energy that is
replenished by water, ageing vegetation and decaying matter and which allows new life
to be nurtured simultaneously. The richness and texture of soil also supplies the
building block that sustains our everyday existence. For example, our existence requires
food and the earth is seen as the primary provider that creates physical life and food.
From both metaphorical and experiential perspectives, the earth could be used as an
analogy for the Church because the Church feeds the human with spiritual faith. For
example, to walk barefoot on the deep-red dirt among the ‘is-ness’ of the rainforest
could be to experience a connection to earth in a humble and spiritual way through the
sacred character of the place.

It would seem, therefore, that the four natural elements promote a phenomenological
perspective filled with wonder and reflection, a perspective where people are amazed
by the interconnectedness of all life, nature and the elements. The elemental perspective
of interconnectedness is also part of oriental philosophy. Authors and followers of
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oriental philosophical perspectives, David Bell and James McNeill (2004), both argue
that:
[Through the] element theory we are able to converse with nature and

seek the truth of our own nature. This truth becomes a quest rather
than a place in which to settle …But it is not the theory of the
Elements that we need to revere: rather, the theory exists to revere
nature. Nature teaches us. When we look deeply into any one
phenomenon of nature, including ourselves, we experience insight
into the greater workings of the universe and realize that the
macrocosm and the microcosm are affectionately pointing at each
other. As humans we are manifestations of the greater cosmos and are
never entirely separate from or unaffected by the universe around us
and in us (pp.15-16).

Further, in both Christian and Eastern philosophy the term element describes an
activity. This way of speaking figuratively is about phases of creation and about a set of
associated occurrences for each phase. Guru Ravi Dass Marg (2005) argues that
place/nature and life are pervaded with inescapable occurrences of movement:
In contemporary scientific terms, sound is waves and oscillations in
the air or water, or even in the earth or seemingly solid structures.
Light is a perception of a tiny part of the electromagnetic spectrum,
the fastest moving physical energy known to man. Touch arises from
the appearance of solidity. It is motion, together with electromagnetic
and other forces, that gives matter – which is mostly empty spaces –
the illusion of being solid. The sensations of heat and cold are also
due to change in the speed of molecular movement. Tasting and
smelling arise from the interaction or movement of substances in the
nose and mouth (p.20).
Everything incessantly vibrates and pulsates, moving in cycles, short or long. Reactions
within all bodily senses, therefore, are an experience of some aspects of the activity and
constant motion of the elements. Without this constant motion, nothing would exist. It
seems reasonable to propose that a holistic visual language on place requires the
inclusion of the elemental perception experienced at place.
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2.8 Summary
In general, a review of the literature reveals the following general principles in relation
to major theories of perception:
·

Perception is seen by the majority of authors, for instance, Snowdon (1992),
Robinson (1994), Pomerantz (2003), Smith (2004) and Saks and Johns (2011) as
involving the organization, identification and interpretation of all forms of
sensory information to represent and understand the world. However, some
authors such as Griffiths (2011) Schacter (2011) and Crane (2011), observe a
contemporary definition that involves inherited information, sensory stimulus
and illusion to enrich and challenge a perceptual openness and intelligibility of
the phenomenon of perception.

·

Armstrong (1968), Weiskrantz (1997), Merleau-Ponty (2004), Crane (2011),
Carruthers (2011), and Finlay and Schroeder (2011) argue that perception of
place can only be conceived by the contents of all internal and external
stimulants of sense experience. Although Gaulin and McBurnay (2004)
acknowledge that perception gives knowledge of the world, they argue its
primary purpose is for action and that the body unifies all information from the
different senses to underpin this concept.

·

Reber (1985) and Johnson (1993) view phenomenological perception as an
individual relationship with the world. A more complete view is presented by
recent authors such as Jacob (2010), Smith (2011) and Van Gulick (2011), in
which the phenomenological experience, or conscious state, is concealed behind
the objective world as a structure of experience. This means how an event is
perceived instead of the physical event itself.
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·

The majority of authors such as Fox Keller (1985), Mursell (2001) Alston
(1991), McFague (1993), Keating (1996), Edwards (2004), Treston (2010),
Benner (2010) agree the fundamental role of a Christian perspective leads a
person to a genuine experience of God and a spiritual life. A view that extends
on this principle is presented by Bianchi (2012) for example, who argues that
ultimately God is encountered through the entire self, including all our bodily
senses, and this divine mystery can be experienced in all places.

·

Both Christian and secular perceptions of place can be defined as any
environmental locus which includes the physical elements, memories, qualities
and values assigned to that space by people (Vanclay 2000, Relph 2000, Casey
2009, Seamon 2013). However, some authors such as Bianchi (2012) explain
that the difference in a Christian perception of place involves having the
inclusion of a perception of God through all senses and on all levels in the
environmental locus, not just from a doctrinal base but through meditation and
contemplation.

While perception and spirituality are mostly well understood, there are a range of views
in relation to how people understand the world through their perception of visual
reality. Giovannelli (2011) asserts that a person’s approach to visual language and thus
visual art is part of a general approach to knowledge and reality, contributing to the
understanding and indeed to the building of the realities in which we live. Therefore, a
range of views in relation to visual language are explored and interrogated in chapter 3.
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Chapter 3 – Visual language
3.1 Overview

This chapter reviews literature relevant to three different aspects of visual language:
1. An overview of visual language, that is, the languages that people see and
how they understand the world through their perception of visual reality that
could include “interests, tastes, training and necessity” (Schirato and Webb
2004).
2. The relationship of pictorial semiotics to visual language. For instance, how
images communicate their meaning and how semiotics can be a system
where individual thoughts are developed and translated so individual
expression is realized.
3. The visual language of painting in order to understand how the discipline
might communicate meaning that extends beyond the literal content of the
image. For instance, how it could communicate an abstract idea of spiritual
experience.

3.2 Visual language
According to many different authors, such as Cherry (1968), Guiraud (1975), Fuller
(1983), Jean (1989), Foster (1998), Schirato and Webb (2004), Nelson (2010),
Giovannelli (2011), and Thagard (2012), visual language is seen as a form of
communication based on images. Jean (1989) argues that pictorial images were first
made more than 30,000 years ago. Ever since this time visual images have played an
important role in human thinking. Such images and marks have been made by human
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beings and used metaphorically to communicate ideas of perception for many centuries
(Hyatt 1995).

Giovannelli (2011) notes that the structure of visual language has similarities to written
language in that both require the viewer to ‘read’ the language through analytical tools
that make sense of the language. Text, as symbols of the written language, is
encountered and processed sequentially as it is spoken or read as words across a surface
through the act of seeing or with the sensitive touch of Braille. However, written
language was not “invented until between 10,000 and 5,000 BC” (Jean 1989, p.12). On
the other hand, as previously noted, visual language is an historically ancient form of
communication through the use of images. For instance, images such as the
representations of animals in the prehistoric cave art of Pech-Merle (France) and
Altamira (Spain) were used to communicate long before the written form of expression
(Jean 1989). An earlier view by Gregory (1970) also proposes that animal images
express meaning which could be conceived as abstract ideas of religious rituals. This
remains a contemporary view which is supported by Edelman and Tonini (2000) and
Brown and Fehige (2011) who point out that the ability to respond to absent imaginary
situations, as our early ancestors did with paintings on rock, represents an essential step
towards the development of abstract thought.

Nelson (2010) and Thagard (2012) both claim that pictorial representations capture
visual and spatial information in a much more usable form than lengthy verbal
descriptions. In addition Nelson (2010) argues that what a person sees in an image
depends on many influences, for instance, individual tastes, natural mental and
emotional outlook, traditions and value systems. Edelman and Tonini (2000) maintain
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that in the waking state there is usually, in the foreground, the buzz of immediate
perception,

feeling,

mood

as

well

as

fleeting

memory

images.

Recent

neurophysiological results confirm a close physical link between reasoning with mental
imagery and perception (Thagard 2012). Further, Schirato and Webb (2004) argue:
that our cultural history and trajectories naturalise certain values and
ideas, and effectively determine our worldview – that is, they
predispose us to see and evaluate the world in certain ways (p.17).
However, Barthes (1973) argues that how linguistic language is created also depends on
many influences, for instance, core and historic values, the guiding concept,
grammatical organization and the structure that we expect from words.

Even so, visual language doesn’t work like linguistic language with grammatical
organization but with pictures that are sometimes difficult to interpret because they
resist words (Elkins 2002). Nelson (2010) further contends that there is something
mute, something resistant and ineffable that remains locked up in a picture. Schirato
and Webb (2004) argue that every perception and meaning in what we see is the
product of psychological, physiological and above all, cultural contexts. Images are
looked at “as a totality that makes up the image…and thus the whole works together to
construct the image we see....Past and present coexist in a still image” (pp.64-65). For
example, in Swallows the Poison Apple (see Plate 3.2.1 below) Paula Rego revises the
tale of Snow White to expose the fallible value of youth. Dressed in traditional Disney
garb this Snow White isn’t a beautiful princess but a middle-aged woman (Paula Rego
Exhibition, Saatchi Gallery, viewed 2013).
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Plate 3.2.1
Swallows the Poisoned Apple 1995
Paula Rego
Pastel on paper, mounted on aluminium
178 x 150cm
Saatchi Gallery, London

Thus, visual language also varies extensively according to the time and required
purpose for the image of communication. For instance, an early view from Fuller
(1983) demonstrates through historical reference how visual language changes over
time:
In the late 1960s, the history of recent art was still presented as an
ever-evolving continuum of mainstream fashions. Museums,
magazines, and books encouraged the view that Abstract
Expressionism gave way to Post-Painterly Abstraction and Pop,
which are followed by Minimalism and Photo-Realism which, in turn,
inevitably gave way to such non-painterly activities as
Conceptualism, ‘mixed-media’, photo-texts, Theoretical Art, and so
on (pp.3-4).
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What we see happening over time in art is inextricably linked to and is a product of our
cultural history, trajectories and contexts. The visual language of painting has to be
made and remade all the time because of the cyclical, indefinite component in painting
that relates to the main point of the artist. When the artist breaks a devotion to the
appearance of things it demands a new means of expression or investigation and a
reinvestment of what existed before (Elias 1997).

Art historian Nicholas Mirzoeff (1998) contends that visual language “is not just a part
of your everyday life, it is your everyday life” (p.3). Throughout history people are
constantly exposed to life through the provision of instant images that have power to
signify to the conscious and unconscious levels of humanity. Robinson (2000) claims
that with any picture, there are always two questions: the first, what the picture
represents, if anything and second, what kind of picture it is. However, Elias (1997)
argues that although perception is at the core of a picture, the viewer needs to be
familiar with the code of a visual image to understand its message. For instance, the
smile is a most powerful human sign and most people would be familiar with the visual
interpretation or code of this image. In fact different movements of the face convey
many varied messages and are understood universally as a code of visual language
(Kendon 2004). Although images of human physical gestures can express and
communicate feelings to others either deliberately or unconsciously, a similar
communication is created through the imagery in a painting.

Painting creates visual objects that signify meaning. For instance, a painting about
catastrophe, Fireballs by James Guppy (see Plate 3.2.2 below), could signify a
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universal situation that communicates without words to both conscious and unconscious
levels of humanity. Guppy states in Fizell (2012):
I have noticed that billowing clouds accompany most modern
disasters. Whether explosions, collapsing buildings, volcanoes or
storms, beautiful clouds of smoke, rain, dust or debris hang over
humanity. This seems to be an essential part of the violence of
destruction and a veil over what lies within (p.73).

Plate 3.2.2
Fireballs 2006
James Guppy
Acrylic on linen
180 x 180 cm
Artlink, Vol 32 No4 (2012)
The process used to make sense of visual culture that signifies to the conscious and
unconscious levels of humanity is called semiotics. This methodology examines the use
of images and signs and how they mean something (Guiraud 1975, Schirato and Webb
2004).
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3.3 The relationship of pictorial semiotics to painting

Semiotics is an analytical approach through which the signified structure of visual
language is conceived (Schirato and Webb 2004, Atkin 2011). The process examines
how the use of images can be interpreted (Short 2004). Sullivan (2011) argues that
semiotic processes that constitute the individual are always grounded in community,
history, and materiality. To understand the interpretative constitution of the self, one
must understand the various “external” environments that contribute to it (Sullivan
2011). Thus, semiotics examines the signs and symbols of a society as well as the study
and analysis of systems of communicative behaviour.

Although understanding the symbolic sign system of linguistics is classified as
semiology, the analytical approach also relates to the analysis of non-linguistic sign
systems (pictorial semiotics) such as those found in visual art and more specifically
painting. With this form of semiotics, pictures are understood as things in themselves, a
type of recording and the methodology examines the meaning of images that stand for
or take the place of something else (Mitchell 1994). The realization of their meaning
depends on “the cultural practices of looking and interpretation, and the subjective
capacities of the viewer to make images signify” (Hall 1999, p.310).

However, historically, visual art is representative of many different disciplines, images
and concepts, for example, nature or society, both imagined and literal (Atkin 2011). As
contemporary visual art moved away from nature and traditional formulae to the
technological revolution which included media studies, photo-texts, and video, visual
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communication converted into a whole range of different social media. Visual
communication can evolve through advertising, comic books, gallery exhibitions,
theatre performances, film, television and perhaps many other forms (Schirato and
Webb 2004). Mitchell (1990) argues that despite society’s ideologies and values
attempting to restrict representations in some of these forms, for instance the rating
restriction on films, visual art takes on a life of its own even though there is a gap
between intention and realization, original and copy. Even so, Hall (1997) contends that
the meanings behind all visual languages are fashioned by humans in the context of
their culture, because they have the ability to make things mean something.

Although many of these social media converse sequentially like the spoken or written
language, various forms of visual language are not sequential. For instance, the
independent visual form of painting can also communicate concepts from the mind and
convey information (Nelson 2010). Like other visual media, painting contains a
symbolic system or communication code. A code is created in such a way that it
focuses on understanding how the encoded image could work to create meanings that
have the ability to make things signify something to others (Hall 1997). In an earlier
view Guiraud (1975) describes a schematic overview on the breakdown of various
codifications, for example, social and aesthetic codes and the process of visual
communication theory of semiotics as shown below in Figure 3.3.1. He claims the
function of the referent “defines the relations between the message and the object to
which it refers… [and the code can] avoid any confusion between sign and thing,
between message and encoded reality” (Guiraud, 1975, pp.5-6). Mitchell (1994) argues
a more contemporary view in which the pictorial semiotics examine the encoded image,
focusing on the relationships and processes, through which representations are
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produced, valued, viewed and exchanged. He argues that coding in symbols allows the
viewer to recall the real image much easier.

Emitter:
(Painting)

Medium:
(emotive
function – we
communicate
ideas about
the referent)

Code: (the mode or
style of object which
leads to different
interpretations)
Message: (aesthetic
function that
becomes the object
of art)

Medium: (cognitive
function defines the
relation between
message and
receiver to elicit a
reaction from the
latter)

Receiver:
(Viewer)

Referent: (basis
of all
communication)

Figure 3.3.1 Detailed variation of Guiraud’s visual communication theory of
semiotics

For instance, if a dog in a painting is codified in a particular style, either traditional or
schematic, the viewer can make the association of the image with a real dog much
easier (see Plate 3.3.1 below). The recall of the memory of a dog will depend on the
original knowledge or learned association the viewer has of the animal. In the example
below, because white is a symbol of innocence and purity in the West (Walker 1991),
the white dog can be read as a symbol of a new life force (National Gallery of Victoria,
viewed 2013). The viewer can also bring a subjective perspective to a painted image
which signifies an individual emotional communication in accord with the semiotic
structure.
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Plate 3.3.1
Painting 1977
Peter Booth
Oil on canvas
182.5 x 304.0 cm
Gift of the artist in memory of Les Hawkins, 1978
National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne

Elias (1997) argues that the communicative power of visual language lies in the virtual
semiological character of the formal components of the image. For instance, “the
signification of a painting is derived from the elements which together create and form
the whole” (p.205). Even so, if you want to understand the artist’s intention of the
visual language, the semiotic structure must be translated through verbal language for
discussion (Nelson 2010).

Therefore, signs, symbols or paintings convey information to us that can only be coded
through images. For instance, we live in the midst of images of objects such as clothes,
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tools, gestures, furniture, architecture and we see these images according to our lived
perspective. Images are emitters that have meanings and their function is to relate
messages to a receiver/viewer in context to the way we see things (Guiraud 1975).
However, there are two important considerations to the context in which we see things.
Both context and seeing are affected firstly by what we believe and what we know
about the totality of the visual environment, and secondly, what each of us sees or does
not see in the arrangement of the images within that environment (Gombrich 1982).

Foster (1998) argues that how we focus or pay attention to seeing the organization of
objects within a natural environment or painting can communicate a completely
different message to different people depending on their knowledge and belief. For
instance, to one person an image may be dominated by a cow in a paddock which
signifies a sacred animal to them, resulting in an uplifting experience. To another
person, the focus on the same image will be viewed to include a cow, chickens and
green grass that could signify a healthy food source for them, resulting in an experience
of hunger. Gombrich (1982) argues that this important implication means there is never
just one meaning to visual language. Therefore, the way we see visual language can
leave open the possibility for a variety of interpretations of the one image.

Seeing a painting in context is linked to the viewer’s values that coexist with their
cultural process developed over a period of time. Gombrich (1982) further argues that
“context must be supported by prior expectations based on tradition, where these links
break, communication also breaks down” (p.143). Thus, the communication of the
painted visual language depends on the viewer’s mode of perception. For instance, does
the viewer read the image as a logical, objective perception or a subjective aesthetic
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perception/experience? Applying individual perspectives to a painting is not only
intellectual and although pictorial semiotics is an effective tool for the analysis of
images, pictures still need to be understood as things in themselves (Bryson 1983).

The interpretation of the painted visual language by the viewer can also be quite
different from the intention of the creator because emotional communication is very
likely a part of the emitter’s purpose within the conceptual signification. The creator’s
intention may not contain the necessary associations for the viewer. For instance the
artist’s intention could be that red symbolizes anger or danger. Instead the viewer may
just interpret red as the colour of an object within the picture. As a viewer analyses a
painting, the interpretation will be influenced by their own objective, subjective,
emotional, and unconscious reactions to the work. Therefore, the creator of a painting
must understand and take into consideration that the viewer will bring personal
expectations and understandings to their viewing of the work; a plausible situation for
all artists. Thus, consideration must be given to the consequences when using a new
methodology for the application of a visual language. If the viewer does not understand
the context and code of the art (the pictorial semiotics) the result could be that the
images are hard to read. However, if a viewer can identify something like the visual
language in painting, they may begin the task of deconstructing painting by its almost
ancestral acceptations (Jay 1988).

Historically, art informs us that an image can be convincing without being objectively
realistic. For instance paintings from the new modern movements of the twentieth
century were not easy to read when first executed. The representation of such
abstraction could contain the inconceivable such as chaos, conceptual thoughts such as
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emotions, as well as the synaesthetic (Elias 1997). Thus, visual language continually
changes and can result in a shift in artistic growth and understanding because both
knowledge and belief of societies change over time. For instance, art critic, novelist and
painter John Berger (1972) reports of a time when Hell meant people were consumed in
fire. Today the word ‘hell’ could simply mean anguish. Art application moved from
traditional processes to a focus on attitude which resulted in a proliferation of art that
could manifest in many ways. For example, Picasso’s painting Les Demoiselles
d’Avignon, (see Plate 3.3.2 below), which portrays a group of prostitutes in a brothel,
could be called the manifestation of Cubism.

Plate 3.3.2
Les Demoiselles d'Avignon 1907
Pablo Picasso (Spanish, 1881–1973)
Oil on canvas 243.9 x 233.7 cm
Museum of Modern Art, MoMA Highlights (2004)

Merleau-Ponty (1964) argued a view that is still relevant today, when a painter
expresses their perception of the world it must satisfy an “infinite number of
conditions” within the artist’s chosen style (p.15). However, the style may not include a
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traditional formula of expression. The style or visual language of a painting can be a
process of expressing metaphorically. For instance, the painting of Lot’s Wife from a
recent series ‘Testament’ by Rachel Clark (see Plate 3.3.3 below) is a response to the
reading of the Old Testament without having any religious doctrine. Clark (2012)
argues that the Biblical text has:
the same contemporary relevance as Greek mythology, suggesting
both our very real physical existence and a sublime, elusive territory
where the mind slips between what is familiar and what is imagined
(Rachel Clark – Axis artist CV, viewed 27 February 2012).
Thus, a painting can become a symbol of political and social attitude but have no
recognizable imagery or association to many people, but it is the task of pictorial
semiology to make the visible readable (Elias 1997).

Plate 3.3.3
Lot's Wife 2009
Rachel Clark
Oil on Canvas
41 x 51cm
Clark’s web site
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3.4 Painting as visual language

Nelson (2010) argues that just as people can 'verbalize' their thinking, they can
'visualize' it in pictures. Thus, painting as visual language is constantly evolving. If the
process of a painting is imitating or representing something through a process of
perception, this subjective process from sensory stimuli and memory becomes a
metaphorical process for what is happening in the mind, the eye and the hand (Bryson
1983). Artists are said to “fashion the way in which consciousness of process and visual
language are built… because the agency of one element is integral to the other in the
structure of all language” (Bryson 1983, pp.9,18).

Although paint is mobilized colour, painting is the art of mobilizing colour. So when
process is defined as a mode of construction with a communicative purpose, it seems to
be integral to the apprehension of visual language (Barasch 1997). The specific choice
of process / technique has to be considered in relation to “the purpose of the artwork,
the cultural or semiotic aspirations of the artist, the choice of subject matter and the
ideological and critical material with which an artist grapples” (Nelson 2010, p.18). All
factors assist in the formulation of the artist’s intentions.

In fact, structures in a painting are formed through a grid of factors that operates in
visual consciousness by which we ‘read’ the intentions of the artist. For instance, the
process, colour and composition of a painting can form “a vehicle for discourse, as all
languages must be” (Nelson 2010, p.10). However, Benjamin (2004) argues that visual
language is both produced and understood through process/technique; “technique does
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not stand outside indeed it is the work in its realization” (p.91). Nelson (2010) argues
further that composition is an expressive resource, not a formalist absolute and that it
relates to the construction of space in a painting. For example, structural units of
composition in painting used to create aesthetic harmony could include line, shape,
colour, form, motion, texture, pattern, direction, orientation, scale, angle, space and
proportion, when used according to principles of unity, variety, rhythm and balance.
Further, LeClair (1991) argues that these principles still underlie painting today, even
though artists are more inclined to talk about their concepts, ideas and strategies. Thus,
the visual language of painting is a form of encoded method that is developed through a
focused painting strategy.

Moreover, contemporary visual art still calls on the past classical compositional
resources of painting such as colour and tone, as a communication strategy. For
instance, Wallis (2003) argues that:
Painting allows outside influences to permeate its borders as it takes
on the task of editing the visual world and reconfiguring
contemporary vision. It has a continuing appeal, despite all the other
technologies that proliferate for mediating experience, which is very
often the use of paint itself. The quality of colour and surface that
paintings have is now defined in relation to the hypnotic glow of the
cinema, TV and computer screen (p.250).
Riley (1995) argues that colour is still an important element in contemporary visual
culture as the fields of art disciplines return to the sensory material of the media “from
the conceptual bias of the past decade” (p.3). Nelson (2010) points out that many
disciplines analogous to painting such as photography and computer programs also use
colour that is based on classical compositional resources. For instance, a classical
compositional resource can be where atmosphere and space have been signified through
the juxtaposition of colour.
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According to Walker (1991) the presence of colour is “known by waves from the
electromagnetic spectrum and the transfer of vibrational energy, both affecting the
human brain through your eye’s retina” (p.1). Authors LeClair (1991), Ocvirk et al.
(1994), Farrant (1999) and Maund (2011) all agree that historically there has been
substantial research done on colour, not only on pure colour in the form of light but on
coloured pigments used in painting. Examples include the research contributions of
Newton (1642-1727), Goethe (1749-1832), Ostwald (1853-1932), Munsell (1858-1915)
and Albers (1888-1976), to name a few. Although colour could be symbolized in terms
of the subtractive primaries, red, yellow and blue, for most painters it is a primary
sensory experience that has dimensions of hue, saturation and brightness (LeClair
1991).
Gage (1999) points out further that colour:
introduces both the subjective element in visual experience, and the
objective, quantifiable stimuli which produce that experience, and
helps to explain why colour has for so long been a subject of
investigation and experiment in both the arts and the sciences (p.11).
An earlier view presented by Judd and Wyszecki (1975) is that colour is the subjective
outcome of an objective process of stimulation but it is difficult to quantify such
sensations. In relation to images Walker (1991) points out that colours are symbols of
abstract ideas but “are not universal in significance [because they vary] according to a
person’s race, creed, nationality, and even physical, mental, and cultural climate” (p.xvii).
For example, Stephen Bush’s painting Ericifolia (see Plate 3.4.1 below) may not have
universal significance with its high-keyed pop colours that form an abstract sublime
landscape behind a hut (Bond and Tunnicliffe 2006). In fact the symbolic colours may
not be understood (LeClair 1991). LeClair (1991) also points out that conceptually,
artists are more interested in dissonance than harmony, conflicts are more exciting than
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neat resolutions, and work incorporating words and photographs are more socially
relevant for many than pure painting (p.222).

Plate 3.4.1.
Ericifolia 2004
Stephen Bush
Oil on enamel on linen
183 x 183 cm
Art Gallery of New South Wales Contemporary collection

However, from an earlier study on colour that is still very relevant today, Albers (1963)
argues that:
We almost never see a single colour unconnected and unrelated to
other colours. Colours present themselves in continuous flux
constantly related to changing neighbours and nowhere is this truer
than in painting (p.5).
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Thus, atmosphere in a painting can be due to how the subject matter is described in
space through the juxtaposition of colour. For instance, in the painting Terrace house in
Double Bay by Australian painter Roland Wakelin (see Plate 3.4.2 below), the Terrace
house is brought into focus by the juxtaposition of warm/cool colour contrasts.

Plate 3.4.2.
Terrace house in Double Bay 1963
Roland Wakelin (1887 -1971)
Oil on board
45 x 64 cm
www.evabreuerartdealer.com.au
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Despite colour juxtaposition, Nelson (2010) argues that atmospheric space is also due to
how the rendering of the edges is applied to the subject matter. Edges condition the way
objects disappear from sight and have a peculiar atmospheric density or resonance. For
example, in the painting Cloudfront by James Guppy (see Plate 3.4.3 below), by the
omission of terra firma and the play of soft and hard edges, “the viewer is fully
immersed in the overcast and smoky clouds that echo the all-encompassing nature of
the phenomena” (Fizell 2012, p.73).

Plate 3.4.3.
Cloudfront 2006
James Guppy
Acrylic on linen
180 x 180 cm
Artlink, Vol 32 No4 (2012)
Many historical approaches to the visual language of painting are still used in current
directions of contemporary painting. A number of these are included in Table 3.4.1
below.
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Table 3.4.1 Different approaches to painting as a visual language
Painting Genre

Description of Genre

Monochrome painting

A picture executed in various tones of one colour (Lahti 1992)

Hard edge painting

A painting with clearly defined edges and rigid forms of flat planes of
colour (Lahti 1992, Chilvers and Glaves-Smith 2009)

Geometric abstraction

Abstract painting based on the use of geometric forms, with balanced
colour to achieve harmony (Lahti 1992)

Appropriation

The use of reworking pre-existing art by contemporary artists with
little or no transformation applied to them (Lahti 1992)

Hyperrealism

A way of characterizing what our consciousness defines as "real" in a
world where a multitude of media can radically shape and filter an
original event or experience (Chilvers and Glaves-Smith 2009)

Photorealism

A painting based on using cameras and photographs to gather visual
information and then from these, creating a painting that appears to be
photographic (Lahti 1992, Chilvers and Glaves-Smith 2009)

Expressionism

A subjective style used to express meaning or emotional experience
rather than physical reality (Tejera 1966)

Minimalism

A painting that sets out to expose the essence of a subject through
eliminating all non-essential forms, features or concepts (Lahti1992,
Bond and Tunnicliffe 2006)

Lyrical Abstraction

A style that is characterized with a casual, informal and psychic
approach. It is expressive of a floating sensation and is usually marked
by rich and lush colouration (Lahti 1992)

Pop Art

Includes imagery from popular culture such as advertising, news,
billboards, comic strips etc. The material is sometimes visually
removed from its known context (Livingstone 1990, Bond and
Tunnicliffe 2006)

Op Art

A painting concerning the interaction between illusion and picture
plane, between understanding and seeing (Lancaster 1973)

Abstract
Expressionism

A painting with an emphasis on spontaneous, automatic or
subconscious creation. What was to go on the canvas was not a picture
but an event (Hess 2005)

Colour Field painting

A painting characterized primarily by large fields of flat, solid colour
spread across or stained into the canvas creating areas of unbroken
surface and a flat picture plane freed from objective context (Lahti
1992, Chilvers and Glaves-Smith 2009)

Neo-expressionism

Portraying recognizable objects in a rough and violently emotional
way using vivid colours and banal colour harmonies (Lahti 1992,
Chilvers and Glaves-Smith 2009)
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Table 3.4.1 Different approaches to painting as a visual language (continued)
Collage

Intermedia painting
Assemblage painting

A technique primarily used in the visual arts where the two
dimensional or light relief artwork is made from an assemblage of
different forms, thus creating a new whole (Lahti 1992, Chilvers and
Glaves-Smith 2009)
A visual language between for instance painting and theatre or poetry
could be described as intermedia painting (Higgins 1966)
Consists of making three-dimensional or two-dimensional artistic
compositions by putting together found objects (Walker 1992)

Computer art painting

This art is any art in which computers play a role in production or
display of the artwork. However, an artist may combine traditional
painting with digital techniques. (Lahti 1992, Chilvers and GlavesSmith 2009)

Digital painting

An emerging art form in which traditional painting techniques such
as watercolour, oils, impasto, etc. are applied using digital tools by
means of a computer (Blais and Ippolito 2006)

Postmodern painting

A view of painting characterized by the self-conscious use of earlier
styles and conventions, a mixing of different artistic styles and media
(Bond and Tunnicliffe 2006, Askoxford.com)

Neo-Dada painting

A form of painting exemplified by its use of modern materials, popular
imagery, and absurdist contrast. It also patently denies traditional
concepts of aesthetics (Lahti 1992, Chilvers and Glaves-Smith 2009)

Mural painting

Any piece of artwork painted or applied directly on a wall, ceiling or
other large permanent surface (Lahti 1992, Chilvers and Glaves-Smith
2009)

Traditional Figure
painting

A work of art in any of the painting media with the primary subject
being the human figure, whether clothed or nude
(Chilvers and
Glaves-Smith 2009)

Landscape painting

The depiction of natural scenery such as mountains, valleys, trees,
rivers, and forests, and especially art where the main subject is a wide
view (Lahti 1992, Chilvers and Glaves-Smith 2009)

Spiritual or
Transcendent painting

A genre of painting that encompasses philosophy and religion and the
transcendence that is beyond normal human perception (Beyn and
Stange 2005)

Thus contemporary painting as visual language has moved from the nineteenth-century
figurative art and twentieth-century abstraction to an age of conceptual concerns
(LeClair 1991, Carroll 2000) as a way of communicating, seeing, and expressing the
world in its full reality. Painting is a discipline in which the artist can explore the
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relationship between all human perception and pictorial representation to communicate
a message. The painted image is a static representation of things such as objects, time,
movement and emotions. For example, Cattapan’s work Night patrols (Around
Maliana) (see Plate 3.4.4 below) deals with nocturnal light themes and a sense of the
unexpected with that glowing green look through night vision goggles. This can often
communicate surveillance, military, potential danger, all the while playing with our
everyday notions of space and time (from Australian War Memorial exhibition,
‘Perspectives’). Thus, contemporary paintings of an artist’s reality in relation to specific
places can be extremely rich and generate multiple meanings which are possibly
communicated through allegory.

Plate 3.4.4
Night patrols (Around Maliana) 2009
Jon Cattapan
Oil on Belgian linen,
600 x 239 cm
Australian War Memorial
Nelson (2010) points out that in a sense all painting is a memory of something. Our
visual perception is informed by symbols of multifaceted meanings which can
incorporate, simultaneously, differing times and emotional responses. But what lies
behind a work of art is an artist. Therefore the artistic appreciation part of a response is
often directed toward another intellect not unlike the artist. Perception, of course,
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involves the emotions by means of a person’s beliefs. For instance, spiritual or
transcendent perception or mindset can arise under many different emotions and no two
people will observe an event in precisely the same way (Wynn 2008). The individual’s
perception will be influenced by variables such as physical limitations and cultural and
mental attitudes. Pre-existing emotional states will influence how a person sees a
painting, but so too will the educational background and viewer’s knowledge of art.
This is an important consideration to reflect on because, as Schellekens (2010) argues,
much of contemporary painting is “art of the mind: it appeals to matters of the intellect
and emphasizes art’s cognitive rather than aesthetic value”.

Yet, what motivates the language of a painting is not just the concept, design and
viewer intellect. An artist must weld partial views, beliefs and experiences together in
full reality in order to bring a full meaning to the art; a convincing unity of all
experience. However, a point of view that still has relevance today is Merleau-Ponty’s
as he reasons: “It is not enough…to create and express an idea; [the artist] must also
awaken the experiences which will make their idea take root in the consciousness of
others” (Merleau-Ponty, 1964, p.19). Elias (1997) argues that in contemporary painting
“ambiguity is often an explicit purpose of a work [and] interpretation is possibly
independent of the artist’s intent” (p.209). However, the artist can still only create the
work.

The painting must come to life in the mind of the viewer according to their perception
and may stay there for some time. As a visual language, painting develops into an
imitation of life with a view to placing the observer face to face with the artist’s reality,
and a view to making the observer feel, through their involvement with the image, the
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emotions and sentiments aroused by the artist’s reality (Guiraud 1975, p.95). Painting
then becomes the emergence of a phenomenon of expression from the ordinary world of
visual experience; a link between both the artist and the viewers’ minds. Thus the visual
language of painting establishes a communication between the artist and others that can
be accomplished in many ways.

Although there are many ways paintings can signify meaning, the communication can
be understood once the code is interpreted. An observer can continue to view the work
but already has the language. On the other hand, a painting could also produce an
outcome that was open to interpretation by each person individually and potentially
would always vary for each person at different stages of time, life and artistic
awareness. Yet, Elias (1997) argues, it is the viewer who perceives what the painting
communicates. As such, it would seem that painting is primarily an image of perception
where the interpretative onus lies on the viewer.

3.5 Summary
In general, a review of the literature in relation to three key aspects of visual language
reveals that:
·

The majority of authors (Cherry 1968, Guiraud 1975, Fuller 1983, Jean 1989,
Foster 1998, Schirato and Webb 2004, Nelson 2010, Giovannelli 2011, Brown
and Fehige 2011 and Thagard 2012) view visual language as a language of
images that is based on numerous individual influences that capture visual and
spatial information in order to communicate abstract thought. Visual language is
our everyday life because images are everywhere and in everything we do.
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·

Pictorial semiotics is an analytical approach that examines how images are
interpreted. In other words, it makes the visible readable. In order to understand
the information that is coded through images, it is necessary to be currently
aware of a society’s signs, symbols and systems of communicative behaviour.

·

Paintings as visual language are objects that signify meaning. They need to be
understood as things in themselves that could have several interpretations. The
interpretation of the visual elements in a painting is influenced by the viewer’s
filters, for instance, by subjective, objective, emotional and unconscious
reactions to the work. However, Lowry (1967) points out that looking at and
seeing are two very different ways of reading a painting. The first is natural
looking and the second, a skilled understanding that is visual literacy.

Further, Schirato and Webb (2004) argue:
What is important, in any consideration of how we read the visual, is
that as ‘readers’ we are also ‘writers’, selecting, editing and framing
all that we see. Most of the time this work is unconscious, but even
when our seeing is conscious and attentive, we will still make what
we see by using the same kinds of techniques (such as selection and
omission), and be limited in what we see by factors such as context,
habitus and cultural literacy (p.33).
This enquiry of visual language is extended further in chapter four in order to
investigate and take into account how an artist’s spiritual or inner need could be
signified through painting.
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Chapter 4 - Spiritual Visual Language and Place
4.1 Overview
Spirituality is a vast theme that has been represented in the visual language of many
faiths across the world for thousands of years. The first part of this chapter (Section 4.2)
reviews a selection of spiritual art since mid 20th century. In particular, it examines how
visual language changes over time as it endeavours to express spirituality in different
modes. The second part deals with the relationship between the spiritual in art and
different methods of painting which reflect Christian communication. The process
varies depending on cultural differences and traditions. Examples of processes of
spiritual visual language (Sections 4.3) and further applications of symbolism in
Christian history (Section 4.4 to 4.8) are explored. Each approach explores an example
of creative forms and symbols in which humanity has communicated a spiritual visual
language of a numinous experience of the world. The sections include illuminated
manuscripts, icons, further applications of symbolism, naturalistic images and
landscape. The third part of this chapter (Sections 4.9 and 4.10) explores a brief history
of spiritual art in Australia and then specifically north Queensland.

4.2 The spiritual in art since mid 20th century

According to Crumlin (1988), Drury and Voigt (1996), Huey-Heck and Kalnin (2006),
the concept of spirituality is taken to connote a sense of transcendence, of sacred
essence, of ‘soul’ in its universal sense. However, in the mid 20th century spirituality in
art was not always socially acceptable. Perlmutter and Koppman (1999) argue that there
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was a mistaken belief that society could successfully separate the sacred and the
secular, hence forms of mid 20th century spiritual art went virtually unrecognized by the
critics, authorities, and patrons of the art world. Spiritual art was seen as posing an
ideological threat to current political-religious structure. For instance, Andres Serrano’s
Immersion (Piss Christ), (Plate 4.2.1 below), where a photograph of a crucifix is
submerged in a glass of the artist’s urine, may be seen as denouncing Christianity
(Monaco 2000).

Plate 4.2.1
Immersion (Piss Christ) 1989
Andres Serranos
red and yellow photograph in urine
101 x 406 cm

Perlmutter and Koppman (1999) also point out that some contemporary artists tried to
reclaim spiritual art by reuniting it with the aesthetic and integrating it into society.
However, as artists rejected materialistic values in the early period of modernism, they
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attempted various methods of spiritual art and embraced an ‘art for art’s sake’ ideology
that developed into an individualistic and secular religion (Gablik 1984). For instance,
Perlmutter and Koppman (1999) and Huey-Heck and Kalnin (2006) all state that
modernist painter Mark Rothko explored spirituality in an individual transcendental
way rather than with a community of believers .An example of his work Untitled
(Violet, Black, Orange, Yellow on White and Red) can be seen in Plate 4.2.2 below.

Plate 4.2.2
Untitled (Violet, Black, Orange, Yellow on White and Red) 1949
Mark Rothko
Oil on canvas
207 x 167.6 cm
Guggenheim Museum
However, Geldzahler (1969) argued that for the majority of painters during this time of
modernism, the movement was seen as a religious one. In a reaction against the
movement postmodern artists did attempt to reintegrate spiritual art back into the
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community. Drury and Voigt (1996) argue that spirituality still remained decidedly
unfashionable in the context of postmodernism but had a diminished role within
structuralist art theory.

Even so, the dominant art movement and theory in the art world during the mid 20th
century was secular and intellectual which seemed to be antithetical to spiritual
expression. Religious art was seen to be associated with hypocrisy, as overly pious or
sentimental Victorian art. Anti-religious movements were influenced by ideas that
showed a spiritual visual language as complicit with imperialist and old fashioned
agenda. The art world prized the aesthetics of abstraction and conceptual art instead of
the underlying emotions that were attached to spiritual art. Any form of spiritual art was
seen as emotional and kitsch and religious art was seen as dogmatic and not
conceptually suitable (Perlmutter and Koppman 1999).

However, in the 1970’s onwards circumstances altered and some postmodern artists
(e.g. Judy Chicago, Robert Smithson and Vijali) tried to express spirituality in many
different ways, such as in installation, environmental art and rituals (Huey-Heck and
Kalnin 2006, Korsmeyer 2011). Further, Korsmeyer (2011) also notes the significance
of many contemporary art movements, including feminist and post-feminist work,
which is dramatized and clarified by understanding the traditional values and theories
that they address and challenge. Thus, some factors that encouraged the acceptance of
spiritual art were feminism, the introduction of eastern mysticism into popular culture,
and the acknowledgement of indigenous art works in the public arena. Parker and
Pollock (1981) argue that feminism was outside of the official art world but now
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exposed an interest in the integration of art and domestic aspects of society. Gellman
(2011) argues that mysticism reintroduced meditation as part of a natural process
towards creating spiritual art. Drury and Voigt (1996) argue that indigenous art shares a
common spiritual heritage in which the sacred power of the land, the ancestor spirits
and the role of earth-ceremony are a spiritually living presence in the art itself.

According to Korsmeyer (2011), feminism encouraged an approach to art that was more
experiential, nonlinear and sensual, in contrast to the earlier dominant abstract painting
which was more cerebral and rational; a traditional masculine art method. Artists Judy
Chicago and Miriam Shapiro formed women’s groups to make feminist art, applying a
methodology based on the way women lived their life. For instance in Judy Chicago’s
The Dinner Party (see Plate 4.2.3 below), the triangular installation of thirty nine table
settings honours women throughout history. Natural forms, domestic rituals such as
dinner tables and traditional craftwork such as embroidery and knitting, became the
conceptual base for an affective approach to mainstream art (Perlmutter and Koppman
1999). Previously, in the patriarchal art world, this experiential approach of a spiritual
visual language had been trivialized and consigned to a female and therefore neglected
world (Korsmeyer 2011). With feminism, an experiential and affective approach
became validated and the way was opened for further expressions of spirituality.
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Plate 4.2.3
The Dinner Party 1979
Judy Chicago
Mixed media installation
1464cm x 311.5cm
Elizabeth A.Sackler Center for Feminist Art

Weisberger (1986) and Drury and Voigt (1996) affirm that Eastern mysticism and
meditation was widespread and gradually became main-stream in culture in the 1960s
and 1970s. Zen Buddhism, yoga and the Californian hippy group introduced what was
seen as esoteric thought for a few and mysticism for others. The widely adopted
technique of meditation in one form or another opened up an internal awareness and
altered states of consciousness. Although meditation had been used in visual languages
of earlier times, for example by the icon makers, it was re-introduced. The art world
came to accept meditation as a natural process toward the creation of a spiritual visual
language (Drury and Voigt 1996). For some artists, achieving inner quietude was a new
way of seeing the created world that portrayed different states of consciousness. For
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instance, in the work of Richard Pousette-Dart’s Radience (see Plate 4.2.4 below) the
influence of mysticism is signified through the artist’s spiritual experience (MOMA
2013). Indeed, some artists use meditation at all times as preparation for centering prior
to the creation of spiritual art (Weisberger 1986).

Plate 4.2.4
Radience 1973-4
Richard Pousette-Dart,
Oil and metallic paint on canvas
183.3 x 244.4 cm
Gift of Susan Morse Hilles.
MOMA web site 2013

The acceptance of spirituality into the art world was also made possible by the
introduction of art from the Third World. Crumlin (1988) argues that prior to the 70’s,
works from indigenous painters, from Australia for example, could never have been
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exhibited in an art gallery; their works were confined to museums. Although Aboriginal
paintings were seen as artifacts, they were not acknowledged as spiritual works.
However since the 1970s there has been increased understanding of how these works
express a tight association with the natural environment, and reveal the profound
spiritual interconnectedness of the people with the land. Indeed, Were (2003) and
Bardon and Bardon (2005) argue that the spirituality of Aboriginal art is now
understood as a perspective in which the natural environment, life, the spiritual, and
artistic endeavour are inseparable. The widespread acceptance of indigenous spirituality
has allowed the acceptance of other expressions of spirituality, including Christian art.
According to William Ferguson in Drury and Voigt (1996), “religious art can be
spiritual”, but spirituality as a concept is more far-reaching (p.64). Gradually
spirituality became more common in the intellectually dominated art world and this is
the case in the second decade of the 21st century.

4.3 Different approaches to the spiritual in art
Artists explore the intangible spiritual mystery in different ways. The following
examples in Table 4.3.1 demonstrate a few different means of interpretation which
artists have used to communicate spirituality throughout history. The methods include a
layering of time and place in Aboriginal art, compositional grammar of Kandinsky, an
experiential affective application in art therapy and a metaphorical approach in
contemporary abstract works. Each of these approaches has also been applied at various
times to underpin a Christian spirituality which is examined later in the chapter.
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Table 4.3.1 Examples of different approaches to spiritual art
Johnny Warrangula
Tjupurrula

Wassily Kandinsky

Brian Blanchflower

Rosalie Gascoigne

Personal
History

Born c.1925, died 2001

Born c.1866, died 1944

Born Brighton England 1939

Born Auckland, New Zealand 1957

Artist’s
Concept of
Spiritual in
Art

Spiritualism is inextricable
from the form of eternal link
to land, culture and
custodianship

The Spirit is found through the
combination with matter

Landscape as a metaphorical and
experiential realm captures the spirit of
the environment

Socialcontextual
significance

Demonstrates
interconnectedness of land,
time and spirituality

A spiritual experience which is
depicted through grammatical
theory of form and colour
expressing the spiritual and cosmic
laws of the universe
Conceptualizes ‘absolute
subjectivity’ where form and colour
causes an inner resonance – a
spiritual effect touching the soul
itself

Culmination of past and present concerns
from English megaliths to the arresting
red heat and immensity of the Australian
landscape in summer

Collected materials that evoke the
tenor and substance of the immediate
environment provide the formative
experience for the work

Visual
/symbolic
connotation

The layered process
communicates sacred and
spiritual knowledge of sites
where ceremonial acts took
place based on what the artist
sees over a period of time

Subtle harmonized and placed
forms to signify spiritual experience
and resonate with the observer’s
soul

Evoke a space beyond their material
dimension to realize a spirit of place or
being

Conceptually and materially the work
signifies the intriguing secrets of the
Australian landscape

Contribution
to Art
History

Re-creation of nature as a
vision of desert renewal
interconnected through the
ubiquity of universal
symbols, dot and tiny stroke
techniques
Dreamtime and Truetime
interconnection to land,
culture and spirituality

Re-creation of form and the
harmony of colour signify the inner
content of spirituality

Re-create metaphors to signify combined
enigmatic paradigm of Cosmos and earth

Metaphorical re-creation of the artist’s
spiritual/emotional response to the
objects found in the landscape

Eternal spiritual value

Earth’s dual times of winter and summer

Past and present are captured from
found objects in the landscape

Artist

Time
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Table 4.3.1 Examples of different approaches to spiritual art (continues)
Artist

Johnny Warrangula
Tjupurrula

Exemplar
quote from
the
literature

Custodian “ritual chanting
often accompanies an artist’s
application of pigment and
also joyously affirms the
sacred or eternal truths
inherent in the painting”
(Crumlin 1982, p.182).

Example of
Art Work

A Bush Tucker Story 1973
Johnny Warrangula
Tjupurrula
Synthetic polymer on
composition board
91.5 x 66 cm.
National Gallery of Victoria,
Melbourne

Wassily Kandinsky
“The elements of drawing and
the plastic elements stand in a
constant relationship to each
other. This relationship is
recognized in the tensions
which are simply the inner
forces, which I call tension,
are exclusively active forces,
both in theory and in
practice” (Fiedler &
Feierabend 1999 p.385).

Variegation in the Triangle
1927
Wassily Kandinsky
Oil on board, 50 x 37 cm
Formerly Galerie Maeght,
Paris

Brian Blanchflower

Rosalie Gascoigne

“The viewer is drawn into the textures and
space created [as it] maps out a rhythm of
time passing - marks, gestures and colour
metaphorically charting the passage of the
heavens or the earth” (Bond and Tunnicliffe
2006 p.298).

“The raised white chunks of wood offset
against a tonally uneven plywood
background emulate the movement of
clouds in a landscape, as they drift across
the sky” (Bond and Tunnicliffe 2006
p.306).

London stone/southern heat 1983
Brian Blanchflower
Synthetic polymer paint, chalk, oil stick on
flax canvas
130 x 584 cm
Contemporary collection, Art Gallery of
New South Wales

Clouds 1 1992
Rosalie Gascoigne
Hardboard on plywood 5 panels
124.5 x 390 cm overall
Contemporary Collection
Art Gallery New South Wales
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Table 4.3.1 Examples of different approaches to spiritual art (continues)
Artist

Johnny Warrangula
Tjupurrula

Wassily Kandinsky

Brian Blanchflower

Rosalie Gascoigne

Defining
features of
the artwork

Divisional, striated oblongs
signify flattened locations
where men dance totem rites;
Circles signify soaks and
natural wells;
Technique of dots signifies the
rhythmic beat of the work;
Tiny strokes mirror the
renewal, growth and
transformation of the desert
after rain

Each universal symbol
(circle, rectangle, triangle)
has spiritual value of its own
through the mutual influence
of form and colour

Red, blue and black marks spread out across
a panoramic space creating an abstract view
of sky and undulating landscape

The grid like arrangement of texture and
colour synthesizes the form and concept
of modernist strategy
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The examples in Table 4.3.1 demonstrate how art has been used to communicate
spirituality since the early 20th century. However, the definition of spirituality in art
expands to cover a far wider range of ideas and contemporary art is constantly changing
that definition. Perlmutter and Koppman (1999) argue that although the art of our
society consists of a medley of peoples possessed of varied beliefs and religious
backgrounds, the power of a Christian influence on western society has not yet been
substantially altered, for example “we still swear on a Holy Bible in our courts of law”
(p.145). At the same time, Huey-Heck and Kalnin (2006) argue that this could be
confusing but also liberating because the more aspects of life that we include in art, the
more likely we are to see our lives as works of art. Nevertheless, spiritual art could
involve a complex web of association which demands an entirely different
interpretative strategy.

4.4 Painting in Christianity as a spiritual visual language

A Christian visual language is predicated on the notion of the Christ-Man who is
considered both God and human, physical and Divine, Creator and created. That is, the
spiritual visual language is based on the premise that the physical human (Christ) can
embody the divine; the human (Christ) is made in the image of God and is capable of
becoming divine; and that the physical human (Christ) as part of the created natural
world is of the earth but has the potential for divinity. Thus, the Christian visual
language is strongly symbolic and communicates ideas about this faith through
particular symbolic colours, composition and forms such as humans, animals and nature
in order to not only refer to these things in themselves, but also to God. For instance the
surface physical depiction of a dove refers to another concept, the Holy Spirit. A
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symbolic white dove image offers a window into transcendence to take the viewer on a
journey beyond the material world to God. Christian spiritual visual language always
has a two layered physical depiction as a means to enter the spiritual. However the
Christian visual language is more than symbolism. The language is based on the
integration and awareness of both the human and the metaphysical where the spiritual
originates both within and beyond the physical world.

Christian visual spirituality is an acceptable art form but how is spiritual understanding
conveyed? The process differs and many different traditional methods of interpretation
have been used to communicate Christian spirituality in art throughout history. The
symbolism of illuminated texts and icons, sacred geometry, expressive realism,
naturalism and landscape are some approaches used as a means of conveying an
internal, spiritual understanding. However the setting in which the art is viewed can
also contribute to spiritual understanding. The space can enhance the ability to read the
visual language so is an important consideration for the full communication to take
place.

At the same time, the way a Christian visual language is read depends on the visual
language literacy of the viewer; this visual literacy can also depend on the environment
in which the art-work is seen. Culture, people and politics constantly change and a
study of art history (Gombrich 1989), shows that changes in Christian spiritual art have
also been frequent. As a consequence of the fact that art has been collected by art
galleries or museums, people now see spiritual works in a non spiritual setting. The
secular setting gives the viewer a wholly new attitude to a spiritual work of art. Malraux
(1990) argues: “the modern art-gallery not only isolates the work of art from its context
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but makes it forgather with rival or even hostile works. It is a confrontation of
metamorphoses” (p.14).

An icon, for instance, was meant to be displayed in a monastery, church or cathedral.
The atmosphere of a 1000 year old church imbues any icon situated there with a sense
of sacredness which is arguably absent in a secular museum. In addition, sacred spaces
lend a particular atmosphere to the works displayed there. In a church, an icon is part of
a series of visual images recounting the Christian narrative and so there are more clues
to the point of the work from the sacred surroundings. Outside of this setting, people are
potentially likely to separate spiritual art from its original function. The work is
transformed into pictures where its only function becomes a work of art to be viewed.
The original purpose of Christian spiritual art was not one of exhibition and artistic
comparison, an intellectual activity, but a spiritual visual language for contemplation,
communion with God, and cultural or biblical narration (Baggalay 1987, Temple 1992,
Laird 2006). A modern artist displaying their work in a gallery cannot rely on the
audience to have an understanding of Christian visual language. There is a need
therefore, to make a work of art readable within its own context.

For instance, the image of Christ and the Abbot Mena, (see Plate 4.4.1 below) is an
example of a Christian spiritual painting originally designed for spiritual needs and now
observed in a non-spiritual environment. The work was created in and for Bawit
monastery in Middle Egypt where religion was a part of everyday life. Today the icon
is in the collection of the Louvre in Paris and the visual language literacy of its viewers
is arguably different. An uninformed viewer might see only two figures side by side,
aesthetically pleasing, but hardly illuminating. That Christ is indicated by the cross in
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his halo and by the bejeweled Scriptures which symbolize him as the Word, is arguably
not evident to the untrained. The abbot is blessed by being a mirror image of Christ,
including the hand raised in blessing. This work would have been seen by the
generations of monks who are sanctified by their association with their earlier abbot
who is blessed by Christ as Christ’s arm embraces him. All of these clues again require
Christian knowledge. Without this the viewers are likely to walk past, see it as only a
curiosity and not realize the richness of the icon. The work can only be seen by viewers
as a curiosity unless the symbolism of the visual language in Coptic Egypt is
understood (Capuani, 2002).

Plate 4.4.1.
Christ and the Abbot Mena
Painting on Wood 6th – 7th century AD
Collection in the wing of the Denon sector
Louvre museum
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A Christian visual language would, ideally, be able to be read by anyone regardless of
the setting of the art work. The role of a Christian spiritual visual language is to engage
people through images as dialogues about Christianity and a spiritual way of life.
However no one is so literate that they can fully read the mystery of God. For instance
the tree can be read spiritually as the Christian/Judaic Tree of Life, but the symbol has
also been used by many cultures and environmentalists as other means of
communication. The tree of Imagination, Centre, Fertility, Ascent, History, and Inner
Necessity are just some of the meanings which have been signified by the tree. All
these meanings come from different backgrounds but also signify spiritual experience.
Therefore the concept of God is ultimately ineffable. We can only approach but not
grasp the full concept. Nevertheless it is possible to convey the ideas of spirituality to
some people in the sense that they recognize “the dynamic interrelation between our
spiritual and psychological selves, between our quest for holiness and our desire for
wholeness”, in other words life calls not for perfection but for completeness (Au and
Cannon 1995, p.2).

Thus, it could be argued that the setting in which the art is viewed as well as Christian
visual literacy, contributes to the understanding of Christian spiritual painting. Paintings
can only be seen by viewers as a curiosity unless the symbolism of the visual language
is understood. The following examples (Sections 4.5 to 4.8) demonstrate various ways
people have communicated Christian spirituality through history.
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4.5 Illumination in Christianity

One of the most ancient applications of Christian spiritual visual language is the
traditional illuminated manuscript; a visual language for teaching about a Christian way
of life. The earliest examples of this form were written and painted on vellum or
parchment and date from the period AD 400 to 600. During this time numerous
illuminated books on the Gospels and Bible were traditionally produced in monasteries
by monks and nuns or in professional scriptoria, which were essentially medieval copy
centers. The term illuminated manuscript is now used to refer to any manuscript which
is supplemented by the addition of illustrations and decoration (Brown 1994 and Torre
2007).

Many Christians from this period had limited literacy so a visual form of spiritual
language was an important form of communication. Although illuminated manuscripts
were expensive to produce so were not within reach of all, religious bodies saw the
importance of imparting knowledge about God and the faith of the church to all
peoples. Therefore monasteries and churches owning illuminated manuscripts made the
documents available for study and for teaching to those who could not afford such
items.

In the traditional process of hand-written manuscripts, also used in contemporary
manuscripts, the application requires gilding in gold and silver along with a broad, very
rich, and vivid palette of luminous colours to decorate the pages. Paints are made from
organic and mineral pigments such as the rich blues from lapis lazuli, azurite or indigo
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plant, and the deep reds from mercuric sulfide or cochineal. The inclusion of gold, the
most precious metal, indicated the portrayal of the exalted divinity and kingship of God,
so the inclusion is extremely important (Meehan 2000).

In historical manuscripts the decoration and geometric design of each page was planned
at the inception of the work but the text was usually written first with inks made from
natural pigment such as soot. The drawings for the intended plan of the illumination
were constructed as intricate designs supported by complex sacred geometry.
Proportional relationships of sacred geometry lead the mind back toward the sense of
Oneness. For example, images of Christ are associated with the Golden Mean
proportion, a continuous three-term percentage in which the third term is equal to the
first term plus the second term. Lawlor (1982) explains the logic for the association as
follows:
Christ is ‘the Word made flesh’. ‘The Word’ is the English translation
of the Greek logos, which is defined as a continuous proportion in
which the seemingly irreconcilable extreme terms are bound or
interrelated by a single mean term, a:b::b:c. Christ as logos links the
extreme terms of spirit and matter, universal and individual, infinite
and finite (p.63).
In addition to the historical use of Golden Mean proportion, contemporary manuscripts
such as The Saint John’s Bible also reflect humanity’s enormous strides in science and
technology through their use in design construction.

Creation with all its varieties is essential for the communication of a Christian way of
life in manuscripts. Therefore the natural and creative repertoire of ornament in the
miniature paintings can include all manner of detailed symbolism e.g. borders, plants,
animals, people, knot work or geometric designs. Two examples of manuscripts, The
Book of Kells (c. 6th to 9th), and the contemporary The St. John’s Bible (2000 to 2011),
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both demonstrate a use of traditional application and a large symbolic repertoire to
signify a Christian visual language. The St. John’s Bible is illuminated with symbolic
detailed abstracts, miniature illustrations and expressionist paintings. The Book of Kells
adopts an incredibly detailed, precise and traditional symbolic painting style. See Table
4.5.1 below which contextualizes and analyses these works.
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Table 4.5.1 Illumination in Manuscripts
Manuscript
History

Book of Kells 6th to 9th century

The Saint John’s Bible 2000 to 2011
On March 8, Ash Wednesday, the first words of the Bible were
penned on vellum. A contemporary perspective reflects a
multicultural world and although all work is rendered by hand
with quills, state-of-the-art computer technology is used to create
and manage page layouts

Originates from the Irish monasticism of Celtic Christianity as Insular Art which developed from a
combination of Early Medieval Western Art and Migration Period art to teach the Biblical aspects of
Christ’s life through symbolism

Illumination

Nature illustration
2000-2007
Donald Jackson Book
of Mark in Gospels
and Acts

Page Illumination for The Gospel
According to John 2000-2007
Donald Jackson
Book of John in
Gospels and Acts

Virgin and Child with Angels
Folio 7 v
Trinity College Dublin

Portrait of Christ.
Folio 27v
Trinity College Dublin

The Chi Rho Monogram
Folio 34 r
Trinity College Dublin
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Table 4.5.1 Illumination in Manuscripts (continued)
Book of Kells 6th to 9th century

Manuscript

The Saint John’s Bible
2011

The Saint John’s Bible 2011

Christian
Concept of
Spiritual in
Art

This illumination is one of 160 that
have an underlying goal of igniting the
spiritual imagination through reading
and a prayer process (based on Lectio
Divina)

Christian spirituality from this period is manifest in the tight interconnectedness of human and natural
world through the birth of Christ

Socialcontextual
significance

Changing from the
mundane caterpillar,
through the state of
dissolution to the
celestial winged
creature, signifies
rebirth and
resurrection
Drawing constant
attention to God and
connection with nature

The illumination brings the works of
the Bible alive for a contemporary
audience as it reflects the Church in the
modern world

The Book of Kells and its images were used on the altar of a monastic Irish church to inform people
about a Christian spiritual way of life

Visual
/symbolic
connotation

Plants, caterpillar,
chrysalis and butterfly
signify cycle of life

Portrayal of divine wisdom in Jesus’
earthly ministry and resurrection

Virgin and Child with Angels:
Signifies birth of Christ surrounded
by angels: the constant spiritual
presence between God and Man

Contribution
to Art
History

Provides an
opportunity for people
to experience the
symbols in a new but
at the same time
ancient way

Validation of multiculturalism and
contemporary perspective of gender –
inclusive language

Portrait of Christ:
Eucharist content is
confirmed by the plant forms
emanating from vessels at
Christ’s head that signify the
anointed Christ
.
Re-creates historical story of Christ’s life in allegory

These Greek letters abbreviate
the word Christ in mediaeval
manuscripts
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Table 4.5.1 Illumination in Manuscripts (continued)
The Saint John’s Bible 2011

Book of Kells 6th to 9th century

Manuscript

The Saint John’s Bible
2011

Exemplar
quote from
the
literature

“It is sown a natural
body, it is raised a
spiritual body”
(Jackson 2011,
1Corinthians 15.44)

“In him was life, and that life was the
light of all mankind. The light shines in
the darkness, and the darkness has not
overcome it” (Jackson 2011, John 1, 45)

“The importance of the visual in
instructing the uninitiated was
recognized from the outset…the
images provided a living reading of
the Lord’s story for those who cannot
read” (Meehan 2000, p.29)

Defining
features of
the artwork

Plant: growth
Caterpillar: normal
earthly life
Butterfly: resurrection

It signifies Jesus as the incarnation of
the Word of God through whom all
things were made

Symbols convey the fundamental message of Christ’s birth, sacrifice and resurrection through vine
scrolls growing from chalices, plant symbols, cross, angels and peacocks which signify the Eucharist,
immortality, and the glorified soul

“The decoration of the entire
manuscript glorifies aspects
of Christ’s life and message
and reflects the principal
moments of that life.”
(Meehan 2000, p.30)

“The famous Chi Rho page
introduces St Matthew’s
account of the nativity”
(Meehan 2000. p.22)
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As is demonstrated by the works included in Table 4.5.1, humans are the creators of
Christian-rendered symbols within illuminated manuscripts and they construct the
visual language from the icons of their culture. The hand produced work gives the
messages a natural feeling. The feeling is reinforced as the images merge the intellect
by symbols and the emotion by free mark making into symbolic narratives about the
life of Christ (Jackson 2011). Like other visual dialogues, the images carry different
layers of interpretation that can be read simultaneously, and have meditative and
allusive intent when the viewer is informed. Although the process can arouse
individual, numinous experience through the sheer beauty of imagery, it is not a visual
language of direct experience. The communication is determined by a convention based
upon agreement and elements learned through experience (Meehan 2000).

4.6 The Icon and symbolism
Baggalay (1987) and Temple (1992) argue that Icons are another form of Christian
visual language which communicates the invisible God through symbolism. This visual
symbolic language, said to form a meeting point of divine grace and human need, was
executed through paintings on portable wooden panels within the context of Christian
tradition. The word icon originated from the word ‘Єικων’ found in the Greek Bible.
‘Єικων’, meaning image, alluded to man being made in the image of God. St Paul refers
to Christ as the “image of the invisible God” (Holy Bible NRSV 1989, Colossians
1:15). The icon can be an image of either Christ or the saints but all icons are seen as
the image of God, windows into the divine and communicate through a cultural
symbolic language. For example a mountain top is seen as a symbol of closeness to
God. Symbols allow different levels of understanding and meaning to converge in
human awareness. For the trained viewer an icon could be described as a spiritual visual
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language that serves the Gospels as a facilitator to a greater understanding of God and
the Christian Faith. Thus, the icon is much more than an art object.

In order to communicate the transcended and un-seeable, iconic painting goes beyond
an informed understanding of Christian symbolic images. When the work is understood
it is seen as a door or entry into a divine realm and a way to enter into our own interior
life. Keating (1999) argues that meditation or contemplative prayer on the icon is a
means to enter our interior life. The process requires close attention to one’s thoughts,
intentions and emotions to develop true humility and union with God. Specifically then,
the spiritual visual language of the icon draws the viewer into contemplation through
prayer and then into a deeper experience; the invisible which the senses cannot perceive
is seen in the visible (Mursell 2001).

For instance, Baggalay (1987) argues that the icon Christ Pantocrator (see Plate 4.6.1
below), can take the viewer to a deeper level of perception of God. Ostensibly the
painting is made up of traditional elements of composition and is executed in encaustic
(hot wax). However, the icon conveys far more to a viewer literate in the visual
language of transcendence. This perception of transcendence arises in two particular
ways; the visual and the symbolic meaning. The large staring eyes are the visual focus
of the icon. A reader can be held in the gaze and therefore potentially in a personal
relationship with God. The painting is not purely objective but used to draw a
subjective response from the viewer. This subjectivity and engagement can make the
viewer conscious of more than just the physical image. The viewer is invited to
contemplate that infinity from which Christ came and which is continuously calling the
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souls to it. In the contemplation they were to find their healing and the restoration of the
image of God within themselves.

Plate 4.6.1
Christ Pantocrator c. 600
84 x 45.5 cm
Icon painted in wax encaustic
Monastery of St Catherine’s, Mount Sinai
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The spiritual effect of the icon can also be related to the approach of the artist as the
work is produced. Icons are designed and painted by artists who follow the spiritual
path of the tradition. This means following the spirituality of the Orthodox Church
which is a “way of seeing and experiencing the relationship between God, man, the
Church, and the rest of the created order” (Baggalay 1987, p.55). As part of the
relationship, the artist’s life is imbued with the sacred tradition of prayer, for example
the Jesus prayer or other acknowledged prayers. The process of prayer is carried out
preceding the execution of the icon and while producing them and repeated without
ceasing. The repetition allows the artist to move away from external distractions
towards a deep, inner stillness of one’s being and union with God. As prayer becomes
the device that keeps the mind and heart centered during the complete process of
making the icon, the process was seen as an undertaking directed by God (Ramos-Poquí
1990, Temple 1992).

Prayer also allows the artist to approach the application of media with reverence and
spiritual recollection. The process of creating the support and applying the paint was
therefore seen as the expression of the spiritual task of making the spiritual reality of
beauty and power visible (Ramos-Poquí 1990, Mursell 2001). Although the process was
laborious and time consuming due to the many levels of application, it allowed the artist
to enter into a deeper experience with God through the process and prayer.

Painting the icon required knowledge of a special visual language removed from a
naturalistic imitation of life. First, the language required a compulsory deep
understanding of the gospels and was governed by tradition and artistic convention.
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Then the picture plane of the painting was designed on sacred geometric forms and
numbers with deep consideration being given to the significance of the spiritual
perspective of the icon’s contents. The geometric structure for the symbolism came
from the ideas of Pythagoras and Plato who considered geometry and number as the
most reduced essential and ideal philosophical language. The language was then
reinterpreted into the iconic Christian tradition. For instance, the circle and number one
were both accepted as the symbol of eternity or absolute Divine Unity and as such were
used to represent God (Lawlor 1982, Ramos-Poquí 1990).

Traditionally the earlier works were executed in layers of encaustic or hot wax but the
later icons were painted with many different layers of application in egg tempera.
Applying the traditional technique became simultaneous to the deep stillness of the
iconic tradition. The finished work is said to externalize the divine power and faith of
the Church through the layering and spiritual dignity of form (Wreen 2011).

All components of the visual and technical painting process of icons are intended to
communicate silently through symbolic and spiritual interpretation of images. The
relationship between the viewer and icon is intended to be one in which a new life is
awakened: the inner experience with Christ. As such the icon informs us that they “exist
to convey the highest cosmological, philosophical and theological ideas” (Temple,
1992, p.182). However, for the viewer to understand and experience the full meaning of
the icon they must possess knowledge of the tradition of Christian faith and its visual
spiritual language. The examples in Table 4.6.1 give details of the underpinning
Christian connotation of the icon.
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Table 4.6.1 The Icon and its symbolism
Name

Geometric figures underlying the
composition of the drawing of the
icon The Annunciation. They include:
a hexagon, pentagon, ‘vesica piscis’,
golden proportion and root rectangle
(Ramos-Poquí 1990)

The Annunciation
94.6 x 80.3 cm
Early fourteenth century icon in
Ohrid Icon Gallery, Yugoslavia

Entry into Jerusalem
Novgorod School, 15th century icon
History Museum Novgorod

The Ascension of Christ into Heaven
38 x 28 cm
Late fourteenth century Byzantine
Icon at the Menil Museum
Houston, Texas, U.S.A.

Drawn with a linear technique to
inspire a spiritual feeling and dignity
to final work

Spiritual awe and joy at the great
mystery of divine humility in taking our
humanity

Symbolic spiritual commentary on
transition from outer world to inner world

Symbolic Landscapes denote man’s
earthly level and divine level in cosmic
and spiritual context

Icon

Christian
Concept of
Spiritual in
Art
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Table 4.6.1 The Icon and its symbolism (continued)
Name

Geometric figures underlying the
composition of the drawing of the
icon The Annunciation. They include:
a hexagon, pentagon, ‘vesica piscis’,
golden proportion and root rectangle
(Ramos-Poquí 1990)

The Annunciation
94.6 x 80.3 cm
Early fourteenth century icon in
Ohrid Icon Gallery, Yugoslavia

Entry into Jerusalem
Novgorod School, 15th century icon
History Museum Novgorod

The Ascension of Christ into Heaven
38 x 28 cm
Late fourteenth century Byzantine
Icon at the Menil Museum
Houston, Texas, U.S.A.

Socialcontextual
significance

Found in nature, the ‘Golden Section’
and its proportional relationships have
been related to the mystery of God,
hence its consideration as the Divine
proportion

The Annunciation celebrates the
willingness of Mary to co-operate with
the divine plan for the salvation of
mankind

Architecture in landscape signifies the
physical and intangible

Icons aim at the whole man: body, soul
and spirit

Cultural convention of symmetry to
balance objects as spiritual stillness

Gabriel and Mary signify the messenger
of God’s plan for salvation and the
person chosen to be the means whereby
the Incarnation may take place

Spiritual architecture denoted the allegory
of a different world: the enclosed
psychological domain of man within and
hidden

The image draws attention to spiritual
world and man’s journey of ascent to the
divine where time and space do not exist

Visual
/symbolic
connotation
Contribution
to Art
History
Exemplar
quote from
the literature

Defining
features of
the artwork

This religious and philosophical system recognized that there were two realities that communicated dimensions of place and life: one that we see with our senses and one that
is hidden and beyond the tangible
“Gods Choice of Mary is balanced by
Mary’s conscious choice of cooperation; the ‘second Eve’ makes the
answer that brings the ‘new Adam’
into the world” (Baggalay 1987,
p.144).

“The Gospel of Luke also has a special
emphasis on prayer, the activity of the
Holy Spirit, women, and joyfulness”
(Guthrie, 1990, p.105).

An allegorical transition “is portrayed in icons…as the passage from lower to higher,
from outer to inner, from darkness to light and from death to life…This idea of transition
or ascent is central to the mystical meaning of icons and the theology of gnosis” (Temple
1992, p.148).

Icons freely incorporate several
viewpoints. They are not subject to
earthly laws of time, space and
gravity

The gesture of Gabriel, the architectural
features and the contrasting series of
levels all serve to focus attention on the
Mary as the God-bearer

The image of Jerusalem signifies a
symbolic world for the study of spiritual
states of being on how divine and human
converge

Mountain signifies where God’s presence
is manifested. Christ positioned above
landscape surrounded by mandorla
signifies resurrection and the divine
earthly division
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Temple (1992) explains that icons exist “to provide insight into the esoteric traditions
and scriptures from which grew what we call Christianity” (p.183). To understand the
intent of the examples in Table 4.6.1 does not happen automatically. We need to know
how to look so understanding is not blocked by our own associations. The images alone
do not tell us how to see but provide mystical or esoteric ideas from Christian tradition
that challenge a different view on life itself. For instance, each icon symbolizes a
microcosm built on a gold background signifying the light and grace of God and God as
the background of all (Cooper 1982). Thus, it would seem that, as a sacramental object,
icons signify the outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace.

4.7 Naturalism and landscape in Christian painting

Another doctrine of art which used iconography for descriptive Christian painting was
naturalism. Naturalism was a breakaway sub-movement of realism. Unlike realism,
naturalism included implausible, exotic and mystical elements (Morris 2003). This
school of thought adhered as closely as possible to the appearance of the natural world
with varying degrees of fidelity to appearance. It included elements such as the accurate
depiction of the anatomy of humans and animals and different effects of distance and
perspective. During this period of naturalism in Christian painting, the expressionistic
tendencies of application softened into a more serene application.

For example Romani’s painting of Christ Bearing the Cross (see Plate 4.7.1 below),
demonstrates the tragic concept of crucifixion taking on a more peaceful atmosphere
where the mystery unfolds slowly. Naturalism was seen as an application that allowed
the artist to demonstrate his technical skills and intelligence through the composition
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and the beautiful rendering of form. However, the viewer must look at the deeper
meaning of the work to understand the visual language. The dominant circular
composition created by the position of Christ’s head, hands and sleeve, is representative
of God to lead us to the head of Christ. But it is the beautifully rendered golden sleeve
that dominates the painting. If we ponder the symbolism of the quality and colour of the
cloth, the work takes on a different perspective. The fabric is symbolic of Christ’s
divinity and therefore communicates Christ, the God/man, clothed in the light of
divinity (Di Lallo 2002).

Plate 4.7.1
Christ Bearing the Cross 1542-43
Gerolamo Romani
Oil on canvas
81 x 72 cm
Milan, Pinacoteca di Brera
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In the more recent naturalistic work of Rupert Bunny’s The Prodigal Son (see Plate
4.7.2 below), we see a painting of a surprisingly modern, young wayward son as the
tragic hero of this biblical moral story (Crumlin 1988). Many paintings of this style take
up a picture format with a background setting like that of a theatre stage. Although
Gombrich (1982) argues that the painter is seeking to create an impression of equality
for the viewer, we are still informed by the images and composition. However, the style
itself does not allow the viewer to the context of the imagery, as Crumlin (1988) points
out it is the knowledge of the cultural story that allows comprehension of the image.

Plate 4.7.2
The Prodigal Son 1904
Rupert Bunny
Oil on Canvas
119 x 158 cm
Wesley Church
Melbourne.
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The landscape setting in many early Christian paintings is often a constructed pastoral
setting and purely a backdrop for the narration and composition of the biblical story.
Traditional symbols which communicate the story through this accepted system of
interpretation become the dominant part of the painting. The symbols give us pertinent
Information about the story and we see this in Rest on the Flight into Egypt, with St.
Jerome (see Plate 4.7.3 below). The Holy family, the book of scripture, the passing of
the apple from the fruit on the tree of knowledge, and pictorial devices of composition
can all be seen as intended visualizations of information to communicate the story. The
background landscape adds to the atmosphere and composition but the setting is merely
a pleasant backdrop (Di Lallo 2002).

Plate 4.7.3
Rest on the Flight into Egypt, with St. Jerome 1571
Paris Bordone
Oil on canvas
83.8 x 99 cm
London, Collection Simon C. Dickinson Ltd
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On the other hand, the landscape in a more recent image of a similar biblical theme,
Sidney Nolan’s Flight into Egypt, (see Plate 4.7.4 below), was based on central
Australia where natural light was a dominating factor. Allen (1950, cited in Crumlin
1988) claims that the environment is almost like a “Genesis-type landscape” (p.48).
Even though Nolan had studied Renaissance religious art, he made no attempt at a
historical recreation of this particular Gospel event. The painting holds a completely
different kind of Christian communication altogether; one that breaks from the narrative
of traditional theology to include an expressive and personal Australian interpretation of
symbolism. The figures, land, trees, tent and colours all speak of the outback terrain of
Australia. His interpretation is lyric and poetic with a “suspension of credibility that is
beyond the kind of rationality so valued by traditional theology” (Crumlin 1988, p.48).

Plate 4.7.4
Flight into Egypt, 1951
Sydney Nolan
Ripolin on composition board
91.4 x 121.9 cm
Collection of Sir Keith and Lady Shann, Canberra
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A more naturalistic style of landscape for biblical stories was based on studies from life.
The style was adopted as a result of the influence of the classical school of landscape.
Although the school was led by Poussin (1594 – 1665), Lorrain (1600 – 1682) and
Dughet (1615 – 1675) who encouraged images of ideal landscape from antiquity, Van
Bloemen did not aim at achieving the epic intensity of the classical school. In
Landscape with Tobias and the Angel (see Plate 4.7.5 below), through the pictorial
devices of composition, and the use of the luminous light source of chiaroscuro, he
sought to convey an alternative orientation. The characters of the story were placed in a
landscape which enabled a perception of a peaceful rural setting characterized by
simple beauty and innocent charm (Di Lallo 2002).

Plate 4.7.5
Landscape with Tobias and the Angel
Jan Frans van Bloemen (Antwerp 1662- Rome 1749)
Oil on Canvas
160 x 222 cm
Rome, Banca d’Italia
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Naturalistic and landscape paintings during these periods of Christianity were seen as
expressions of life under all phases and on all levels (Needham 2013). Their sole aim
was to produce Biblical stories through naturalism by carrying them to their maximum
power and intensity.

4.8 Further applications of Christian symbolism

The narrative in Christian spiritual painting continues to be communicated through
different applications of symbolism throughout the ages. The biblical stories of The
Miraculous Draught of Fishes painted by Raphael (see Plate 4.8.1 below), is an
example of a decorative mural of biblical narration from the sixteenth century. Biblical
murals have proved a source of inspiration for artists and viewers of all times,
communicating biblical stories through images painted in a human realistic style.
Gombrich (1989) argues that the difference in this genre is that the attitude of each
human body is a total expression in keeping with the story. All manner of expressions
could be included, for example a person sleeping, suffering, joyful or exhausted.
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Plate 4.8.1
The Miraculous Draught of Fishes1515-1516
Raphael 1483 – 1520
Bodycolour on paper on canvas
320 × 390 cm
Victoria and Albert Museum London
On the other hand William Blake’s painting of Jacob’s Ladder (see Plate 4.8.2 below),
communicates the biblical story in Genesis through the symbol of the mystic spiral and
elegant human forms. The stairway/ladder is the symbol of God’s connection to the
chosen people. The messengers going up and down are evidence of God’s continual
provision for the people while the earthly journey is going on. This setting is totally
mystical and imaginative (Purce 1980). Environments in which to place the biblical
stories continued to change and started to include the expression of the artist through
mark making. The process allowed the spiritual in art to be related to the artist who
created the work.
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Plate 4.8.2
Jacob’s Ladder
William Blake c. 1800
Watercolour
78.7 x 100 cm
London, England
Through an expressive form of application, symbolism can include the perception of the
artist. The deliberate individual mark making of the artist takes on their signature and
becomes part of the symbolic communication. The application can also strengthen the
visual communication of the narrative concept. For instance in Graham Sutherland’s
Study for the Crucifixion (see Plate 4.8.3 below), the force of the mark making on the
figure of Christ emphasizes the emotive concept of the work, reinforcing the strength of
the story. The artist saw the crucifixion as the most tragic of biblical themes but at the
same time the only one which contained the promise of Salvation (O’Neill 1982).
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Plate 4.8.3
Study for the Crucifixion 1947
Graham Sutherland (1903 – 1980)
Oil on Masonite, 102 cm x 122 cm
Collezione d’Arte Religiosa Moderna Inv. No. ARM 23591 (ex 443)
The Vatican Collection
An expressive application of paint as seen in Christ is Risen (see Plate 4.8.4 below)
could also signify an internal expression of spirituality. Smith applies representation
through mark making to communicate the well known symbol of the risen Christ. He
sought a technique that made sense of Christ in the modern, secularized world. What is
different, apart from the level of abstraction, is that the image of Christ moves across
the surface until it sweeps upwards out of the picture surface in fractured shafts of
colour (Crumlin 1988)
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Plate 4.8.4
Christ is Risen 1959
Eric Smith
Oil on composition board
220 x 115 cm
Canisius College, Pymble, NSW
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Thus far the chapter has incorporated a brief exploration pointing to some approaches in
spiritual painting over time. Elements such as symbolism, both natural and expressive,
sacred geometry, biblical narrative, inner responses, meditation, layering and landscape
are a few of the possibilities which the theme of spirituality opens up for discussion.
Many of the examples give the impression of being intellectual and controlled and do
not necessarily communicate the actual human spiritual experience of the artist.

4.9 Spiritual art in Australia

Although the modern age might have eschewed religious art, it nevertheless inherited
much of the religious imagery of antiquity, and these religious and spiritual themes
were a vehicle for visual expression which continued in Australia. Since white
settlement many artists drew on Judaic or Christian traditions and the root symbols of
religion that located them in that context of great antiquity. The stylistic trends of
Australian religious art had many approaches. Some artists, for example Davida Allen
(b.1951), were committed Christians and painted out of a personal faith; some such as
Asher Bilu (b.1936) saw the truths of religion in abstract expression; others, including
Arthur Boyd (1920 – 1999), saw the purpose of religious art as an inspiration, a biblical
narrative or teaching tool; while some felt the experience and expression of painting as
a mystical dimension. Moon (2004) argues that the many different approaches to visual
expression of religious painting in Australia give evidence that religious thinking and
the power of its symbols and accounts of human-divine interaction still inform, inspire
and confront many artists. Indeed these are consistent with those “who seek a life close
to God to involve themselves in creative work” (Moon 2004, p.52).
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One can argue that the theme of spirituality in Australia is as ancient as art itself. The
culture of Australian Aborigines is permeated by a profoundly spiritual essence; the
power of the sacred which is sustained by an appropriate ideological underpinning
(Crumlin 1988, Drury and Voigt 1996, Nganjmirra 1997, Were 2003). For these
peoples there is no separation between life and spirituality; everything for Aboriginal
people “is a unity, a rhythm of the sacred, filled with meaning” (Crumlin 1988, p.11), in
which art is a means of communicating certain hidden mysteries to the initiated.
Through initiation during adolescence, the attainment of religious knowledge begins
and remains a lifelong quest. Inner layers of meaning are not revealed to the uninitiated;
therefore the context of their art contains many layers and is inseparable from
aboriginal life and cultural law. A conscious effort is required to penetrate beneath the
surface of material things. The sacred may be displayed, but is invisible to a materialist
interpretation. As Sutton (1989) argues:

The very application of the term art to things made by Aboriginal
people has been interpreted by some critics as an act of cultural
colonialism….They say that art is a concept alien to Aboriginal
culture and languages (p.3, 14).
Nevertheless, the mythic narrative, the symbolisms of daily life and belief, the songs,
dances, and religious ceremonies are all enmeshed in the imagery of Aboriginal art.

Crumlin (1988) argues that Australia has absorbed spirituality not only from Judaic
Christian thought but also from a substantial migrant population, so it is not surprising
that a diverse range of cultural traditions contributes to the shaping of Australian
contemporary art. Although spirituality has fallen in and out of fashion in the Western
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world “as boundaries shift and dissolve within a global context” (Cree & Drury 2000,
p.9), it has been recognized as a significant element in artistic expression since the
1990s and is thematic of many contemporary Australian painters who have explored
spiritual and esoteric sources of inspiration (Drury and Voigt 1996, Cree and Drury
2000, Nicholls and North 2001). Artists William Ferguson (b.1932), Mirlkitjungu
Millie Skeen (b.1935), Kathleen Petyarre (b.1940), Kate Briscoe (b.1944) and Marion
Borgelt (b.1954) are examples of Australian painters who express an understanding of
the mystical and spiritual through the experiential dimension of art. They draw personal
attention to different pictorial devices used for signifying the spiritual in art which is
explained in Table 4.9.1 below. The table exposes the diverse and common
denominators within the five examples of art.
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Table 4.9.1 Reflections on spirituality in Australian art: Briscoe, Borgelt, Ferguson, Skeen and Petyarre

Artist

Kate Briscoe

Marion Borgelt

William Ferguson

Mirlkitjungu Millie Skeen

Kathleen Petyarre

Personal
History

Born England 1944
emigrated to Australia in
1969

Born Nhill, Victoria
1954

Born Melbourne, Victoria
1932

Born Western Australia
1935 belongs to the
western desert peoples

Born Northern Territory 1940
belongs to the Eastern Anmatyerre
clan

Artist’s
concept of
spiritual in
art

Interprets ‘Spiritual’ as the
human place on Earth

Yearning of spiritual
knowledge through
meditation and personal
communion and sense of
sacredness of the natural
world

European heritage and
spirituality from Stone-Age to
present

Stories recorded as
teaching tools for
education in Aboriginal
culture
Singing the story,
together with the art,
forms a sacred act
Preservation of
Aboriginal law and direct
experience of cultural
stories link to the earth

Although painting the spiritual is
connected to tribal landscape, it is
essentially a social production
Stories danced and sung as
traditional corroboree, spoken, and
painted

Socialcontextual
significance

Explores inner
processes of being
and becoming; the
intrinsic rhythms of
life itself; and void as
infinite Oneness of
Being
Exploration of Chaos
and expansionist
theories to explore a
notion of God

Visual
/symbolic
connotation

Collage provides a skin;
pigment and sand signify
earth element; glazed gold
signifies the precious. Media
variety and layered building
up of surface reflect leathery
ancient bodies of ritual burial.
Physical anchoring of
symbols signifies female body
as cultural metaphor of
eternity

Ellipses signify the
process of being and
becoming and
transcendence through
different sizes,
applications and
colours. Dark, ellipseshaped holes signify
voids and unknown

Entire process seen as a
ceremony as he meditates
and reflects throughout the
creative process. Image to
signify spiritual
connectedness linked
through personal interaction
with Aborigines and their
land

Universal and cultural
symbols created through
shape and layers of dot
technique form aerial
spatial relationship that
acts as recorded story of
life: keeper of Aboriginal
culture

Spiritual dynamism signified
through design structure and
layering extremely fine dotting
technique. Compositionally a subtle
close tonal range radiates from
central hierarchical focus. Lines
radiate from centre signifying
spiritual energy circulating
throughout universe

Contribution
to art history

Re-creation of historical
landscape through universal
symbols

Recreation of the
process of being,
growth, seeing and
becoming

Recreation of landscapes of
the mind: a visual metaphor
for the invisible

Recreation of direct
experience of Aboriginal
law and stories

Recreation of all traditional
paintings express traditional stories
so part of social story telling

Australian anthropology
and a sense of indigenous
sacredness of the natural
world

Remaining true to the spiritual
subject matter she maintains her
work is still dancing ceremony
therefore intensely social
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Table 4.9.1 Reflections on spirituality in Australian art: Briscoe, Borgelt, Ferguson, Skeen and Petyarre (continued)
Artist

Kate Briscoe

Marion Borgelt

William Ferguson

Mirlkitjungu Millie Skeen

Kathleen Petyarre

Time

Image connects both time and
the physical earth to
conception of spirituality
which anchors people to
earth, connecting them to the
past

Transcendence going beyond the
illusions of ordinary
reality by travelling
from present to future

Meditation instills blank
times as lived time when
spiritual elements in play.
Painting in the present
creates further
understanding of eternity

Depicted through inherited
dreamings passed down from
mother and father. Her
interpretation of sacred lizard
creatures, women hunting, emu and
bush seeds follows journeys across
land in creation era

Exemplar
quote from
the literature

“The progression of creating
the surface of the work is a
formal procedure for the artist
to signify the history: a
passage of time” (Drury and
Voigt 1996, p.31)

“Symbolically she
uses extreme contrasts
in texture, foreground
and background
shapes, and colours to
signify confusion
between states – a
kind of chaos” (Drury
and Voigt 1996,
p.121)

“The ritualistic practice of
mixing and making colours
and knowing what they will
do can get to a point where
the paintings are flowing
from you” (Drury and Voigt
1996, p.70)

Aboriginal stories of life
and people weave in and
out Ngarangkarni
(Dreamtime) and
Mularrpa (Truetime) both
interacting through
timelessness to create
‘Living Dreaming’
“Through parental and
grandparental instruction
and her own participation
in cultural activities,
Millie has the right to
produce the designs for a
wide range of sites and
Dreaming Tracks” (Drury
and Voigt 1996, p.88)

Example of
art work

Fish Tent, 1993
Diptych, mixed media on
canvas
175 x 244 cm

Composite Void, 1992
Pigment on Jute
178 x 197 cm

The Great Stone, 1993
Acrylic on canvas
164 x 130 cm

Lirrwati Dreaming 1992
Acrylic on canvas
100 x 75 cm

“Her work permits a kind of
multiple vision: not only is it deeply
meaningful to other Indigenous
groups as religious art of the
Dreaming but it may be also read as
abstract, expressionist,
impressionist, minimalist or even
post-modern, and most certainly as
post-ethnographic” (Nicholls and
North 2001, p.31)

Mountain Devil Lizard Dreaming,
1997
Synthetic polymer paint on Belgian
linen
122 x 122 cm
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Table 4.9.1 Reflections on spirituality in Australian art: Briscoe, Borgelt, Ferguson, Skeen and Petyarre (continued)
Artist

Kate Briscoe

Marion Borgelt

William Ferguson

Mirlkitjungu Millie Skeen

Kathleen Petyarre

Defining
features of
the artwork

Large central triangle with
central vertical split, on left
semi-circle with triangles, and
smaller triangular shape on
right

Ellipse motifs in
foreground, middleground and
background

Universal and sacred
symbols of square: earth
emblem, triangle: threefold
nature of universe and
circle: totality, create
abstract layered space of
metaphors for the invisible
spirit

Universal symbols of
central ellipse and circles
surrounded by stacked
rectangles form an aerial
spatial relationship to
signify cultural story

Subtle triangles and rectangles
radiate from the centre through the
application of closely related tones
and pulsing dots
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Although the five artists’ physical presentation of the spiritual is visually very diverse in
the selected examples of their work in Table 4.9.1 above, and they all display their
individual realities according to differing criteria, they have used common denominators to
portray the spiritual in their paintings. Each has considered four things: a time zone, colour
to represent emotional states and the energy of colour itself, universal symbolism to portray
the concept, and “a strong element of attention to formalism in the compositions as an
ongoing language of assessment” (Cree and Drury 2000, p.52).

Contemporary spiritual painting in Australia continues to formulate various modes to signify
concepts that include collaborations connecting different perceptive combinations of story,
mind, body, spirit and place. Although chosen arbitrarily, each means of interpretation in the
examples in Table 4.9.1 above does not appear to use all the elements which could express a
holistic perspective in place through an amalgamation of sensory and transcendent
experience of the artist. None of the artists have appeared to apply a Christian perspective to
the contextualisation of their art work.

4.10 An artistic attraction to North Queensland

North Queensland has long attracted visiting artists from Australia and around the world.
From the time that art was produced by the earliest European artists and naturalists in 1770
to the contemporary art of the twenty-first century, the range of genres and subject matter
produced in North Queensland has been diverse. Nevertheless, the common thread in these
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works is the response to the tropical environment and the landscape. Searle (1991) argues
that the contrasting environments and terrain within this northern region have:
overwhelmingly been the major concern of artists working in the region.
Different aspects of the environment have been chosen at different times,
reflecting changes in taste and artistic concerns, but always it is the
natural environment, which dominates over and above social content
(p.9).
An example of this view is seen in the painting by G.Gore (see Plate 4.10.1 below) in
which the human element (boat and sailor) is dwarfed by the environment.

Plate 4.10.1
Burial reach, Flinders River, Queensland, 1841
G.Gore
Oil on canvas
61.2 x 91.9 cm
National Library of Australia
It must also be acknowledged, however, that the rainforest indigenous peoples of this area
produced designs from a social context and decorated their objects long before European
settlement. These creative inventions are now seen as art. Such designs are depicted on
highly decorated shields (see Plates 4.10.2 and 4.10.3 below) which Adams (1995) argues
reveal a sensitive appreciation of form. Compositions use natural pigments in black, white,
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red and yellow applied thickly to the broad, flat areas in bold geometric and naturalistic
designs. Complex and captivating, these shields have been elevated from the status of
ethnographic artifact to art object.

Plate 4.10.2

Plate 4.10.3

Shield, 1913
Wood and Natural Pigments
96 x 46 x 8.5 cm
Collection: Qld. Museum

Shield, 1916
Wood and Natural Pigments
90 x 33 x 12 cm
Collection: Qld. Museum

For many visiting Australian artists, the experience of life in North Queensland was a
stimulant and key element in their work. Since the exploration and early settlement of this
region, the role of subject matter and the concepts of art have been constantly changing.
Wilson (1998) argues that “in 1943-44 [Frank] Hinder was based in Townsville as an
official camouflage artist...by a process of reduction and contrast, he has transformed a
routine wartime experience into a surreal event of almost operatic proportions” (p.52). New
perceptions of the landscape and the coastline were introduced after aerial views were
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taken during the war. These “had the effect of breaking landforms into patterns, flattening
out space and altering perspective” (Searle 1991, p.44).
Artistic investigation of spiritual issues of place resulted from the area’s rich source of
subject matter and led many contemporary artists to focus on North Queensland from such
an inspirational aspect. Wilson (1998) observes that well known Australian artists such as
Fred Williams, Brett Whiteley, Donald Friend and Ian Fairweather were “escaping
society’s settled civilized mode [to the complex natural systems of North Queensland as a]
reaffirmation of life; a recognition of its inter-connectedness and its constant state of flux”
(p.172). Thus, although these artists painted in North Queensland, their paintings
illuminated a general, non geographical painting about life, rather than their art being a
response to a particular location.

On the other hand, John Firth-Smith (b.1943), John Olsen (b.1928), John Coburn (b.1925),
and Anneke Silver (b.1937) are artists who have been inspired to develop art from deeply
felt encounters with this region. Documentation on these artists by Searle (1991),
Ditchburn (1996), Drury (1998), Wilson (1998), Cree and Drury (2000) and McDonald
(2007) provides information about the conceptualization and pictorial devices that have
been used to portray these encounters in their art (see Table 4.10.1 below).
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Table 4.10.1 Pictorial devices to show deeply felt encounters with the North Queensland region

Artist

John Firth-Smith

John Olsen

John Coburn

Anneke Silver

Personal
History

Born Melbourne 1943

Born Newcastle 1928

Born Ingham, North Queensland 1925

Born in Netherlands 1937
Arrived in Australia 1959

Artist’s
Concepts of
Spiritual in
Art

Firth-Smith interprets
‘Spiritual’ as thing that’s
happening above you, below
you and inside as well

Although Coburn thinks of spirituality
in the context of Christianity, his
approach honours a universe which is
literally alive with the spirit regardless
of the specifics of culture

Silver is profoundly interested in
relationships between spirituality,
landscape and the Great Mother as
embodiment of primal energies of
Nature

Socialcontextual
significance

Recreation of lyrical abstraction
through archetypal aspects of
ancient cultures

Like the Aboriginal empathy with
the land Olsen responds to vastness
of Australian interior in a manner
which celebrates ‘grace of life’. It is
a soul place; a metaphysical and
conceptual landscape further
enriched by geological, historical
and mythological associations
Olsen tries expressing nature’s idea
and not nature as a vehicle to
express man’s ideas. Reveals the
brutal fact of nature’s regurgitating
and blind evolutionary progression

Christianity inherited from western,
European culture but also influenced by
relationship between abstraction and
spirituality and Aboriginal spirituality
with connection to land

Visual
/symbolic
connotations

Dominant spirals reveal both
outer and inner space and
transcend formal rigor to
embrace the sublime because
the spiral is also seen to signify
the centre of power and life. A
horizontal central form conjures
the presence of consciousness
Marine imagery, the dynamics
of ocean currents, patterns in
night skys, organic forms in
Nature, and archetypal aspects
of ancient cultures, connect past
and present human experience
in nature

Similes and metaphorical
resonances of natural world bring
deeper understanding of place

Combination of universal and sacred
symbols of menorah sprouting leaves
evoking tree of life signify a Christian
spirituality that integrates and relates to
nature in terms of spiritual relation to
land.

Although acutely aware of Aboriginal
relationship with sacred earth,
Silver’s work is based on a new
mythology based on her own
discoveries inspired by mythology
and anthropology
Based on ‘Mother Nature’, the female
is readily linked with the cycles of the
moon and nature through
reproduction, the bringer of life which
became the personification of the
powers of the earth

Finding connections between
human experience and the rich
metaphorical resonances of the
natural world

Catholicism and Byzantine art have
strongly influenced the spiritual aspects
of Coburn’s painting of symbolic
abstraction as metaphor for regional
and universal spirit

Silver sees that much contemporary
art is searching the past and
appropriating historical images to
search for new levels of meaning and
signification in the modern world

Contribution
to Art History
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Table 4.10.1 Pictorial devices to show deeply felt encounters with the North Queensland region (continued)

Artist

John Firth-Smith

John Olsen

John Coburn

Anneke Silver
Retracing the carved and scratched
marks made by anonymous artists
3000 to 5000 years ago signifies a
past and the cryptic message of these
ancient Goddesses to respect nature in
the present
“The Images of the present exhibition
are all based on female deity symbols,
whether it is the Babooshka image of
European Folk Art, ancient Greek
Temple figures, Aboriginal Rock
Paintings or the Virgin Mary. Silver is
maintaining a link with the landscape
and voicing her deep concern for our
natural environment” (Searle, 1989,
exhibition catalogue)

Time

Transcends formal rigor to
embrace the sublime in the
sacred realm of the cosmos

Interest in Taoist philosophy – with
the illusory nature of reality,
fullness and emptiness, the edge and
the void

The combination of the ritual aspects of
religion and the totemic understanding
of spirituality in nature, signifies the
past in the third Day of Creation when
God created the Earth

Exemplar
quote from
literature

“Firth-Smith allows the paint
to express “the thing that’s
happening above you and
below you and inside as well”,
(Wilson 1998, p.115)

Olsen (1997) commented on the
Tropics: “Everything is lush and
over-abundant, trees elbowing for
the sunlight, vines twisting
themselves around foliage, the
impenetrable looking rainforest. [It
is said that he thought of the region
as] sensual, materialist [where] a
sense of coarseness dominates”
(p.218)

Having lived in Ingham and Charters
Towers for many years, Coburn had a
“fascination with the “idea” of the
rainforest; an interior landscape of
dramatic proportions and gravity”
(Searle 1991, p.51)

Ritual,1993 -94
Oil on linen,
305 x 305 cm

Flowers in the You Beaut Country,
early 1960’s
Mixed media on paper, 62 x 54 cm

The Tree of Life, 1994
Oil on canvas
91 x 110

Example of
Art Work

Gaia, 1988-9
Mixed media on paper
106.5 x 75 cm
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Table 4.10.1 Pictorial devices to show deeply felt encounters with the North Queensland region (continued)
Artist
Defining
features of
Work

John Firth-Smith

John Olsen

John Coburn

Anneke Silver

Density of colour field and
common symbol of spiral found
in nature, science and art which
is produced in the smallest
virus and the largest galaxy. A
central horizontal form signifies
consciousness

Nature’s symbols and a structural
sense of the microcosm and the
macrocosm

The painting shows a complete
assimilation with known symbols such
as tree and organic shapes from the
natural environment to create an
abstract layered space

Organic symbols of decorative female
form, moon cycle and nature are
linked through an abstract vertical
structure of layering. The use of
collected coloured earths identify with
a factual link of the power of earth
itself
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It would seem that in all four examples in Table 4.10.1 above, the artists use visible and
intentional symbols of human constructs and perceptions from nature to express and
represent their particular potential for spiritual meaning; for example, the menorah,
shapes of leaves, the spiral, and the circle. McDonald (2007) argues that if “any art form
may be said to capture the soul of the nation it must certainly be painting” (p.9).
However, because painting has different ways of thinking, images differ in an artist’s
mind and “lead one to some new discovery” (McDonald 2007, p.11). For instance, a
painting that has a different fused and abstract evocation of place and spirit formed
through a morphological vision that includes the invisible.

In the examples examined in this chapter, many painters were working with ideas and
concepts formed hundreds of years ago. Each section of the chapter had implications for
art practice that included challenging established canons of art with reference to a range
of cultural and historical contexts, for instance, cultural symbolic understanding,
compositional grammar and structured process. However, Hickman (2004) argues that
valuing all individual artistic experience in the twenty-first century requires a pluralistic
vision of art underpinned by many philosophies. The literature demonstrates that
contemporary artists now challenge postmodernist thinking so they can generate their
own images, explore their inner world and respond to the environment in a meaningful
way through experimentation with media and materials.

The following chapter, therefore, suggests the development of a new methodology of
enquiry into spiritual painting from North Queensland.
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Chapter 5 - Developing a methodology to translate a naturally
structured system for a Christian experiential visual language
5.1 Framing the creative process and methodology
The research and investigation completed in chapters 2 – 4 enabled the artist-researcher
to develop new insights into:
1. different forms of perception and their relationship to place;
2. visual language of painting as a spiritual art; and
3. historical aspects of spiritual art.

Although insights into the intellectual dynamism, creativity and imagination of spiritual
art deepened and underpinned some of the creative process of art explored in these
chapters, many questions remained unanswered for the researcher as artist.

Objective symbolism had previously been applied to signify my spiritual art; however a
new creative process was required to communicate a personal transcendental experience
of place. This new creative process was required to produce a natural aesthetic to engage
and signify several aspects to the viewer: a Christian spiritual experience of place;
personal and intimate feelings and beliefs which affirm and give meaning; and a
contribution to self-knowledge through their experience of the art and a particular way of
knowing.
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The ensuing methodology for developing a structured system for a Christian experiential
visual language (CEVL) involved four different sites from which four suites of artworks
were developed through nine exploratory steps. A visualisation of the 9-step creative
process can be seen in Figure 5.1.1 below.
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1…………………. Selecting the Sites
2……………………………………………………………..
3………………………
Identification of emotional
experience at each site

The selection of
dominant element at
each site

4…… Morning time phase

Afternoon time phase

5…… Initial Engagement 1

Initial Engagement 2

Initial Engagement 3

5 x Analogue Drawings
and data collection

5 x Analogue Drawings
and data collection

Smell
Develop
Study 1.

Touch
Develop
Study 6

See
Develop
Study 11

See
Develop
Study 2

Hear
Develop
Study 7

Smell
Develop
Study 12

Hear
Develop
Study 3

See
Develop
Study 8

Hear
Develop
Study 13

Touch
Develop
Study 4

Smell
Develop
Study 9

Touch
Develop
Study 14

Taste
Develop
Study 5

Taste
Develop
Study 10

Taste
Develop
Study 15

6….... 5 x Analogue Drawings
and data collection

7…….…

Compilation
Work 1 –

Compilation
Work 2 –

Sensate

Sensate
Coalescence of
Experience of
Place

8……….. Coalescence of
Experience of
Place

9………………

Evening time phase

Compilation
Work 3 –
Sensate
Coalescence of
Experience of
Place

Installation – One set of three shields hung on a
Perspex stand
(Encompassing Visual work of Summative Senses)

Figure 5.1.1 A visualization of the creative process and methodology demonstrating
different order of sensorial experiential strength
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While Figure 5.1.1 above provides an overarching view of the methodology, each of the
specific stages of the process are considered separately in this chapter to allow for the
analysis of the ways in which particular steps trigger a spiritual mindset that excites a
personal response to a particular site.

As indicated in Figure 5.1.1 above, the artist’s CEVL was developed by incorporating
sensate experiences with emotional and spiritual ones; the physical and the spiritual were
interwoven in order to reproduce the entire experience of place. The sensate experiences,
grounded in the elements of fire, water, air and earth, were the first exploratory steps
involving the five sensorial responses to these same four elements at a particular site. The
later steps involved compiling and representing the sensate experiences in a visual form
intended to convey a sense of the emotional and spiritual responses to each site, element
and time phase. The choice of sites depended on perceptive components of emotions
which were categorised into the areas of security, stillness/peace and spiritual freedom.
These components were chosen because they express the sum of the artist’s sensory,
emotional and spiritual experience of a place. For example, a personal experience was
more likely to evolve into the spiritual if the sites offered a high level of security, a place
for stillness and peace for meditation, and a sense that I could be free to be myself. This
process is outlined in the next section.
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5.2 Selection of sites

Eight sites were visited and given preliminary consideration for selection:
1. The small town of Atherton, centrally situated on the Tablelands west of
Cairns, North Queensland. This site is where I lived for the first 19 years
of my life and still frequently visit.
2. The back yard fire circle at my home at 88 Palmerston Street, Gulliver
Townsville which is outside my art studio.
3. Bike and Walking Track from Belgian Gardens to Pallarenda, Townsville.
4. Dalrymple Gap walking track which follows the route of an historic road. This
track crosses the Cardwell Range 13 kilometres south of Cardwell. The
Girramay, Bandjin and Warrgamaygan Aboriginal people are the
Traditional Owners of this area.
5. Ross River bike track, Townsville, Queensland.
6. The small village of Paluma, in the Mount Spec ranges of Townsville’s
heritage-listed Wet Tropics.
7. Cleveland Palms, a fishing village located 2.9 km from the mouth of Alligator
Creek, 15 km southeast of Townsville.
8. Horseshoe Bay Walking Track, Bowen, located halfway between Townsville
and Mackay on the north-east coast of Queensland.

These eight sites were selected because they had previously elicited a personal spiritual
connection that was deeply significant. In order to reduce the number of sites to four,
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which was determined as the appropriate number for the creative work, spiritual
responses to these sites were categorised using the following terms: security,
stillness/peace and spiritual freedom. In order to record the strength and type of the
response, a psychological process documented in Hersen, Kazdin, and Bellack (1991) for
identifying emotional response was applied. This process documents responses as
“perceptive components” and the varying ways that correspond to the emotion as
“relational character of experience of conscious modes and types” (p.537). For example,
the perceptive component of security had a different descriptive type at each of the eight
sites.

A summary of the key elements, perceptive components and experience of each of the
eight sites that lead to a state of spiritual freedom is presented in Table 5.2.1 below,
together with a rating of the strength of spiritual resonance each generated in the artistresearcher. A rating scale of 1 – 10 was used where 1 equals no spiritual resonance and
10 equals the highest spiritual resonance.
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Table 5.2.1 Assessment of sites in relation to chosen element of nature and associated emotions
Eight specified sites for
consideration in order of
research

Associated
element

Emotional triggers

Atherton

Water

·

88 Palmerston Street –
Gulliver

Bike/Walking Track
Pallarenda

Dalrymple Gap Walking
Trail

Ross River Bike Track
Townsville

Fire

Air

Water

Air

·

·

·

·

Key perceptive
components towards
the spiritual

Relational character of
experience of conscious modes
and types in relation to
perception of spirituality
·
False-Security
·
Gender-subservience

Strong childhood
memories of enjoying a
spiritual essence as I
played in the rainforest
but many negative
experiences as well
Personal comfort and
privacy with the
intimacy and freedom
to be the person,
partner, relation or
friend I chose to be
Enjoyable sea breezes
and relaxed atmosphere
but also experienced a
deep sense of isolation

·
·

Security
Stillness/peace

·

Spiritual freedom

·
·

Inquisitive–searching
Young-spiritualdevelopment

·
·

Security
Stillness/peace

·
·

Unconditional -security
Gender-autonomy

·

Spiritual freedom

·

Meditative-openness

·
·

Security
Stillness/peace

·
·

Social-security
Individual-limitations

·

Spiritual freedom

·
·

Reserved-uncertainty
Sanctuary

The absence of other
people at this site
allowed joy,
refreshment and
uncensored frolicking
in the waterfall pool
Fresh breezes and
friendly people as I
walked biked or
researched along the
track

·
·

Security
Stillness/peace

·
·

Innocent-security
Joyfully-refreshed

·

Spiritual freedom

·

Physical-mentalnourishment

·
·

Security
Stillness/peace

·
·

Interactive-security
Individual-internal-peace

·

Spiritual freedom

·

Internal-sanctuary-innatural-environment

Rating
from
1 – 10
6

10

6

9

9
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Table 5.2.1 Assessment of sites in relation to chosen element of nature and associated emotions (continued)
Eight specified sites for
consideration in order of
research

Associated
element

Emotional triggers

Paluma

Earth

·

Cleveland Palms Alligator
Creek

Fire

·

Walking Track Horseshoe
Bay Bowen

Earth

·

Protected and nurtured
from within the pristine
timelessness of ancient
trees and red earth in
the rainforest gave a
sense of timelessness
and evolving creation
While enjoying
recreational activities
the busyness of the
sleepy fishing
environment did not
encourage a
contemplative mindset
Energetic, peaceful and
historical experiences
were not enough to
inspire a meditative
mindset

Key perceptive
components towards
the spiritual

Relational character of
experience of conscious modes
and types in relation to
perception of spirituality
·
Holistic-security-of-being
·
Deep serenity

Rating
from
1 – 10

·
·

Security
Stillness/peace

·

Spiritual freedom

·
Spiritually-thin-place
(Thin as in close to God)

·
·
·

Security
Stillness/peace
Spiritual freedom

·
·
·

Partial-security
Controlled-peace
Limited-spiritually

6

·
·

Security
Stillness/peace

·
·

Historical
Of the spirit

7

·

Spiritual freedom

·

A Presence

9.5
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As indicated in Table 5.2.1 above, four particular sites elicited strong responses, hence
these were chosen. The location of the four chosen sites and photos illustrating their
character at different times of day are shown in Figure 5.2.1 below.

Site 2.
Dalrymple Walking Trail (water)

Morning

Afternoon

Evening

Site 4.
Paluma (earth)

Morning

Afternoon

Evening

Site 1.
88 Palmerston Street, Gulliver (fire)
Site 3.
Ross River Bike Way, Townsville (air)
Morning

Morning

Afternoon

Afternoon

Evening

Evening

Figure 5.2.1 Map, element and illustrations of four selected sites
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The full appreciation and personal meaning of the four selected sites only became known
to me as I documented the sensorial responses through data collection during many visits
over the years of research. Thus, through the analysis of the sites it became apparent that
a personal spiritual freedom required a highly positive conscious perception of
spirituality at place. Further, this mindset of spiritual freedom appeared to be the essential
component required to formulate a CEVL.

5.3 Defining the dominant element at the four chosen sites

The elements are connected to specific sites separately because a dominance of one
particular element was experienced more strongly than any of the other three. Fire was
dominant at Site 1: 88 Palmerston Street; Water at Site 2: the Dalrymple Gap Walking
Trail; Air at Site 3: the Ross River bike track; and Earth at Site 4: Paluma. Although I
acknowledge that all elements are present within most environments, the intermingling of
these elements can mute individual elements but generally one emerged more strongly
than the others. For example, water is very abundant at Paluma but the water on the
leaves in the rainforest often went unnoticed as my consciousness resonated with the
richness, feel and smell of the earth.

Elements are understood not just through the material senses but through a combination
of their experiential, factual and symbolic encounters. Fire, for instance, is certainly
experienced through touch. Its warmth on the skin can attract or repel but it needs air to
burn just as we need air to live. Factually, we understand that elements are fundamental
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to our human existence, for example we can identify with being between 55% - 60%
water (Utz 2000). However, the symbolic understanding of the elements goes beyond the
individual to the universal: it is an external expression of a truth which is symbolized in a
way of communicating realities which may otherwise be obscured. For instance, fire is a
Christian symbol for the Holy Spirit and the presence of God. For the elements to be
understood fully all three levels must be considered as each reveals some essential part of
the element and connection to site.

The dominant element at 88 Palmerston Street was fire because at night, the power of the
flames in the dark environment activated the strongest physical and spiritual response to
the elements. The fire infused and informed the whole site during this time phase. Fire
provided light to see, heat to cook and to warm and also offered a hypnotic form on
which to contemplate. The image of fire also offered a perception of the presence of God
through its symbolism. Positive qualities were experienced during the other time phases
at this site but the other elements blended into the environment. The fresh smells of
blossoms and thick vegetation and a variety of bird sounds floated around the damp
morning air after rain. In the afternoon, the heat of the sun dried the earth and fronds
which intensified the odour of both. The two main reasons why the final aesthetic
judgment privileged fire was 1) because the whole evening environment was set up for a
fire and 2) fires were restricted at the other sites due to council law.

The element water dominated at the Dalrymple Trail where small creeks flowed
uncontrolled and cascaded through nature as I walked the trail. Water was the renewing
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element along the steep long walk. I could drink when I was thirsty and frolic in the
shallow pools until I became refreshed with renewed energy and there was no one to
criticize the playful experience. Although the site afforded the solidity and timelessness
of ancient trees in rich earth and fresh air in the cool shade, the water also symbolised for
me the Christian notions of cleansing and purifying. Repeatedly, during my many visits,
there was always the sense of being baptised to the newness of life. This sense of rebirth
and therefore of new creative possibilities assisted a deeper contemplative state for
artistic creation.

The element air dominated at the Ross River walking and bike track. The air drew me to
this site and provided the strongest responses even though the river water was essential to
the growth of the rich vegetation and the large variety of living creatures. When
contemplating the elements in the cool fresh atmosphere beside the river, there was a
strong perception of a nurturing quality to the air as it rippled the water and blew across
the skin. This nurturing sensation was reinforced as the gush of wind cooled the body
during an energetic bike ride around the walking tracks, or when the cool breeze
encouraged family social meetings on the parkland beside the track. The selection of air
for this site was based on the nurtured feeling it provided which reinforced my spiritual
connection to air as the breath of God.

The earth element dominated at the Paluma site. From my first encounter, the rich deep
red colour of the earth caught my attention and made me realize the importance of the
quality of soil for the existence and survival of the whole environment. The name
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‘mother earth’ spontaneously came to mind. Everything here seemed interconnected in an
ecosystem and everything depended on this rich red earth as the base. Creeks ran freely
through the rainforest and provided sustenance for all creatures, fresh air caressed
everything, sightings of birds and various birdsong were constant, and creatures basked in
the warmth of the sun. However, as I walked beside a creek in the rainforest, it was the
smell and colour of the earth that connected and grounded me to the site. I perceived an
experience of being a part of this natural environment and was filled with wonder and
amazement at the interconnectedness of all life there and the presence and energy of
divine creation.

5.4 Time phases at the chosen sites
The methodology attempts to depict the artist’s personal experience but that personal
experience varied depending on when a site was visited. Hence, if a CEVL is to be
holistic, it needs to show experiences at several different times. To depict only one time
is to take a slice and pretend it is the whole of reality. My aim was to express, in the final
compositions, a sense of the underlying oneness of time, earth, God and humanity which
I experienced at each particular site. Thus, I deemed it helpful to bring into each
compilation the same site observed at different times of the day and year in order to
reflect the seasonal variations as well as my subjective sensorial responses to those
fluctuations and changes. In this way the final composition could encompass the most
diverse sensory responses at each site. Therefore, layering different sensate ‘snapshots’ of
the one site could increase the possibility of visually expressing a holistic spiritual
experience.
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The sensory responses changed with the light source during the different time phases.
The observed colours were totally influenced by the composition of light. For instance,
the soft fresh colours of green during the morning dawn were quite different from the
intensity of colour during the early afternoon or the degenerated colours in the setting
sunlight. The data collection gave evidence that the same colours differed in tone during
each of the three time phases. However, this dependence on light only applied to the
visual sensory response.

Time of day and intensity of light determines the colour seen, but the colour chosen to
represent a particular sense experience was also influenced by a learned, almost innate
and sometimes personal reference system which associates colours with specific smells,
tastes, sounds and touch. For instance, while I was drawing the fire during the morning,
there was a strong aroma with a crisp, tangy fresh flavour. I chose to depict this as
yellow, a colour I associate with the fresh tang of lemons. The comparative colour of two
sensory experiences in relation to the fire site during the morning, afternoon, and evening
can be seen in Table 5.4.1 below. The studies have been included to illustrate that the
seeing studies were the only ones that had local colour influences. The other studies were
developed through psychological and instinctual colour. The complete examples for all
sites are presented in Appendices 1 to 4, which relate to fire, earth, air and water
respectively.
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Table 5.4.1 Colour sensory experiences of morning, afternoon and evening in relation to the fire site
Seeing - Fire
Morning 2005
(local colour)

Seeing - Fire
Afternoon 2005
(local colour)

Seeing - Fire
Evening 2005
(local colour)

Strong acute
repetitive angles
generate dynamic
tension that causes
a focus around the
golden section
hierarchy.
This is further
emphasized through
the balance and
contrast of cool dark
tones.

Vertical organic
shapes support the
acute angle of a
further folding
organic form and
give tension to the
composition.
Highly contrasting
warm tones are
used to signify the
heat, stillness and
relaxed alertness.

Dominant circular
form in middle
ground reflects a
meditative mindset.
This layered form
expands with wing
like shapes in a
slightly oblique
angle. Internal and
intimate shapes
surround form.

Tasting - Fire
Morning 2005
(psychological
colour)
Strong sharp yellow
foreground shapes
pushed forward by a
right vertical. The
layered, grey
internal space has a
three sided
structured border of
black which offers a
strong moody
contrast.

Tasting - Fire
Afternoon 2005
(psychological
colour)
A strong, slightly
oblique organic shape
denotes the heavy
musty flavour that is
superimposed with
the sweep of stacked,
oblique bands
signifying the floral
aftertaste.
A gamut of soft tints
of spectrum colours is
balanced with soft
dark tones and
accents of black.

Tasting - Fire
Evening 200
(psychological colour)
Dominant floating
organic form (smoke)
surrounded by subdominate organic
forms (saps). With a
subordinate rectangle
shape that signifies an
agitation/ contrast.

Developed Study

Response to colour

Sense
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5.5 Process for making the intangible visual

The process of making visual art that represents a spiritual experience of place involved
six stages. The stages included both objective and subjective experiences and reflect steps
4-9 from Figure 5.1.1 above. In order to explain these six stages, Table 5.5.1 below
details the creative process and influence of spirituality towards the generation of each
artwork.

Table 5.5.1
Portraying a Christian spiritual aesthetic as complete experience
Objective phase

Portraying the feeling

Stage 1
Sketch of
initial
engagement
at specific
time

Stage 3
Data Collection
of the artist’s
pictorial devices
to show spiritual
mindset about
site specific
information

Stage 2
Pivotal
constructs at
site depicted
as visual
analogue
line
drawings of
sensory
responses

Stage 4
Development
of practical
application of
pictorial
devices in a
single image/
study.
Each image
presented as a
single artwork
(see appendix
1-4 for each
site, statement,
time phase and
sense)

Stage 5
The five
studies were
layered into
a single
compilation
image.
Each image
presented as
a single
artwork

Stage 6
The installation:
1 -12 shields crafted
2 -Elemental patterns
engraved into convex
side of shields.
3 -Initial engagement
images engraved into
convex side of shields.
4 -Adaptation of
compilation image
onto concave side of
shield in oil paint.
5 - 4 groups of 3
shields hung as an
installation

This method is termed a Christian spiritual aesthetic because the interconnected process
reflects my perspective based on an understanding of Christianity as showing a complex
and layered interaction of God and the world unified into a fundamental harmony. The
methodology for this installation also involves an integration of the physical and natural
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through the human senses and the artist’s complex responses to the natural (sites). The
final shields show the layered integration of these responses, one of personal and
subjective integration with each site. It cannot be an objective outsider view of a
landscape. A Christian spiritual aesthetic also involves judgments and with this process it
intuits the divine in a place and overrides an objectivist ruling. Neither does the final
composition depict the five sense responses equally, but rather displays my whole human
response to a ‘problem’ which has been analysed into component parts. Such a response
includes my sense perceptions, feelings, images, memories, reflections, commentaries
and spiritual perceptions.

5.5.1 Initial engagement through a natural element at site

Initial engagement at each site involved a sketch of a physical element that first attracted
my attention; for example a group of rocks beside a pool of water. The natural scene was
not purely rationally selected after assessment of the site; rather, it was the first element
that came to my awareness. Although the sketch was a realistic image, the drawing was
not simply an exercise of attention and observation in order to draw a detailed object.
Each drawing had two purposes: the first was to symbolize the external, physical world at
site during a particular time phase; the second was to act as a focal point for the
preparation of contemplation. The sketch, therefore, was an image of the physical,
external world that cultivated my internal intention to choose an attitude of trust and
acceptance of God’s presence and action in nature.
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There were twelve initial engagement sketches (one for each site and time phase) and
each one varied in application according to the time phase and site. The works were
portable mixed media (graphite, water-colour, charcoal and pastel pencils etc.), and were
realistic sketches of natural scenes at the various sites. The sketch was first prepared by
rubbing one of the components from the site onto the page’s surface. For instance, ash,
earth, berries, flowers, leaves or moss from the site was engrained into the surface of the
journal page to stain the paper in preparation for the sketch. Thus, the depiction involved
both visual and tactile elements. After the page was prepared I entered a state of
contemplation. The very act of rubbing pigment into the sketchbook page was a useful
means of helping me into a contemplative state. The physical act, which bound my body
with the component and with the creative act of bringing the external environment into a
condensed artwork, allowed me to enact the unity of the physical and the spiritual which
is analogous to the human divine nature of Christ himself. Thus the sketch became not so
much an external act but an expression of an internal understanding of my relationship
with the creator; thus, a contemplative act (see Plate 5.5.1 below).
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Plate 5.5.1

Earth Afternoon - Initial Engagement, 2004
Dirt from site, charcoal pencil and Conte
20 x 28 cm
(Sketchbook 1 – Page 10)
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5.5.2 Analogue line drawings of place/site

Analogue drawing is a process to depict, through free flowing lines, an approximation of
how a person perceives a sensorial response. This form of drawing aims to make visual
what is an internal subjective experience. It usually involves intense concentration on
how the artist ‘feels’ about a certain something. There is no attention to the finished
effect, but rather the hand roams and flows over the page, or stumbles, in accord with the
internal experience. These drawings were seldom looked at as they were drawn. The
focus was on the object for the visual, or with closed eyes for the other four senses so that
the sensory experience was intensified. Although the state depicted is subjective and
internal, Edwards (1986) argues the lines generally follow what is commonly agreed as a
visual language. For instance, the ‘feel’ of soft balmy air would be depicted as gently
flowing lines, and sharp acrid smells as ragged lines. The drawings from the research
formed spatial patterns that have a combination of organic and geometric idiom with
circles, ovals, both curved and straight lines and points that form essays in symmetry and
asymmetry. Each drawing exhibits a different combination of the same elements but
remains a conceptual, organic and geometrically natural approach. See Table 5.5.2 below
which provides examples of the analogue drawings from the Paluma site.
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1
Seeing

2
Smelling

3
Touching

4
Hearing

5
Tasting

The cave like
environment is
teaming with a
constant
gentle
movement of
life

Sweet gentle
smells from the
cool,
undisturbed
environment
drift over the
earthy smell of
the
undergrowth

An innate energy
emanates in the
location through
many diverse
textures

Musical energies
of repetitious
birdsong echo
like beats of life

There is contrast
between the cool
taste of the air
and the warm
sultry spicy
tastes from
vegetation

Triggering Element

Analogue Drawing

Sense

Table 5.5.2 Example analogue drawings of morning phase from earth site: Paluma

Further, the analogue process produces unique drawings because each drawing is
individual to the person and to what is depicted as it reveals the internal state in its full
authenticity. A conscious process such as this was an appropriate one to use as a base
because it signified the whole sensorial experience of each response.

Some of the resultant analogue drawings were not personally satisfying or pleasing. I had
to restrain myself from altering them so that I did not distort the lived experience into a
created experience. The elements of design were not imposed on any of the drawings
although many elements could be observed when the drawings were analysed at a later
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date. In order to maintain a focused and contemplative mindset on the sensorial response
for the data collection, after each analogue drawing was completed it was filed without
assessment. The following documented information or data collection then enabled each
analogue line drawing to be developed into a study.

There were sixty drawings in total, fifteen from each site which included five from each
time phase. Each drawing was executed on a piece of approximately A4 sized hand made
paper. The textured hand made paper allowed the visual and tactile elements to be
included in this step of the process and the scale was one of convenience. The drawings
were drawn while the paper rested on the sketchbook on my knee at each site. All
analogue drawings are presented in Appendices 1- 4.

5.5.3 Documentation of sensorial response to each site

The documentation was the written, verbal description of each sensorial response
recorded in my journal for further analysis. The information was noted as soon as the
analogue drawing was completed and while the same individual sense response was
being experienced. The written information corresponded to the analogue drawing so
that, when each study was developed from the line drawing at a later date, I could be
reminded of the ‘truth’ of that early experience.
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The information noted my perceptions of dominant elements at site, my sense and
spiritual responses, light tones, and time of day. The process captured, as accurately as
possible, the elements which made up the experience. I deliberately revisited sites at the
same stage of the day over a period of four years during different seasons, to gain a
holistic experience of light and senses. The analysis of the written information of all my
sensorial responses that came from the different time span gave me a deeper
understanding of my holistic experience to place during one time phase.

Four key categories formed the base for the collection of the data. These were: trigger
elements, circumstances, response, and analysis of resultant critical constructs. The
categories were not pre-selected but arose from review of early stages of observation.
This information was then used to develop each analogue drawing into a single image or
study. An example of this process for ‘Smelling - Fire Morning’ can be seen in Table
5.5.3, with the following Table 5.5.4 showing how the circumstances at site influenced
the individual sensorial response. The yellow and grey became the psychological colours
chosen to depict this process in ‘Tasting – Fire Morning’ through memories of rain and
the sharp freshness of a cold, wet morning.
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Table 5.5.3 An example of the four key categories for data collection for Smelling Fire Morning
Sense

Smell

Analogue Drawing

Triggering
elements

Circumstance

Description of
Response

Analysis of
Natural
Critical
Constructs

Layers of heavy
but sweet
pungent
vegetation, with
a subtle contrast
of the fresh
tangy floral
smells

Soft rain
enhanced the
perfume of the
blossoms and
vegetation

A large heavy
rectangle of warm
tones contains
overlapping and
unfolding inner
organic like
rectangles in fresh
lemons and
greens

Overlapping
rectangular
shapes

Developed Study

Contrast of
colour and tone

Study 1
Smelling - Fire Morning
2005
Mixed media on hand made
paper
26 x 17.5 cm
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Table 5.5.4 Development of colour of a single sense response
Sense
Taste

Analogue drawing

Circumstance
Soft rain offers a crisp fresh
flavour that infiltrates the
taste buds

Description of response

Developed Study

Strong sharp yellow
foreground shapes pushed
forward by a right vertical.
The layered, grey internal
space has a three sided
structured border which offers
a strong moody contrast

Tasting - Fire Morning 2005
Mixed media on hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm
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Plate 5.5.2
Study 11 Seeing - Fire Evening
Mixed media on hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

5.5.4 Process of applying aspects from data collection towards the creative work

The four aspects, the trigger at the given time of data collection, the circumstance, the
description of response and the analysis as evoked at Site 1 at evening are expressed in
the example, Study 11, Seeing - Fire Evening (see Plate 5.5.2 above). The dominant
triggers were the visual power of the reds, pinks and yellows of the flames. The central
composition followed the circular form of the bonfire itself. The flickering flames led to
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the development in the study of the pulses of light and the corresponding shadows of
darkness. The circumstance was an intimate gathering at home and so the study was
developed into something which expressed the warmth and hypnotic quality experienced
sitting around a fire; the fire was clearly not a threat or perceived as a threat. The study
does have some wing-like shapes to reflect the flames but these shapes were experienced
as positive and comforting, indeed meditative, and so they were not depicted with the
fierce angularity of, for instance, a bushfire’s flames.

The lived perspective of each sensory experience will probably always be different for
each person even though the analogue data could make the experience perceptible to
everyone. For example the resultant artistic forms derived from my visual sensory
response are not necessarily the same as might result from another observer. What leaps
out through the contemplative mindset was partially dependent on my idiosyncratic
vision. The vision became even more personal as my glasses were removed to begin
contemplation before I began the artistic process, so when drawing the analogue objects
were observed through the natural limitations of my faulty vision. Thus, the sight study is
not what is referred to as a photographic view but rather the result of my visual
perception.

My natural eyesight has distortions in shapes, colours and spatial structure because I do
not have a clear balanced vision. The partial vision in the left eye is balanced with little
vision in the right eye. Shapes, colours and spatial structure compensate for this lack of
vision. For instance, in Study 11 Seeing - Fire Evening (Plate 5.5.2 above), my vision
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makes colours vibrate with constant movement which makes the area of colour appear
much larger and causes it to unite with other colours through that vibration; shapes also
extend and merge into unexpected forms; the planes and perspective of spatial structure
become indistinguishable and so merge into one plane.

What I see is influenced by the physical organs of sight, but also by what I know and
understand about the world. And that knowledge includes my spiritual awareness. One’s
previous experiences and knowledge influence present perceptions. For instance, the
quiet stillness in the afternoon warmth when Fire Afternoon – Initial Engagement, 2004
was sketched, almost commanded but certainly beckoned me to the joy of meditation at
the time. Thus, when the time came to carry out the analogue drawings of sensory
perceptions in the same environment twelve months later, recapturing a meditative state
was effortless due to the remembered previous experience (see Table 5.5.5 below).
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Table 5.5.5 Influence on present perception by past lived experience
Previous experience

Present perception

Sketching palm trash in the afternoon sun led to
meditative mindset

In the same environment twelve months later a relaxed
alertness turned to a meditative mindset due to
remembered previous experience

Fire Afternoon – Initial Engagement 2004

Analogue drawing and developed study for Seeing - Fire
Afternoon 2005

(Sketchbook 1, page 12)
Dirt from site, charcoal pencil and Conte
20 x 28 cm

Mixed media on hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm
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5.5.5 Visual layering techniques

To communicate a holistic response to site through visual art required techniques that
corresponded with the multilayered nature of my experience. There are many differing
layering techniques that were applied during the creative process. The final installation
used both individual layering as well as combinations of techniques such as: a) layers of
pastel; b) pastel and charcoal; c) wet in wet layering; d) hatching with different sized
brushes; e) the application of full bodied gouache; f) translucent washes; g) dry brushing;
and h) the application of different strength washes blown on by mouth with an atomizer.
All these applications of layering the paint formed ranges of colour values and
relationships between forms and their contexts which helped to further express the notion
of holistic experience.

The first trials in dry media for development of the layering technique were applied for
the Fire Evening studies. Layers of pastel and charcoal were attempted first because dry
media seemed an appropriate initial choice to re-present the sensory responses for Fire
Evening studies. The physical fire dried everything in its vicinity and created chunks of
charcoal and piles of ash from the mango tree wood and provided some of the media that
was used. Hence, ash, charcoal and pastel were applied in different combinations of
layering the five studies seen in Table 5.5.6 below. However, after developing the studies
in the dry mixed media which was primarily pastel, I found dry media restrictive. When
pastel dominated, there seemed to be limited expression of other responses. The dry
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pastel did not allow a building up of interconnected layers and fine detail essential for the
conceptualization of holistic experience.
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Developed Study

Senses

Table 5.5.6 Completed studies of Fire Evening illustrating layers of pastel and charcoal
1
Seeing

2
Smelling

3
Hearing

4
Touching

5
Tasting

Study 11
Seeing - Fire Evening
Mixed media on hand
made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 12
Smelling - Fire Evening
Mixed media on hand
made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 13
Hearing - Fire Evening
Mixed media on hand
made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 14
Touching - Fire Evening
Mixed media on hand
made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 15
Tasting - Fire Evening
Mixed media on hand
made paper
26 x 17.5 cm
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Experiments in gouache, an impermanent wet medium, were then conducted. This
medium expressed the notion of impermanence more fully which suited the nature of the
sensory research. The processes of layering with gouache involved the melding and
fusing of the earlier layers into the later layers. The layers, then, were never separate
because all layers become fused into the whole. Thus, the requirement of further research
on an allegorical layering of different techniques was necessary. Examples of varying
combinations of these techniques are shown in Table 5.5.7 below.
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Table 5.5.7 Experimentation with media to develop multilayered experiences within the studies
Examples of different combinations of techniques used for the studies.

Different layering
techniques

Layering processes used in sample

1: Layered wet in wet
and horizontal
hatching with 000
brush

Layering different strengths onto a wet surface to
allow colours to bleed into each other in a soft
manner; creates degeneration but colour vibration
still occurs; e.g. blue over red created rich vibration
of browns in which the blue and red can still be
distinguished; directional hatching was applied to
create directive horizontal flow

2: Layered wet in wet,
translucent wash, dry
brushing.

Wet and wet as above; translucent washes allowing
shapes to fuse into layers but appear to remain
softly floating on the surface; dry brushing is
applied with the flat of the brush with the use of a
sticky consistency of gouache to build layers

3: Layered wet in wet,
hatching, dry brushing

Wet and wet and dry brushing as above to express a
naturalness about the broken uneven, granulated
texture; hatching with different sized brushes to
fuse the layers while allowing the surface to breath

4 : Build up of dry
brushing on
translucent washes

As above to signify a breathing surface through the
build up of layered fragments of colour
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Table 5.5.7
Experimentation with media to develop multilayered experiences within the studies (continued)
Examples of different combinations of techniques used for the studies.

Different layering
techniques

Layering processes used in sample

5: Layered dry
brushing and hatching
with 0 sized brush on
flat coloured ground

Application of flat, full bodied paint (flowing
creamy consistency) of juxtaposed colours and tone
layered with dry brush then hatching with different
sized brushes in order to sink or float on the surface

6: Layered wet in wet,
dry brushing and
blowing with atomizer.

As in wet and wet and dry brushing above; blowing
translucent or transparent liquid gouache by mouth
via an atomizer; the medium is transferred onto the
surface in tiny spots via an atomizer; the breath and
consistency of paint controls the intensity of spots;
the serendipitous nature of the technique signified
the notion of God breathing into the work

7: Layered hatching
with 0 sized brush over
full bodied gouache.

As above for flat coloured ground; the hatching
technique was restricted to one brush for
application to allow the last layer to float on the
surface to signify the sound floating in the
atmosphere

8: Layered hatching
with 00 brush over wet
in wet then the
application of sections
with full bodied paint

As above for wet in wet and hatching for directive
downward flow and form; spots of full bodied paint
to signify spots of liquid
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The techniques adopted for the development of the studies evolved as a result of the
data collection of my sensory responses to place including subjective, emotional,
aesthetic and spiritual experiences. These experiences included the movement, a
harmony of sound and colour, the elemental energy, shapes, and patterns in spaces
which have all developed through the simultaneous relationship of both my
interior/emotive and exterior/analytical capacity. The strength of each sensory
response and the particular techniques of representation, while perhaps seeming rather
arbitrary, convey attitudes peculiar or typical of the power of each sensory reaction at
the time of data collection. Morphology and feeling are seldom separable. Therefore,
the studies were placed in order to reflect the movement and strength of sensate
experience at the specific time of research (see Table 5.5.8 below).
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Touching (most important)

Hearing

Seeing

Smelling

Tasting (least important)

Study 6
Touching - Fire Afternoon
2005
Mixed media on hand made
paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 7
Hearing - Fire Afternoon
2005
Mixed media on hand made
paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 8
Seeing - Fire Afternoon
2005
Mixed media on hand
made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 9
Smelling - Fire Afternoon
2005
Mixed media on hand
made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 10
Tasting - Fire Afternoon
2005
Mixed media on hand
made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Developed Study

Sense

Table 5.5.8 Incorporating gouache into completed studies of Fire Afternoon in order of significance
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By and large I endeavoured to remain authentic to the data collected when developing
each of the 60 studies. The 60 artifacts were then compiled into 12 compilation paintings,
each developed from five studies of a specific time frame and place. Every technique and
variation applied to the studies was used in the compilation works. However, the layering
process often cancelled out some aspect of technique which created a different visual
effect and this reflects/reinforces what happens for us as observers. The process is
illustrated in the following example of compilation painting developed from the five
corresponding studies (see Table 5.5.9 below).
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Table 5.5.9 Section of compilation painting demonstrating techniques of layering the
five studies

Section of completed compilation work illustrating layering the same section of each study and resultant cancellation of
techniques.
Developing compilation painting by layering multiple
techniques from each study used in the development of Water
afternoon series 51 – 55.

Sections of 5 Studies from Water Afternoon Series
showing various layering techniques used in the
development of the artwork. All techniques were
then layered into the compilation work.

Layer 5

Study 1

Layer 4

Layering of 5 analogue line drawings

Study 2

Layer 3

Study 3

Layer 2

Study 4

Layer 1

Study 5

Single section of analogue drawing
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5.5.6 Presentation considerations relevant to the finished studies

A hanging system for the studies that was consistent with the overall methodology
needed to be devised: how could the system signify the integration of a holistic spiritual
perception of place? For instance, each study needed to maintain the essence of a singular
sensory perception in the overall process but also show a suggested link with each other.
Thus, the studies were float-mounted on a prepared canvas which had been painted in
warm white with a 1cm black border painted on the edge (individual communication) and
framed in a Perspex box that threw shadows across the hanging surface.

Each image was float mounted on the canvas to allow the natural uneven edge of the
handmade paper to be viewed as part of the art. Generally, each sense perception is not
observed in total isolation from the other four. Through this form of mounting the white
border allowed the coloured rough edge to conceptually spread. Experience comes from
an inter-relational response of body, mind and history, so a black border was painted to
signify the restraint placed on each sensory perception. The canvas was then centred
within a Perspex box. The box signified the intangible quality of Divine essence
surrounding each of my sensory perceptions. Three different styles of boxes were tested
before creating one that met the following criteria: 1) a strength of Perspex thickness to
support the canvas; 2) a suitable way to secure a closed box without structural
interference to the visual and conceptual communication and 3) to meet gallery hanging
standards for presentation. The final presentation of each study, embedded in the
transparent Perspex box can be viewed in Table 5.5.10 below.
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Table 5.5.10 Process for the presentation of studies

1. Painting the enclosing black band

2. Centring the artwork on the prepared
canvas

3. Single artwork in Perspex box
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5.5.7 Compilation paintings

Twelve compilation paintings were developed to take the process a step closer to signifying
a spiritual response to place. Five studies from a particular time phase in the order of
strength of each sensory response were combined in a single image. The decision of how
much weight to give to each of the five studies was not easy. Although Lawlor (1982)
establishes that different perceptual faculties such as smell, hearing, taste, sight and touch
are a result of various proportioned reductions of one vast spectrum of vibratory
frequencies, they do not comprise an equal percentage when analyzed individually. The
final arbiter in the development of each compilation painting was the serendipitous and
natural aesthetic integrity of the amalgamated work – each painting needed to conform to
the sense of rightness, order and harmony that is a reflection of God. The compilation thus
attempted to depict a holistic sensorial response to a specific site at a specific time.

Each compilation was executed on rough handmade paper (104 x 69 cm) using mixed
media. One set of five sense studies from one time slot required being drawn into a single
compilation through layering and then painted. As the artistic process developed, the result
reinforced the interaction of the physical and spiritual. For my artistic sense to become
active, I needed to be in a contemplative and spiritual state so the layered analogue
drawings were developed into the next stage from a deep contemplative mindset. The five
sequential studies were used as reference points of departure from which the compilation
work was developed. Whilst executing the layering I endeavoured to recapture the feeling
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of the original perceptual experience in each layer. A single compilation work emerged
from the amalgamation of layering the key constructs of composition from each set.

5.5.8. Determining compilation process: digital or natural

In order to establish the complete experience, three different approaches to application
were tested. The process of each trial was assessed through the finished compilation
work. The success of the art was assessed according to the resultant communication
perceived through viewing the art. For example, did the painting signify the layers of
experience and spiritual connection towards a holistic spiritual perception of place?

Process 1: The first trial was a computerized process in which the Photoshop program
was applied to layer the five studies. The order of the layers, and the different
percentages of transparency afforded to each layer, was undertaken through a
technical/computerised process in the program. The process was tested because of the
contemporary nature of multi-media in visual art. Here was an opportunity to integrate
the human and divine in a new art form, and Photoshop was readily available. I sought to
experiment with this process as a layering mechanism to understand if computers would
be a useful tool in the development of a spiritual visual language.

However, processing the image of spiritual art on a computer screen was problematic in
two ways: the first was that the technology did not allow me to feel the soul of the work
or any human originality of application. I felt that the immediacy of my sensorial
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responses was dulled by the impersonality of the application. The second problem was
that the computer screen did not seem to allow a complete act of visual interpretation.
Meaning can be conditioned by the viewer’s culture, biases and experiences of a
relationship to the painting itself, including scale. For example, various computers
offered me different colours, scale and surface texture but not the colours or scale that I
perceived at the site. The restrictions to a palette which was not authentic to the original
experience was further compounded by the printing process in which the art took on a
different colour scheme to the one on the computer screen even when professionally
printed.

The outcome of computerized process one (see Table 5.5.11 below) was personally
irritating and the layered outcomes appeared amorphous yet overwrought and, to me,
generally seemed muddy and unresolved. Although I accept this visual or resultant image
could have easily been changed on the computer to achieve a different outcome, this
process interfered with the artist’s honest natural spiritual aesthetic. Further, the time
spent on the technicalities of this method left my intuitive spiritual self in a state of want
and dissatisfaction because the process was primarily intellectual and machine-driven in
nature. Therefore, it was assessed as unsatisfactory in that the method was not a suitable
one for personal execution of holistically compiled artwork. Nor was it conducive to
reaching a spiritual mindset normally felt by the artist during the hands-on practice of
painting.
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Table 5.5.11 Compilation process 1

Process 1: Images of Fire Evening Compilation using computerized process
Photoshop

Photoshop

Photoshop

Photoshop

Photoshop

compilation 1

compilation 2

compilation 3

compilation 4

compilation 5
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Process 2: In the second process the natural constructs of composition were still the point
of departure and the compilation was executed directly onto the hand-made paper
support. In this second trial, consideration was given to an increasing awareness of the
placement of each sensory perception (study) in the picture plane. The development and
placement of each sensory response in the compilation picture plane was considered in
relation to the elements in each study. For instance, what was the dominant colour
scheme across all studies? What relationship would the perspective within each study
have to the picture plane of the compilation? Was the image to be placed in the
foreground, middle-ground or background of the picture plane? The development of this
process did allow for both the intellectual transition and a practical creative environment
that bordered on the spiritual and the five studies are obvious in the completed
compilation work. However, the creation of substantial variations of size to the original
images was born out of the synergy that comes from their placement on the support and
not from the order of importance.

However I found the second process far more suitable than the first, both artistically and
spiritually. Personal judgement and reason were involved in finding the appropriate
brushstroke, right line and fitting juxtaposition of form. Does the involvement of reason
invalidate this process as a spiritual process? By no means. The human mind, or reason,
is the organ with which we communicate with God. If the reason is in tune with God, the
order of the universe, then the reason can function to help the artist find the appropriate
line and order in her painting. Thus, the natural aesthetic choice was also the spiritual
choice in this case. However, the outcome still lacked the spiritual and visual
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communication the artist desired from the image. The image, with the placement of forms
in deep space and around the picture plane personally communicated a distinct sense of
destruction. My peers also felt, and commented on, this negative response. The painting
did not communicate the contemplative spiritual state experienced on site (see Plate 5.5.3
below).

Plate 5.5.3
Fire Evening Compilation
Process 2
Mixed media on hand made paper
104 x 69 cm
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Process 3: In the third process the analogue line drawings were layered in the order of
the degree of importance of sensate experience. Each layer was then developed through
the key constructs from the studies as a point of departure. A deep state of contemplation
was entered into and the key constructs were then layered and developed on the support
until the artwork signified a feeling of the wholeness and completeness of experience.
With undisturbed contemplation the emergence of form and a state of spiritual fulfilment
and satisfaction was experienced during the production of this artwork. The painting also
personally signified all modes of feeling experienced at this site (see Table 5.5.12 below).

Table 5.5.12 Compilation process 3
Process 3: Layered analogue drawings in scale of importance then development of
each layer in relation to the studies

Layered analogue drawings for Fire Evening

Fire Evening Compilation – Process 3
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To achieve a holistic compilation, three different processes were researched: 1) Photoshop,
2) composed placement of sensorial responses, and 3) layering of the senses in order of
importance. There are infinite possible ways to amalgamate these five studies, but the way I
chose appeared to be consistent with a spiritual aesthetic because it included Armstrong’s
(2000) holistic principles. Armstrong (2000) argues that there are three aspects in the
initial process to achieve holistic communication. The first is noticing details, the second
is seeing relations between parts, and the third is seizing the whole as the whole. The
third researched process was chosen for the final compilations because it seemed to meet
all three criteria but included an additional aspect of working from a contemplative state
with internal experiences.

These holistic principles support the selected process for the amalgamation of the studies
since relating holistically is seeing and feeling with a sense of wholeness and completeness.
The layered studies appear to show the relationship between parts (all sensorial responses)
and so the compilations present a holistic view of the senses. This process of layering
seemed, to me, to be a step towards a spiritual aesthetic and the final visual image of each
amalgamated work as one that has its own integrity. In fact, the layering process organized
the work itself from line into an indivisible whole of sensate coalescence of experience of
place.
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5.5.9 Presentation considerations relevant to the finished studies

The basis of this third process was the process used for the layering of all the compilation
works. However, further research on the manner in which the analogue drawings were
layered continued with each compilation until a completely satisfactory process was
established. This included changing the media used for layering the drawings and
adapting the scale of all the drawings to 100% in the layering process. Applying the
media this way allowed only a proportionate percentage of that sensorial response to be
seen in the completed work. Thus, layering the full scale drawings in the order of
importance was more in keeping with the actual sensorial experiences and a CEVL.

Each resulting compilation work denoted a personal and distinctive coalescence of sensate
experiences of place after sensory responses merged. The question about a presentation of
these compilations then arose. Mounting and hanging needed to reinforce the
conceptualization of the work. The decision was made to continue a float mounting
process on a firm support which was then contained in a box. The box, or structured
container, was made with a 6 cm deep black frame using a spacer to give an embedded
look. The position of the artwork deep in the box signified the compilation of internal
experiences. Thus, each presentation (see Table 5.5.13 below) signified all sensorial
responses which were contained deeply within the structure of my human body during
one time phase at place.
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Table 5.5.13 Compilation presentation
Earth Morning Compilation
Unframed

Earth Morning and Afternoon Compilations
mounted and hung at Perc Tucker Regional Gallery

The twelve compilation paintings can be viewed in Appendices 1- 4. Although this
process was a stage towards ‘holistic attention’ (Armstrong 2000), I believe the final sense
of wholeness required for this research needs further development. Thus, the compilation
works were integrated into shields to provide the full expression of a holistic experience
of place.

5.5.10 The shields

Three materials were considered for the production of the shields, paper clay, fibre-glass,
and aluminium. At first, it was suggested by a renowned ceramist that paper clay could be
used to construct the shields. However, after analysing the process and realizing the
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restrictions it placed on the outcome, a decision was made not to pursue the material so I
looked at fiberglass as an option. Several attempts were made to create a curved surface
with fiberglass and silver leaf application. This process was extremely costly for the scale I
required and the tests for the end product produced an unsatisfying visual and physical
result (see Table 5.5.14 below).

Table 5.5.14 Trials in fibreglass
Trial to construct curved moulds out of fiberglass

Fiberglass male and female moulds

Trial to apply silver leaf to fiberglass

After obtaining information on aluminium it seemed to be the most suitable medium to use.
Aluminium was chosen because it is both a naturally occurring product, but one that has to
be shaped by human machines to be finished, very much as the human being is shaped by
life and experience. Aluminium is also a soft metal and malleable, like humans. It also had
personal symbolic reference to humanity’s mark on the environment. For the shield to
remain conceptually consistent, the artistic specifications required a man-made look of
metal on the exterior of the shield but a rough natural look on the internal surface.
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The aluminium was shaped, blacksmithed, ground and sanded and each was engraved
with a symbol of one element. An A3 image of the initial engagement was engraved in
the centre of the convex surface. This side of the shield signified the outer experience of
the physical external world. The central symbol formed the metaphorical ‘window’ to the
inner experience on the concave side of the shield. In contrast, the concave side was the
protective shell for the oil painting. This painting signified inner experience, my mental,
spiritual and emotional perception of place. Thus, it became the vehicle that
metaphorically portrayed my felt responses. The twelve shields were hung on Perspex
stands as four sets of three.

There have been many kinds of shields from prehistoric and medieval times to today but
they have predominantly been protective devices, and have been usually made of metal or
a rigid material. Although the shields in this research were made of metal, they were not
to be considered as defensive weapons against the world, but rather protective of
something sacred, my inner spiritual world. The shields became the external protection
for my sensorial responses; the external skin of an internal spiritual life; and the
protection of the inner soul. For the Christian, the Biblical book of Genesis 15:1 and the
Biblical Psalms 33:20 and 91:4 all reason that God, the Divine, is our shield and protector
of the internal spiritual life (Holy Bible NRSV 1989).

Shields are often oval in shape and in Christian writings the oval signifies the never
ending, eternal love of Christ. That is, the full cycle of life, birth, death and resurrection,
and therefore hope and re-creation. The oval then encapsulates all the cycle of life and
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death, the multivariate experiences of human life which I attempted to depict in my representations of landscapes. However, the hand-made shapes were adapted slightly to
reflect the element which was dominant. For instance the shields from the fire element
site were constructed to have a shallower elliptical end to the form than the other nine
shields. The shape was formed through a serendipitous process as trials were being
conducted but to use the different shaped oval became an important intuitive instruction
for the following process. Not only is fire a natural element of the universe that often has
a vertical elliptical form with a narrow end, to the Christian, fire is also symbolic of the
Holy Spirit.

5.5.11 Metaphorical underpinning of shield construction

The process from ore to aluminium has a neat parallel in the creation of these shields,
which was itself a most laborious process. Aluminium comes from crude bauxite which is
converted to alumina (aluminium oxide) through several manmade processes to become
aluminium. Comparably, the shields come from flat sheets of aluminium which are
converted through several manmade processes to become shields. The process started with
the aluminium sheets being cut into oval shapes. The metal was then rolled, hammered,
heated and cooled to repeat the process several times, then ground, engraved and painted to
become shields. The analogy of both processes from bauxite to aluminium and aluminium
to shield can only be achieved through human application and is indicative of man’s mark
on the natural environment; God’s creation. The process for making the shields is also an
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analogy of the artistic process itself, creating something physical from the inspiration of
God.

The process to make shields out of aluminium also demonstrated a parallel with the
experience in time. For instance, the bauxite material had been formed millions of years
ago from the weathering of mineralized sands derived from rocks. The production of the
shields took almost five years of research and physical labor. If God is the Divine creator
who weaves the tapestry of all nature with the loom of time, then long term process which
turns bauxite material to aluminium metaphorically parallels my experience in human time
to produce the shields. Therefore aluminium proved to be an appropriate metaphorical and
physical support for the shields.

The physical shields not only represent my exterior life and internal experience (or soul) at
site but also my consciousness of God’s design and essence all around and within me. For
instance, God’s design all around was seen through my experience of the elements and
natural objects through the senses (convex side). The internal experience was cultivated
through meditation towards a spiritual experience and inner peace which then came to
serve me as inner refuge. The soul, or inner self, and shield are both part of God’s natural
creation because aluminium easily traces its roots to a material that is a natural creation.

The analogy of soul to the concave side of the shield was also reinforced through the
process of curving the sheet of aluminium into a dished form. The form was shaped by
human application and manmade machines just as the soul is shaped by human experience
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and life. There were many stages of development to reach the appropriate surface and depth
of curve on the shield. These included both difficult and smooth flowing developments to
the process. For instance, the unexpected gouging of the aluminium surface with the edge
of a roller had to be corrected by grinding. Along the journey of life the soul also develops
through a combination of developmental circumstances, both difficult and smooth; for
example, during this time I experienced sadness at the loss of a loved one but also the joy at
the birth of a grandson. Therefore all parts of my internal soul experience at each site, both
difficult and smooth, are symbolized and woven into the form of the shield and oil
paintings on the concave side of the shields.

Further, the shields were made in a community of relationships which reflected how
experience is also communal, particularly spiritual experience. For example, a group of
people, which included family members, became very familiar with the whole
methodology and offered to assist with the production of the shields. Spiritual experience is
not only a process that directs a life of prayer, devotional practices, rituals, liturgy and
service to others, but also the catalyst that integrates, unifies, and directs all one’s activity.
It was only through the unification of communal activities that the shields could be and
were produced.

5.5.12 Practical construction of the shields

Engineering firms in Townsville and Melbourne were unable to make the shields or
suggest a process for hand-beaten aluminium on this scale for less than $25,000 per shield.
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Consequently, it was an impossible task without physical assistance from family. In some
ways this familial bond, formed to produce the shields, was itself a mirror of the interrelationship of the experiences which formed the paintings on the shields themselves. My
family, as well as staff at Wilkinson’s engineering and blacksmithing workshop in
Atherton, worked through the suggested methodology of shaping, annealing and
blacksmithing the metal with me. The complete blacksmithing method was not time
efficient so three different approaches were then explored.

Trial 1: Different sized male and female dyes were made and a machine with a hydraulic
attachment was adapted to accommodate the application of hammering the metal of a trial
size sheet (see Table 5.5.15 below). This process proved successful on the small scale trials
with different thicknesses of aluminium. I could lift a full sheet of the one millimetre
thickness unaided but the metal tended to twist. The two millimetre thickness was a much
firmer sheet but also much heavier for me to manipulate. The weight of the aluminium
controlled the scale of the shields because I needed the freedom to manipulate each shield
myself. For practical reasons the thickness needed to be 2 mm so the size of the shield had
to be decreased from a 220 cm height to a 200 cm height because of the weight restriction.

The trials demonstrated that the raw edge of the shield was not appropriate in relation to
safety standards. The edge retained a sharpness that could prove harmful despite
considerable sanding and buffing so a more refined process for the edges was designed. A
hand turned ‘swaging’ tool known as a Jenny, generally used by plumbers, was tested to
emboss a border around the small trial. The heritage machine used was a Jenny that had
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belonged to an elderly uncle who had previously been a plumber. Once again, this family
connection signified a greater depth of the personal and relational process. An artwork
which was designed to show the layered workings of relationships, experiences, and
emotions was itself produced by a complex and sometimes surprising interconnection of
family, memories, physical tools and happenstance: the very material of life itself. The
developmental process united family members further and created a strong cycle of human
support.

Table 5.5.15 Prototype shields of different dishing tests and aluminium thicknesses
First small trials for shields

Hammering a small
trial with aluminium
between the male and
female dyes

Jenny used to emboss edge

Trials for small shields with 1 mm and 2
mm aluminium

A full sized shield was subsequently explored. A panel beater provided advice on how to
hammer the sheet before cutting it into an oval. The aluminium sheet was fed under the
hammer and rotated through a machine similar to an English Wheel. However, the sheet
proved very difficult to turn and required the assistance of four or five people for the
process. After many hours of hammering the aluminium rippled and twisted rather than
curved. To eliminate some of the problem the sheet was cut into an oval shape to stabilize
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the form and reduce the weight. The shield was then annealed to stress release the tension
before further blacksmithing with a dead-blow hammer to curve the surface. The shield
was then sanded and ground. The process of the first trial (see Table 5.5.16 below) proved
very labour intensive and took a large team of people many days to complete. A more
efficient process was therefore required.

Table 5.5.16 Trial one for construction of shields

1. Hammering a sheet of uncut
aluminium under the male and
female dies

2. Four workers turning sheet while
hammering

3. Cutting and shaping the
aluminium sheet with nibbler

4.Annealing the shield with oxy
torch to stress release the metal

5. Sanding the shield

6. Finished shield after
blacksmithing and painting with 3
coats of aluminium etching
primer and grit

Trial 2: Process two involved many changes. The aluminium was cut into an oval prior to
the shield being formed. Without measurements from the first shield shaping the oval
became intuitively executed in relation to the selected element. The drawn process was
applied to the remaining shields. The Die structure was replaced by lathe turned, steel
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rollers which were still applied in the manner of an English Wheel. However the rollers,
while seeming to be a quicker process in dishing the aluminium, left a very rough surface
which was badly gouged. As a result the surface required extensive blacksmithing (heating
and hammering) then heavy grinding to remove the gouges.

Additional blacksmithing may seem trivial to the process, however, both procedures set
off another cycle. The blacksmithing caused the aluminium to curve in on itself and the
dish became very deep so the aluminium needed to be stress released with more heating,
blacksmithing and grinding. The grinding was applied to get the deep cuts out of the
external surface of each shield. While process two was quicker for the actual dishing
procedure in the Atherton engineering workshop, back at the studio the shield required
the full blacksmithing process to be applied several times. The inclusion of repetitious
hammering, heating, cooling, sanding and grinding was a much longer process than the
first trial (see Table 5.5.17 below). A third trial was therefore necessary.
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Table 5.5.17 Trial two for construction of shields

1. Drawing up the oval shapes on
aluminium

2. Cutting sheets into an oval with a
nibbler

3. Sanding the cut edges before
starting to dish

4. Turning steel rollers on lathe to
scale advised in English Wheel
book

5. Finished Top Roller used to roll
and dish aluminium

6. New Top and bottom rollers in
place to start rolling

7. Trial on scrap aluminium with
new rollers

8. Trial on first sheet in a circular
direction showing width of incised
mark

9. Continual rolling in circles and
across surface to create dished
form

10. During this process the roller
supports created deep cuts in
aluminium which then required
extensive sanding

11. Due to roughness of the second
trial more hammering was required
to improve surface quality before
grinding could commence

12. Hammering created a deeper
dishing (top) which needed more
heating for stress release

13. Annealing aluminium with gas
torch in order to slump the shield

14. Setting the depth of aluminium
with cold water after stress releasing

15. Operating the large hydraulic
system for the new sized rollers.
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Trial 3: The third trial involved three more changes to the process. Firstly, larger
improved rollers were made which allowed for a wider contact with the aluminium
surface and therefore fewer imperfections. Secondly, the roller support system was
adapted and ground away to decrease the gouging into the soft aluminium surface. These
improvements resulted in less grinding of the surface. The third change was an improved
hydraulic system. This procedure proved the most successful so was applied for the
remaining shields (see Table 5.5.18 below).
Table 5.5.18 Trial three for construction of shields

1. New wider rollers allowed
for a smoother surface

2. Hammering the surface
smooth before finishing the
edge

3. The hammering stabilized
the surface and depth of dishing
before edging

4. Starting to emboss the edging 5. Completing the embossed
on the smoother surface
edge

6. Stress releasing the shield
with the oxy torch

7. Holding the shield in place as 8. Measuring the depth of
it is cooled with water
dishing on the shield

9. The finished shield ready to
sand, grind and prepare for
painting
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Although each trial demonstrated the necessity of different labour requirements to
produce the shields, the end product of all three trials was successful. All processes were
assisted by machinery but the consistent physical contact of human with metal reinforced
the interconnectedness of all processes. The shields have the desired physical hand-made
look and each shield has its own idiosyncratic features to connect to each experience of
place which is exclusive to that time phase and site.

5.5.13 Embedded physical experience: Engraving the shields

As a result of the blacksmithing, the convex surface of the shield was ground and sanded
prior to any engraving. This gave the surface an overall even look on which to work
whilst retaining the hand-made look. Both electrical grinder and sanders were employed
to achieve an overall evenness before the surface in the centre and edges were finished by
hand sanding. This process removed cuts and any other minor damage caused in the
construction of the shield. Engraving the convex side of the shields required two very
different processes. The first process was for the symbolic elemental patterning and the
second was to engrave the initial engagement image.

Appropriate sized and textured (100 x 16mm x 80) flap discs for aluminium were
attached to the grinder and the flat of the disc used for an overall consistent surface. The
centre of the shield was then sanded to a much finer finish with the sander, and then
finished by hand sanding. After positioning the area required for engraving an image, the
edge of the disc was used to engrave the elemental pattern over the entire surface.
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The dominant element of each site was represented visually with a symbol which was
engraved over the back of the shield. For example: fire was symbolised by waving
vertical lines from the heat and smoke patterns as they rose into the sky; earth was
symbolised by round circles which represented the irregular circular earth pattern seen
from aerial images of land formations; water was symbolised by flowing linear patterns
formed by viewing the tonal patterns of flowing water; and the air was represented as an
echoing, linear pattern which indicated maps of air patterns above the earth. All symbolic
patterns were ground into the prepared aluminium using the disc edge of an electric
grinder (see Table 5.5.19 below).

Table 5.5.19 Four elemental patterns for grinding into back of shields
Fire

Earth

Water

Air

The initial engagement (that which first drew my attention at a particular site) was then
engraved onto the centre of the back of the shield. All experiences begin somewhere, so
the image was placed on the convex side as a metaphorical ‘window'. This was the
snapshot viewed by the eye that allowed the entire sense and mind and spirit to enter into
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an experience of place. The viewer was also then provided with the first ‘window’ into
the experience. The intension was to paint the trigger element onto the shield, but oil
paint didn’t signify the required embedded experience that was re-presented permanently
into my mind. Instead a decision to engrave the image into the aluminium signified the
sense of permanence more successfully (see Table 5.5.20 below).
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Table 5.5.20 Engraved metaphorical windows on convex side of shield
Imbedded physical experience: Engraving the metaphorical window

Fire Evening Engraved window of initial
engagement

Earth Evening Engraved window of initial
engagement

Air Evening Engraved window of initial
engagement

Water Evening Engraved window of initial
engagement

The physical act of engraving the images into hardened metal was time consuming but
meditative and one approach was adopted for all shields. Hand and electric tungsten
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tipped tools were used to engrave the appropriate depth of mark required for the tone in
the images. Each image was developed further by rubbing oil based printing ink into the
surface, a process whereby the deeper engraved surfaces retain more of the ink for a
deeper tone. Although the process is a printmaking procedure, the images were never
intended to be printed but remained as a permanent imbedded physical experience and
image of place. The tonal image is, for me, a symbol of God’s creation and the analogy of
biblical text in Lectio Divina. It is the ‘window’ through which I contemplate my
internal, spiritual and emotional perception of place.

5.5.14 Internal soul as oil painting

The oil painting on the concave side of the shield signified my internal, spiritual and
emotional perception of place during one time phase. The paintings offered a total
integration of soul with landscape and reinforced the analogy of bringing together two
worlds: the transition from the external world to the most central core of spiritual
contemplation. Each painting is one individual’s vision of what was actually an internal
experience. The concave side attempts to depict not just an internal phenomenological or
sensorial perception but a spiritual experience. The interwoven human factors of sense,
emotion, past experiences, religious understanding, and external natural factors of
locations, variations in temperature, light, time etc were indicated in the layered and
hatched complexity which was the human spiritual response but which is upheld,
maintained and held together by the external shield (see Table 5.5.21 below).
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Table 5.5.21 Examples of oil painting on concave side of shield

The oil paintings: the internal soul

Fire Evening oil painting

Earth Evening oil painting

Air Evening oil painting

Water Evening oil painting
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Each oil painting evolved through careful design adjustments and was built up through
many layers of paint using the compilation work as the point of departure. Design
adjustments were made by adapting the compilation image to fit the elliptical format.
This meant that some forms had to be stretched, some curved and some shrunk. The
adjustments were incorporated into the first layer of the painting that was drawn up in oil
paint mixed with gum turps. The natural key components of all the sensory experiences
during this time phase were then re-applied using the compilation work as a point of
reference for the sensory responses. Thus, I could then concentrate on re-presenting my
internal spiritual perception of place (see Table 5.5.22 below).
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Table 5.5.9.22 Stages of an oil painting

Stages of Fire Evening Oil Painting and Complete Set of shields.
1a.
1b. close up of drawing in 1a.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

10.

11.

7.

12. Presentation of 3 Fire Shields.

The colours used in the layers of each oil painting were adapted to reinforce my
perception of the elemental dominance at each site. That is the dominant colours of reds,
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oranges, yellow and blacks were used for fire; dominant blues and violets with earth
colours for water; earth browns, reds, oranges and violets for earth; and a gamut of greens
and blues for air. However tints or shades of most spectrum colours were also woven into
the oil painting because the colours were not only tools to signify my elemental
perception symbolically but were also representational of the interwoven pattern of my
internal, spiritual and emotional perception.

Consequently, each set of three oil paintings conformed to the sense of rightness, order
and harmony that is a reflection of natural aesthetics in that place. Because each oil
painting signified my total internal experience of site during one time phase, each set of
three shields that included the three time phases formed the holistic spiritual experience
of place. Therefore each set covers all encounters at that site, and presents a reflection of
my perception of divine essence of place through the physical, emotional, and spiritual
sensorial experiences. The artistic steps for the complete encoded vision of spirituality
from the initial engagement to the shields can be viewed in Appendices 1- 4.
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5.5.15 Hanging the shields

The hanging system for the installation also had to maintain the integrity of all the
artwork and be consistent with the methodology for a CEVL. For instance, the shields
needed to be hung so that the viewer could see the outside world (convex side) and inside
(concave) of the artist: the interwoven combination of circumstance and experience of all
senses and soul. After many trials and possibilities, only three designs were given deeper
consideration. The third and final design in Perspex was selected as it met all physical
and conceptual requirements. The transparent support for the shields underlined the
notion of the invisible but powerful divine support for my human reality; a complex
concept of a higher truth symbolised in the context of Christianity.

Design 1, my first series of drawings, was given to a mechanical engineer so they could
establish the feasibility of the proposed hanging system (see Table 5.5.23 below). At this
early stage of development, I was given suggested modifications to the original drawings.
However, when it was time to obtain quotes for construction of the design the engineer
believed that the design was deficient in the curved supports so a new design was
proposed.
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Table 5.5.23 Design 1 of hanging system for shields
Original design for hanging shields

Artist’s original drawing of potential
hanging system with dimensions of shield

a) Section of plan with changes to
strengthen design 1 for hanging system

Artist’s drawings of further perspectives of
design one hanging system

b) Section of plan with changes to strengthen
design 1 for hanging system
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Design 2 was planned by a mechanical engineer and the drawings (see Table 5.5.24
below), were forwarded for consideration. My immediate intuitive response to the
structural aesthetic was one of repulsion. I deemed the design to be lacking aesthetically
and the conceptual integrity of the CEVL was not maintained. The hanging system
needed to be in harmony with the elliptical shape of the shields. I felt the geometric
structure of design 2 did not maintain this harmony. The conceptualization of the
complete piece was to show an internal experience of a natural place, but this hanging
system exuded a strongly man-made artificial effect. Nevertheless, the process proved
helpful. Through an analysis of design 2 I became aware that the centre of the shields had
to be raised to eye height for the viewer to receive the full impact of the work and to
experience a sense of being enfolded in the environment. Further research in design was
required.

Table 5.5.24 Design two of hanging system for shields
Suggested hanging system and associated drawings from engineer

Drafting plans a) and b)

Drafting plan c)

Suggested hanging
system with the drawn
alterations.
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Design 3 below was created by building on the learned knowledge of both designs 1 and
2. The two previous designs were fused to create a structurally improved design. My
drawings for Design 3 appeared to meet both physical and conceptual requirements. The
plan to use Perspex instead of steel linked both structural material and concept
metaphorically through the transparency of the medium. Luke Davison from Northern
Perspex in Townsville designed a Marquette of the hanging system from my drawing
using the small test shields as a scale. This proved successful as a prototype, so the design
was adapted in detail for a trial of one set of the full scaled system. The trial established a
weakness in the cylindrical attachments for positioning and hanging the shields which
needed to be resolved to meet Occupational, Health and Safety (OH&S) requirements. A
stronger material of Polycarbonate replaced Perspex in the attachments and was
successful. Design 3 now met all requirements for safety, aesthetic and conceptual
integrity.

The third and final design in Perspex was selected as it met all physical and conceptual
requirements. The transparent support for the shields underlined the notion of the
invisible but powerful divine support for my human reality; a complex concept of a
higher truth symbolised in the context of Christianity. The morning, afternoon and
evening shields from each site were hung on the stand in a clockwise direction (when
viewed from the back to the front) to signify the cyclical movement of the planet and of
the chosen time phases. Hence, each oil painting faced the back of the next time phase
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and signified the cyclical movement of all sensorial responses at site (see Table 5.5.25
below).
Table 5.5.25 Design three of hanging system for shields
Design 3 incorporates design 1 and 2 with adaptations for Perspex

Artist’s original drawing for the use of Perspex

Prototype for final hanging system

The full sized hanging system was tested and
adjustments in strength of attachments were made
to meet OH&S requirements

The final hanging system in the Perc Tucker
Regional Gallery
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The complete hanging system now reflected the metaphorical grounding and support for
the final gallery composition: an integral part of what the artist calls a spiritual aesthetic
of place. And that spiritual aesthetic is a holistic aesthetic, because I perceive God as
creator and maintainer of the entire universe. All things are connected in harmony
through him. We can use reason to analyse the parts, but also reason to see beauty in the
interconnectedness of all things. The final composition, then, is not a culmination of
equal parts of sensate experiences but the whole human response to a problem which has
been analysed into component parts. Armstrong (2000) argues that:
internal qualities of development [are] a development which can be seen
to start and can reach a conclusion…The end as it were, makes sense in
relation to what has come before. The leanest version is given in the old
formula of beauty (from Alberti who got it from Plotinus): ‘The beautiful
is that from which nothing can be taken away and to which nothing can
be added but for the worse (p.93).
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Chapter 6 - The exhibition: Landscape as Experience:
Interaction of Senses and Soul
6.1 Selecting the exhibition venue

It became important that a gallery space be located and reserved for the exhibit as soon as a
firm conceptualization for the research was established. The possibility of two gallery
venues, Pinnacles Gallery and Perc Tucker Regional Gallery, as well as St James Cathedral
were all considered as potential venues in Townsville where the artist-researcher was
based. All other galleries in the Townsville region were initially considered but were too
small for the required layout of the installation. On close examination of the venue, St
James Cathedral proved unsuitable due to the difficulty in hanging the work and the
availability of opening hours. Pinnacles Gallery was a strong consideration but when
visiting the contemporary gallery space my innate response was a negative one. The format
of this gallery detracted from my overall perception of how the conceptualisation of the
installation should be viewed. Thus, an application for the installation to be considered for
the exhibit was never submitted.

Rather, a format as similar as possible to a cathedral configuration was significant to me
personally. The ground floor of the Perc Tucker Regional Gallery (PTRG) was closer to
this kind of format so a meeting with the gallery director was organized. Approval of the
proposal was granted and the gallery space was secured for 2009. To view the work in the
right atmosphere was deemed to be crucial to the overall communication of a spiritually
focussed installation that was informed by personal cultural experiences, ideas, feelings and
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values. Further, the space needed to contribute rather than detract from signifying the intent
of the installation.

6.2 Installation considerations

Consideration needed to given to the possible layout of the exhibition early in the process
because there were three restrictions (originally unknown) that needed to be
accommodated. Firstly, the Niche Gallery was unavailable which resulted in the loss of the
cathedral-like format and the close hanging of the two dimensional work. Secondly, an
appropriate hanging system needed to be designed because the work could not be
suspended from the ceiling as originally planned. Thirdly, the work in the front exhibition
space had to leave a clear view to the front and side entrances from the gallery work
station. The original format of the space available can be seen below in Figure 6.2.1 shaded
in yellow. However, if the Niche Gallery had been available, the comparative metaphorical
layout to a cathedral would have been more complete (see Figure 6.2.2 below).
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Figure 6.2.1 Ground floor plan of Perc Tucker Regional Gallery
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Figure 6.2.2 Comparative metaphorical layout of Perc Tucker Regional Gallery
towards a Cathedral layout

However, a Cathedral layout still influenced the decision on where to place the various
stages of artworks in the installation. The Access Gallery was likened to the Transepts of
the cathedral and thus suitable for the placement of the studies. The north of the plan
adjacent to the staff room was seen as the Apse or Sanctuary (named Choir on the plan) and
was the next important area in the layout that was suitable for the compilations because
they were next step in the methodology. The permanent exhibition area of the gallery was
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likened to the Nave of the cathedral and the first view on entering the building so this is
where the shields were planned to be hung. It could be said that the Apse is the most
important section of a cathedral. However, because the Nave is the place of the people,
their beliefs, values and emotions and the fact that a Church does not exist without the
congregation, the Nave, in this instance, was seen as the most important part of the
architecture in which to hang the major section of the installation.

There was a suggestion by the gallery curator that the studies and compilation works could
be interspersed and hung more randomly. However, this suggestion was rejected as I
considered it necessary to hang the work in three groups for several reasons. First, I wanted
the viewers to be confronted with the shields grouped and hung on their transparent
supports on entering the gallery. The heavier shields represented the sensate and internal
experiences of nature but were kept in place, anchored by the transparent stands which
represented the invisible but omnipresent spiritual world. Second, the height and size of the
shields evoked some sense of a cathedral space, and by hanging the compilations at the end
of the space (the metaphorical Apse) behind the shields I felt that this effect was deepened.
Third, the smaller studies of individual sense perceptions were hung on the walls in a
continual flow around the groups of shields to reflect how the complexity of the
multifarious sense impressions informed the inner impressions displayed on the shields.

A second suggestion to decrease the amount of work in the exhibition was also made by the
gallery curator. However, the removal of any of the pieces which were involved in the final
representation would have detracted from one of the underlying points, that any final
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experience is an amalgam of very many, often overlooked, individual responses. All the
data, the studies and the compilations had to be visible to allow the viewer to understand
the complex interweaving of sensorial, imaginative and spiritual experience which
informed the final work. The arbitrary removing of studies or compilations would have
damaged the integrity and final view of the exhibition.

Even so, in order to comply with the gallery restrictions, the four sets of three shields were
placed in the permanent exhibition area, surrounded by many of the small studies and
leaving a clear view to the front and side entrances from the gallery work station. The
remaining studies were hung in the Access Gallery to the left of the main area. The 12
compilation paintings lined both sides of the walls from the Strongroom to the back wall in
a U-shaped format as seen in Figure 6.2.3 below. The final view of the exhibition can be
seen in Table 6.2.1 below, followed by a more intimate viewing in Plates 6.2.1 to 6.2.4
below.
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Figure 6.2.3 Ground floor plan of Perc Tucker Regional Gallery with hanging plan to
scale
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Table 6.2.1 Left and right views of installation
Left view of installation on entering the gallery

Right view of installation on entering the gallery

Left side view of the exhibition as you enter the gallery comprising
of two sets of shields, Fire and Air, which are surrounded by studies.
Compilation work viewed deeply in the background.

Right side view of shields surrounded by studies as you enter the
gallery. The two sets of shields are Water and Earth.
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Plate 6.2.1
Water Shields
Mixed media on aluminium
Perc Tucker Regional Gallery
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Plate 6.2.2
Earth Shields
Mixed media on aluminium
Perc Tucker Regional Gallery
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Plate 6.2.3
Fire Shields
Mixed media on aluminium
Perc Tucker Regional Gallery
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Plate 6.2.4
Air Shields
Mixed media on aluminium
Perc Tucker Regional Gallery
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The artwork was deliberately positioned to give the viewer a sense of walking into a
cathedral, and I attempted to evoke this effect for two reasons. First, I have often felt the
magnificence and sense of natural holiness of how the overarching trees in the rainforest
create the sense of being in a sacred space like a cathedral. Second I wanted the viewer to
become aware of the sense of the spiritual, and part of that sense of awe and wonder
emerges when one is overawed by larger and unexpected environments. The size of the
shield and, I hope, their beauty, in addition to the extent of the exhibition as it extended the
length of the gallery, could help elicit a cathedral effect. The shields also provided idyllic
movement up and down and across the space. The views continued to change because you
could see through and be reflected in the Perspex.

The aim was to present the viewer with a nexus of the spiritual and the physical; the
connection of the divine in this North Queensland region. Each viewer could approach and
walk around the shields or stand in front, and to some extent be encased and protected in
the concave side of the shield to experience their own holistic reaction. Holistic reaction
involved their senses, their intellect and rationality, bodily movement through time; all of
these are part of phenomenological experience and may have helped to bring them to the
understanding of a spiritual experience even if that is not their personal experience. The
exhibition not only gave the viewer a chance to contemplate a recent form of spiritual art
but also the chance to reflect on a visual language that links spiritual art, time and place.
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6.3 Promotion of exhibition

Prior to the exhibition there were three areas that needed to be addressed for the promotion
of the work. These included the invitation; the catalogue; and the media release. The four
close-up images on the invitation, presented as Figure 6.3.1 below, were chosen to give the
potential viewer fragments about the essence of the exhibition. Schematic information
about the four elements and their natural movement was provided so they could be
experienced through the chosen fragments. The visuals also provided a sample of the
layered techniques from this natural aesthetic. All aesthetic information that was used for
the promotion of the exhibition contributed to the overall communication of the
underpinning concept.
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Figure 6.3.1 Front of invitation
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Figure 6.3.2 Back of invitation
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The catalogue was developed and printed by the Perc Tucker Regional Gallery after
discussions on presentation and design. The conceptual essence of the exhibition was
reinforced by the catalogue cover (see Figures 6.3.3 and 6.3.5 below) and its internal layout
(see Figure 6.3.4 below). The chosen image for the front cover had similar aesthetic codes
to those on the invitation. For instance, the image illustrated the elemental essence, the
technical layering and natural aesthetic. A simple classical format on white was chosen for
the layout to support the conceptual Divine essence: the essence that I call life, life-force,
spirit, and God: an essence that is in and around everything. The white support was chosen
deliberately as it offers unassuming support for the content but at the same time allows the
content to be freely supported, thus, the analogy of Divine essence. Seen in the example of
internal pages in Figure 6.3.4 below, this support of the transparent Divine essence was
subtly reinforced by the visual absence of imagery in the negative spaces surrounding the
illustrations. The images simply float unsuspended throughout the pages without visual
interruption or congestion.
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Figure 6.3.3 Front cover of exhibition catalogue
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Figure 6.3.4 Example of internal layout of exhibition catalogue
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Figure 6.3.5 Back cover of exhibition catalogue
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Numerous media releases were also implemented by the gallery’s public programs coordinator, after a personal interview about the research topic. For instance:
1. A succinct media release (see Figure 6.3.6 below);
2. Promotional invitation to the talk (see Figure 6.3.7 below);
3. Eyeline inset December 2009 to April 2010;
4. Townsville City of events Calender December 2009; DUOEvents December
2009;
5. The Guide, Townsville Bulletin, Thursday, December 10, 2009, January 7, 14,
21, 28;
6. The Weekender and What’s happening this week, Townsville Bulletin, Saturday,
December 12, 19, 2009, January 30, February 13;
7. The Sunday Mail, event December 13, 2009, February 21 20
8. What’s on at the galleries, Townsville Bulletin December 17,24, 2009, February
4, 11,18, 25, March 4, 2010;
9. Print Council of Australia, December;
10. Art Guide Australia, Jan/Feb 2010;
11. www.theplaceonline.com.au Arts Visual Intelligence, January 2010, March
2010;
12. The Place, January and February 2010; City Update, Feb/March;
13. ArtAlmanac, February 2010;
14. Art Monthly Australia, March 2010
All of the above releases with the exception of the two below can be viewed as
Appendix 7 - Selected Publications.
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Figure 6.3.6 Perc Tucker Regional Gallery media release
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Figure 6.3.7 Promotion of artist’s talk
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6.4 Evaluating viewer impact and response: audience reactions

Of central importance to the effect of the exhibition was gauging the reaction to the
installation through an assessment of the viewers’ comments in the gallery visitors’ book.
Every comment was counted and considered seriously because each one represented the
viewer’s personal affective response. There were a total of 229 of relevance. Illegible or
unrelated comments were not included. Three of the 229 comments could be seen as
negative or at least neutral: two of these commented that they were interesting and well
done but that there were too many works for one exhibition and the third one didn’t
understand the work at all.

Following this, themes or patterns soon emerged and comments within these themes were
counted. Table 6.4.1 below presents the themes and example quotes from the visitors
book. In some cases the comments may be somewhat profane, but they have not been
edited to avoid selection bias. A copy of the original pages of responses can be viewed as
Appendix 5 - Viewers Comments.
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Table 6.4.1 Documented comments from gallery visitors’ book

Viewer’s documented comments in gallery visitors book
Power of exhibition x 114

Distinctiveness of exhibition x
32
“Inspirational”
“Absolutely outstanding and
amazing and inspirational.
Have to come back”
(similar x 7)

Technique and colour x 31

“Extra great”; “ great,
excellent”; “Great
exhibition”; “great stuff”;
“Great, thank you”
(similar x 17)

Exquisite -Breathtaking
”(similar x 4)

“Inspiring technique”
(similar x4)

“Truly so beautiful”
“Beautiful; So beautiful”
“Art is beautiful”
“Fantastic beautiful work”
“Beautiful work”
(similar x 15)

”Original”
(similar x 3)

“Colours and techniques so
fantastic”; “Spectacular,
beautiful colours”; “Lovely
work rich in colour”
(similar x 4)

“Amazing”; “fucking
amazing”
“Absolutely amazing”
“Amazing but mysterious”
“Amazing and beautiful,
loved it”; “Loved it,
Absolutely amazing, shows
so much of the world that
everyone misses”
(similar x 23)

“Loved the surf-board things
they are awesome”
“ Stunning shields”
“Tribal shields are nice”
“Really nice especially the
work on metal”
“What stunning shields. To
stand and absorb the
meticulous work was a
pleasure”
(similar x 5)

Sensual experience
of exhibition x 27
“Very moving”
“Amazing and
Moving – a real
journey of senses, a
re-looking and reawakening”
“Moving”
“Very moving works!
I loved the ebbs and
flow in air series – so
gentle the way they
caress the
imagination”
(similar x 5)
“Transportive”
(similar x 2)

General comments about the
exhibition x 25
Will come back to experience it again”
“Have to come back”
“Want to view the exhibition again and
again”
(similar x 4)

“Evocative in its most
primordial sense”
“Very evocative,
original and truly
beautiful”
(similar x 2)

“Loved the installation”
“Installation looks great with great
concepts and materials”
“Awesome Work. Barbara So Good.
Love the installation” ”(similar x 3)

“Loved the water shields”
“Water evening shield was terrific”
“My favourite was the water evening.
One of my favourite pieces of art I have
ever seen” ”(similar x 3)
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Table 6.4.1 Documented comments from gallery visitors’ book (continued)
Power of exhibition x 114

Distinctiveness of
exhibition x 32
“Stunning –Outstanding”’
(similar x 2)

Technique and colour x 31

“Extraordinary”
(similar x 2)

“Loving the shields, textures and
colour, love the back of the
shields just as much, great job”

“Very Interesting”
(similar x 2)
“Overwhelmed – loved it
all”

“Great concepts and materials”

“Awesome”
(similar x 5)

“Evocative”

“An interesting mix of colours
and styles. Very enjoyable”

“Inspirational”
(similar x 5)

“Unbelievable touching”

“Some very nice works of art
Thank you”

“Top exhibition”; “top
stuff”; “very cool”; “WOW”;
“O.M.G; fully sick, I got it”;
“I get it”
“Fantabulous!!! WOW was
my first impression and
WOW wow wow”; “Your
integration of aspects of your
soul through the senses into
works of art is WOW”
(similar x 12)
“Just brilliant- Brilliant”
“Fantastic”
“Fantastic work”
(similar x 10)
“Loved it - the look the feel
the energy” (similar x 7)
“Very Good - Real art”
(similar x 6)

“Wonderful use of colour and
texture”;
“Beautiful pieces of artwork”;
“Lovely colours and textures”;
“You are so great & you have
time to teach! I love the water
shields best, the colours and
technique so fantastic”
(similar x 3)

“Inspiring! Colour range.
fantastic”

Sensual experience of
exhibition x 27
“Quite overwhelming, I
will come back to
experience it all over
again”
“Overwhelmed. Love it
all”
(similar x 2)

General comments about the
exhibition x 25
“ TCC should buy 1 stand of 3 with
money saved from aerial shooting
pigs by letting in hunters – all TSV
should visit this exhibition”
“I agree with the above/ would love
to view this exhibition again and
again”
(similar x 2)

“Breathtakingly amazing.
Thank you for the delight
to my senses and
intellect”
“Brought happy tears to
my eyes”
“To be able to experience
this work is pleasure”

“Never thought that Barbara’s art
could change the atmosphere of the
mall”

“When I first walked in
my body got goose
bumps, the sight before
me was marvellous ”
“Enjoyable experience
and all relaxing feel”

“Congratulations on your
wonderful achievement. Thank you
for sharing your experiences with
us”
“Go the arts”

“One of the most beautiful and
inspiring works I have ever seen”
“Lovely presentation of work”

“Mysterious”
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Table 6.4.1 Documented comments from gallery visitors book (continued)
Power of exhibition x 114

Distinctiveness of
exhibition x 32
“Unreal"

Technique and colour x 31

“Excellent ”
(similar x 3)

“Never saw anything like
it before”

“Metal work is awesome and I
like the little ones too”

“I like the different
feelings in the artworks”

General comments about the
exhibition x 25
“You are a product of the
Rainforest and Tablelands of NQ.
You have captured the essence of
its spirit and visual beauty.
Exceptionally Well Done”
“Fine display of art and creative
objects”

“Everything and More”
“A feast” (similar x 2)

“Very awesome work,
good job”

“What an inspiring technique,
first time I see such”

“Just phenomenal”

“A OK”

“Breathtaking! A friend in
France found it on the internet
and asked me if I knew about
it and this Barbara Cheshire.
She was very impressed”
“Bulldozingly, overwhelming
magnificent”

“Your work never ceases
to amaze and inspire me”

“I think that the artwork you do
is beautiful. I can’t believe you
can add so much colour into your
paintings”

“You have captured the
essence of the spirit and
visual beauty”

“To be able to experience this work
is a pleasure and an honour. Thank
you”

“Educational”

“Striking aluminium exhibits”

“Thank you for the
integration”

“Well done Barb – Wonderfully
you”

“So far this is the best in
Townsville”

“Loved it. Unique”

“Raw and exciting, a
great story”

“Don’t get it”

“Exquisite piece of work”

Very enjoyable”

“Wonderful distinctive style. If
only I had space in the
backpack”
“Too much/many. Some very
interesting and well done.”

“Movement - and I do [get it]”

“Striking”

“Just brilliant”

“Stunning Barb! The
impact on my senses was
overwhelming.”
“The longer I looked the
more beautiful it became”

“Spectacular”

“it was different”

“Wonderful”
“Beautiful, Just so wonderful,
such creativity”
(similar x 3)

“Barbara what an amazing artist
you are. I just love your shields,
Brilliant best exhibition I’ve ever
seen here”

“Lovely work and very rich in
colour. However too many for
one exhibition”
“Extraordinary effort – Great
work Barb”

Sensual experience of
exhibition x 27
“Unbelievable touching.
You touched my soul”

“Evocative of ‘Aboriginal’ in its
most primordial sense”

“Exceptionally well
done”
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In order to further illustrate the breakdown of comments, Figure 6.4.1 below presents the
percentage of the responses according to the main theme. The comparative percentages of
positive and negative responses are also presented in this figure as two bars on the far
right hand side.

100%
Power of exhibition

90%

Distinctiveness of Exhibition

80%
70%

Technique and Colour

60%
Sensual experience of
exhibition

50%
40%

General Comments about the
exhibition

30%

Positive Comments

20%
Negative Comments

10%
0%
100% of comments

Figure 6.4.1 Percentage of visitor comments under each theme

The five themes allowed an assessment of the relative success of the exhibition. Firstly,
the theme on the power of the exhibition involved 49% of the comments; 21% of these
had comments similar to ‘fucking amazing’, ‘WOW’ or ‘great stuff’. While spiritual art
has a long tradition, the particular approach of this exhibition certainly seemed to
communicate an expression of spirituality, for example, in the commentaries such as ‘you
touched my soul’ and ‘you have captured the essence of the spirit’. A relationship with
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place also seemed to have incredible impact, for instance, through the comment ‘You are
a product of the Rainforest and Tablelands of NQ. You have captured the essence of its
spirit and visual beauty’. Secondly, the emotive distinctiveness of the visual language
struck 15% of viewers who offered their comments. It appeared that these viewers had
not previously been challenged in galleries to consider their internal dimension of an
artist’s experience.

In the third and fifth themes, 13% and 11% consecutively, viewers encapsulated the
methodology both intellectually and emotively which worked from the first sketch
through the analogue drawings of senses to the completion of the installation. The fourth
theme covered the sensual experience of the exhibition where 13% of viewers responded
by examining how the visual language drew people from the physical to the spiritual.
This interrelationship of physical and the spiritual is a common human experience.
Whether or not each viewer had a personal faith or not is unknown but the commentators
were clearly moved. The artwork seemed to produce in the viewers the sense of transport
and metaphysical engagement which the artwork itself was attempting to generate. It
appeared that this group became more consciously aware of the involvement of the
internal senses in their aesthetic perceptions.

Although the work was presented in a regional gallery, 9,496 viewers (see Figure 6.4.2
below), both national and international, visited the exhibition. Of these, 99% of the
comments that came from the diverse geographic locations from all over the world
responded in an affirmative manner to the installation. Although the other 1% had one
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half of their comment negative, the response was not about the quality but the quantity of
artwork. Thus, it is apparent that the effect the exhibition had on the viewers was a
significant one. However, the comments also demonstrated to some degree that what we
experience through direct perception cannot be fully conveyed in ordinary language but
could be conveyed through a natural spiritual aesthetic. People can experience Divine
essence for themselves but it is impossible to communicate the experience fully to
someone else in word.
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Figure 6.4.2 Post exhibition letter from gallery director
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6.5 Reviews and press feedback
There were several reviews and press feedback in various publications after the exhibition.
Most articles were not from an art critique point of view but a conceptual view, others
included both. For instance, Figure 6.5.1 below includes a reference to the “meticulous
attention to detail” which demonstrated a critique of the techniques but it also alluded to
conceptual importance through the gallery director’s quote: “the exhibition would have
wide appeal throughout the region due to the significance of the work and its relevance to
North Queensland”. Even so, all articles were a direct response to the exhibition and the
artist’s talks which were delivered during the presentation of the exhibition.

The review sources (see Appendix 7) ranged from a personal letter from the gallery
director to articles in the Tablelander; Townsville Bulletin; Townsville Sun Lifestyle; Where
to buy in 24 Arts; and Art Gaze. Articles focused on different aspects of the art from the
spiritual conceptual communication with place to celebrating the spiritual aspects in life.
There were holistic comments for instance, “This extraordinary body of work is a
meditation on the landscape of north Queensland…every work she produces is purpose
driven, aimed at representing the marriage of the physical and spiritual”, (24ARTS, THE
WEEK 5th February 2010); and further:
Ideologically, this exhibition has developed naturally over the course of
Cheshire’s life. Central to the show is the marriage of the physical and
spiritual connections a person can have to a place- the Integration of
Senses and Soul – and that when we recognise both we unlock the
complete ‘human experience’ that can be had in landscape (PTRG
March/April/May 2010 catalogue, p.4).
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Figure 6.5.1 Lifestyle article from The Sun Community Newspapers December 23, 2009
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Interestingly, two women independently identified the planned cathedral effect when they
viewed the exhibition. Neither had been informed of the conceptual intention for the layout.
The first comment was made by Professor Barbara Hayes during her opening speech for
the exhibition. Although she had discussed the work with me, the actual presentation of the
exhibition had not been talked about. Professor Hayes observed that the view of “the
artwork captured the cathedral of the ancient rainforest to the church of the everyday…and
was a transcendent experience of self, sense and soul” (See DVD on Exhibition Opening in
Appendix). The second reference was by Bernadette Ashley, the Townsville Bulletin art’s
reporter, who wrote of her experience of the exhibition as a feeling of “entering a cathedral
with the Stations of the Cross and statues” (see Figure 6.5.2 below). While each comment
had a different connotation, both comments summarised an aspect of the cathedral concept
accurately. Thus, the layout of the exhibition had the planned spiritual effect on these two
viewers. However the spiritual effect was also felt by others. For example, another viewer
commented in the gallery book on the spirit and visual beauty of the exhibition.

On another point, however, Ashley did not respond positively to the hanging of the studies.
Her experience of the individual presentation of the studies was that they were too slick.
She felt the reflections and shadows on the wall from the Perspex frames “interrupted”,
(see Figure 6.5.2 below), the otherwise tactile sense of the studies. Nevertheless, the
Perspex presentation was also conceptually relevant for the communication of a visual
language of holistic experience of place. In human experience each sensory response is not
static but always in flux and in relation to all other senses. The Perspex framing, which
caused reflections and shadows to move across the surface of studies and wall with
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particular lighting, were similarly seen to be in flux as the viewer moved past them and
observed them from different positions. As the viewer moved, so did their view of layers of
reflections and shadows (see Plate 6.5.1 below). Both reflections and shadows also created
a link to adjacent images through the layers of continual movement. Thus, the serendipitous
process of changing, visual movement reinforced the conceptual communication of the
developmental process. That is, the senses can be analysed individually but the sensory
responses are continually in flux, layered and linked to all other senses.

Plate 6.5.1.
Interlocking shadows cast by frames of studies
Private collection of John and Wendy Eckersley
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Figure 6.5.2 The Guide critique by Bernadette Ashley, Townsville Bulletin January 7, 2010
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6.6 Outcomes from exhibition

Until this point in the chapter the presentation of and responses to the exhibition have
been examined. There is, however, another aspect of the bigger picture; that is the
following industry outcomes as a result of the exhibition. These included invitations to
exhibit in other cities, invitations to run workshops, sale of a large number of works both
nationally and internationally and winning a Townsville art award.
Firstly, an invitation to participate in a travelling group exhibition ‘Contemporanea’ was
received. The gallery viewed the work from the exhibition on line and the director of the
SMART artZ gallery Melbourne contacted me about exhibiting the current work with other
Australian artists who had previously exhibited in Florence, Italy (see Figure 6.6.1 below).
The earlier work in Florence, Italy had won the Medici medal for works on paper. As part
of the ‘Contemporanea’ exhibition a selection of compilation art pieces, (see Plates 6.6.1
and 6.6.2 below), were shown at the SMART artZ Gallery, Melbourne. These works then
travelled on to a further exhibition at Aarwun Gallery, Canberra. Both exhibitions were
well received with the Canberra opening having national coverage on ABC’s Stateline,
Canberra Friday, October 29, 2010.
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Aarwun Gallery Newsletter
Newsletter 15th October, 2010

Dates to Remember

Volume 1, Number 2

Next Exhibition
You are invited to attend the opening

· 23rd Oct – 6 th Nov
Contemporanea
Opening 23rd Oct 5.30-7.30pm

www.aarwungallery.com
We have our website up and
running but it is still in the
construction period

Contact Us
aarwuncanberra@bigpond.co
m
Ph: 02 62302055

Saturday 23rd October 5.30 – 7.30pm
This is an amazing exhibition of major
importance. The exhibition features 33
Australian artists that have at some time
attended the Florence Biennale in Italy, of
these 33 artists 12 have won awards. This
important and very eclectic collection of
works will be on view in Melbourne, then
here in Canberra for 2 weeks only, and not
to be missed if you enjoy award winning
art.
All of the works will be for sale.
Dinner will be available after the exhibition opening,
at Adore Tea. It will be a set menu and bookings are
essential please book direct to Adore Tea ph

6230 9962

ph

11 Federation Square, Nicholls
ACT

Figure 6.6.1 News letter from Aarwun Gallery Canberra
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Plate 6.6.1
Fire Evening Compilation and Fire Afternoon Compilation
Mixed media on hand made paper
Perc Tucker Regional Gallery
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Plate 6.6.2
Water Evening Compilation and Water Morning Compilation
Mixed Media on hand made paper
Perc Tucker Regional Gallery
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Secondly, an invitation for possible participation in a ‘Travelling Scholarship exhibition
2011’ was received. After a selection process, the Noosa Regional Gallery, informed me
the water cycle from the Dalrymple Trail (shields) were to be included as a national finalist
in the 3D exhibition (see Plate 6.6.3 and Figure 6.6.2 below). Unfortunately the complete
work was too high for the gallery so another designed stand for a single shield was
constructed. This allowed the shield to be lowered and exhibited (see Plate 6.6.4 below).

Plate 6.6.3
Complete set of Water shields from the Dalrymple Gap Trail site
Perc Tucker Regional Gallery
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Figure 6.6.2 Section of travelling scholarship invitation, Noosa Regional Gallery
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Plate 6.6.4
Front and back of Water Evening Shield on individual stand
Barbara Cheshire Studio
Townsville
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Thirdly, as an art educator, a group of several students (many of whom were art teachers),
approached me to learn how to participate in a process where students could create their own
spiritual art. A second group of people also asked for a similar exercise to be conducted at a
spiritual workshop held at Gumburu Environmental Education Centre, Paluma. Although
each workshop required a slightly different approach to accommodate both secular and
religious focuses, both were seen as successful by all, (see Plates 6.6.5 and 6.6.6 below).

Plate 6.6.5
Example of student teacher artwork
Data from student workshop applying the proposed CEVL learning process
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Plate 6.6.6
Example outcome of artwork from Christian group
Data from spiritual workshop applying the proposed CEVL learning process
The teachers and students were both very happy with the learning approach, (see Figure 6.6.3
below), because it created an artistic development through self-awareness. The religious
group, who had never created art before, were so pleased with their outcomes they exhibited
their work in the local church.
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Steps:
Imagine and select any
1………………
personally happy or spiritual
place
2……………………………………………………………
3………………………
Step 4.
Name a
selection of
objects/symbols
in order or
importance
within the
chosen place
Eg. 1
Tree
Eg. 2
Bird

What (psychological)
dominant colour best
describes the Feel of your
chosen place?

Colour the chosen support with the
chosen psychological colour.

Step 5.
Draw
Schematic
Symbol of
object

Step 6.
Name the
emotion/
feeling that
the symbol
evokes

Step 7.
What
(psychological)
colour best
represents the
emotion?

Energetic

Red

Freedom

White

Happiness

Yellow

Step 8.
Select the
hue and
value of
your
colour

Step 9.
Use chosen
colour to
render
symbol
throughout
exploratory
work

Eg. 3
Sound of Bird

Draw and layer your selection of symbols onto the coloured support
Step 10…..…. layering the design while giving consideration to the elements and
principles.
Step 11…..….
Step 12………

Establish the colour formula. Does it need accents of a complimentary?
Render/paint your layered drawing with the chosen psychological colours

DStep 13…..…. Mount and Present Experiential Work
Figure 6.6.3 Example of adapted CEVL process applied at workshops
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In addition, the Townsville individual artist’s award for 2010 (see Plate 6.6.7 below) was
presented to me at the Townsville Art Award’s public function. The merit for receipt of the
award was proposed by several industry and individual nominations as a result of the
quality of the exhibition. Further, 38 artworks from the exhibition sold, one internationally
to Carla Rego, R Francisco SA Carneiro, Portugal, with 12 more being sold to Thom
Setzermann, a German collector after he contacted me from Germany (see Appendix 6).
Suffice it to say, the industry response to the exhibition was supportive and positive which
was verified by the gallery director’s comment that the exhibition was a great success from
all perspectives.
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Plate 6.6.7
Individual visual arts award 2010
Barbara Cheshire Studio
Townsville
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Chapter 7 - Reflections, directions and implications for the field
7.1 The major challenge of the research

As I took the first steps of this research, the narrative of my life began to change and I
found the required change difficult. I didn’t know if I was up to the challenges it posed.
Even though I am a Christian, it was not easy to let go of the tangible and instant
gratifications of the world for the ethereal timelessness of spirituality. I believed that both
already existed in an interactive way and formed the background to the narrative of my life.
However, I discovered the extent of faith required for this research was much more. It
became obvious that to capture the spirituality of place in a CEVL would be the work of a
lifetime. However, the narrative of my life was already summarized as ‘hurry’ so I
stubbornly continued with an overfull schedule.

Letting go of things that had formed life seemed such an impossible task. Thus, a different
learning curve challenged progress as I experienced how the down side of life can impinge
upon old patterns of thinking that we consider normal. For instance, thinking I could
continue my normal pace of life and research after being told the body’s balance, taste and
hearing would be affected for at least three to six months after a middle-ear operation.
Unfortunately and to my dismay, I discovered the specialists were correct as further
treatment continued. Ultimately, if I wanted to continue with the research, my brain needed
stillness, healing and to be medically retrained in patterns of thinking. It became a major
aim, and years of work, to understand myself and others as human beings and to
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acknowledge, even celebrate, the diversity and difference of a new perspective on life.
During the last couple of years, as each unit of study on retraining my brain was completed,
I felt a step closer to resuming a normal life and my research. Once I understood and
recognized the lenses that filtered, coloured, bent and shaped my view I could let them go
layer by layer.

7.2 Limitations of the study

Although technical limitations are often experienced throughout research, there are two
areas that would have had a major adverse effect on the contextualization of this research
had they not been resolved. The first restriction was involved with the hanging system
required for the presentation of the artwork and the second was the cost and physical
production of the shields. After a suitably constructed Perspex system was completed, the
gallery director disapproved the use of the Perspex. If Perspex could not be used, the whole
contextualization of the installation would have been compromised. The gallery director’s
reasons for disliking the product were: the reflective surface, the cast shadows and that the
product was easily scratched. When the metaphorical reasons behind the use of Perspex
were explained, the gallery curator supported my decision but the gallery director still
impeded progress. However, after further discussions, consideration and negotiation, an
agreement was made to permit the use of the material and the process resumed.

The second constraint came after receiving industry quotes to construct a base structure for
each shield. The cost ($300,000.00 for 12 shields) proved beyond my reach, leaving me
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feeling overwhelmed and helpless. The magnitude of the quote for a machine pressed
process and the hours required for the manual construction process, made the vision of the
installation an impossible task for one person. As an individual, there was no other known
method I could apply for the construction of the shields and achieve the vision I required
for the communication of the CEVL. However, a small community of family and their staff
in Atherton made the research process possible. Their generous contribution of equipment
and the pooling of their human experience, personal time and interest in the research, added
to the project. As we slowly achieved a satisfactory outcome we all experienced an added
feeling of spiritual strength and power from the process. The integrated collaboration
developed further over the years of research and became a vitally important contribution to
the success of the research vision. These people commented that they felt very pleased to
be included in the process and all travelled to Townsville for the exhibition.

7.3 Realization of research aims

The first aim of this research was to analyse how selected North Queensland locations
would evoke a spiritual response in the artist-researcher. Through the use of a spiritual
phenomenological process, a deep spiritual connection evolved at each of the four selected
localities in the area. These sites were selected by analysis and comparative assessment
from eight possible sites. A relationship with each environment was developed further
through research on the responses to place through a connection to my inner life.
Contemplation and meditation formed an essential meeting ground for the process at each
site in order to unite place with the psychological and the spiritual. The external and
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internal vision of place was then explored through all the senses, for instance, the physical,
emotional and spiritual. Thus, a spiritual response and growth developed through all levels
of sensual experience which helped formulate the structure for data collection and
development of a CEVL.

The second aim of the research was to create a methodology to translate a naturally
structured visual language for portraying a Christian Expression of spirituality through a
sense of place. A form of encoding was developed to portray an expression of spirituality
through a holistic experience of all sensorial responses to place. The consideration of a
natural aesthetic and the applied methodology of investigation described in Chapter 5
provided an idiosyncratic critical examination of the spiritual experience of place for the
artist-researcher. But further, through contemplation and meditation, the process introduced
an invitation to the artist for the exploration of the ‘unknown’ and thus imagination as part
of the research. The outcome of this section of the research can be observed in the variety
of studies from internal imaginative responses at different sites and times shown in Table
7.3.1 below. A full view of all studies can be seen in Appendices 1 to 4 in the data
collection from each place.
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Table 7.3.1 Image examples developed from data collection from an imaginative internal response to place

Hearing - Fire
Morning 2005

Tasting - Fire
Afternoon 2005

Touching - Fire
Morning 2005

Hearing - Earth
Evening 2006

Smelling - Fire
Morning 2005

Touching - Fire
Afternoon 2005

Hearing - Air
Morning 2007

Smelling - Fire
Afternoon 2005

Touching - Air
Afternoon 2007

Smelling - Earth
Morning 2006

Touching - Earth
Morning 2006

Tasting - Air
Afternoon 2007
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Table 7.3.1 Image examples developed from data collection from an imaginative internal response to place (continued)

Hearing - Earth
Morning 2006

Smelling - Earth
Afternoon 2006

Touching - Air
Evening 2007

Hearing - Water
Morning 2008

Tasting - Earth
Afternoon 2006

Smelling - Earth
Evening 2006

Tasting - Earth
Evening 2006

Tasting - Air
Evening 2007

Tasting - Water
Morning 2008

Smelling - Water
Afternoon 2008

Tasting – Water
Evening 2008

Hearing – Water
Evening 2008
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The third aim of the research, to exhibit a body of artwork that portrays a Christian
experiential visual language, resulted in an installation at Perc Tucker Regional Gallery
with a body of artwork that contextualized the CEVL.

The forth aim, to test if a holistic integration of one human’s sensorial response to place
and an internal experience of Christian spirituality in that place can be communicated to the
viewer through the exhibition, proved successful. Commentary on the physical
representation demonstrated the context of the installation was communicated to the
viewers through the 96 pieces of artwork (see Figure 7.3.1 below). Each piece contributed
to the essential communication and essence of spirituality of place through the inclusion of
an experience of mystery beyond the physical. The shields offered a compatible form of an
inner and outer vision of place. The comments support that the exhibition made a positive
contribution to the individual artist-researcher as well as the broader human culture as
evidenced in each of the 229 documented viewer responses and by the large number of
visitors (9,496) to the exhibition from December 2009 to March 2010.
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Landscape as Experience:
Integration of Senses and Soul
Environment 1

Environment 2

FIRE

WATER

Time & Sense in order of
impact

Morning

Afternoon

Environment 3

Dalrymple GapTrack

Morning

Afternoon

Time & Sense in order of
impact

Time & Sense in order of
impact

Evening

Morning

Afternoon

4

EARTH

AIR

Time &Sense in order of
impact

Evening

Environment

Evening

Morning

Afternoon

Evening

1 Smell

6 Touch

11 See

16 Smell

21 See

26 Smell

31 Smell

36 Smell

41 Smell

46 Touch

51 See

56 Smell

2 See

7 Hear

12 Smell

17 See

22 Smell

27 Touch

32 See

37 Touch

42 Hear

47 See

52 Smell

57 Taste

3 Hear

8 See

13 Hear

18 Hear

23 Touch

28 Hear

33 Touch

38 Taste

43 Taste

48 Smell

53 Touch

58 Touch

4 Touch

9 Smell

14 Touch

19 Touch

24 Taste

29 Taste

34 Hear

39 See

44 Touch

49 Taste

54 Hear

59 Hear

5 Taste

10 Taste

15 Taste

20 Taste

25 Hear

30 See

35 Taste

40 Hear

45 See

50 Hear

55 Taste

60 See

Subjective
Portrayal

Subjectiv
e
Portrayal

Subjective
Portrayal

Subjective
Portrayal

Subjective
Portrayal

Subjective
Portrayal

Subjective
Portrayal

Subjective
Portrayal

Subjective
Portrayal

Subjective
Portrayal

Subjective
Portrayal

Subjective
Portrayal

Encompassing Work of
Summative Vision

Encompassing Work of
Summative Vision

Encompassing Work of
Summative Vision

Encompassing Work of
Summative Vision

Figure 7.3.1 The Installation: an overview of all developed works
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7.4 Contribution to new knowledge

There are six aspects of new knowledge from this research. Firstly, the CEVL offers a fresh
approach to spiritual painting in North Queensland and suggests a new methodology of
inquiry into painting. The state of seeing my whole existence in relation to place as an
aspect of Divinity (through artwork), was a beautiful culmination of what was personally
achieved with this CEVL. However, given that such an encoded vision of spirituality
presented a personal experience, there was no assumption that the viewer would share the
same fundamental set of beliefs or experience the artwork in the same way. Despite my
reservations, the exhibition revealed that the process is, in fact, a mode of visual language,
and provided some viewers with an integrated experience of spirituality in the North
Queensland region. The signification of the tangible work proved readily available to some
viewer’s perception of a human relationship between the physical and spiritual perception
of place. Although paintings from the visual language were termed as Christian, the
research project also had an impact on the secular world through the cognitive meaning and
experiencing of a holistic experience of place.

The second contribution reintroduced the importance of place. Arguably, this CEVL gives
additional meaning to our humanity by way of increasing the potential for both artist and
viewers to reflect on spiritual aspects of North Queensland and orient their self knowledge
through personal experience. That is, the experience of a careful observation and
description of place in North Queensland through artwork.
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The third contribution reinforced an artistic genre. Although the developed methodology of
this instillation could be applied to a relationship with place anywhere, it is, however, a
process of disclosure (e.g. a process that exposes who I am, what I am and where I am). As
such, the methodology resonates with the aspect of artists being recognized as map-makers
of the conscious and spiritual world and thus the installation could be termed as ‘a spiritual
map of North Queensland environments’.

The fourth contribution to new knowledge is through the documentation of how one artist
consciously developed a suite of paintings that conceptualize transcendent experience on four
different locations in the North Queensland region. The documented information contributes
to the literature on place and environment. The secondary literature on art in this region tends
to describe paintings about place as important but does not analyse how they could become
important in a Christian artistic reading. For instance, North Queensland environments
produced in the viewers a transcendent experience of place through tangible artwork, which
could be of literary interest. Moreover, further literature on painting about a spiritual
experience of place in North Queensland could contribute to a greater understanding of the
spiritual power of place in contemporary art.

The fifth contribution to new knowledge has been in art education. Primarily, this research
was an individual journey. However, as an art educator, I found the research has the
potential for development as a teaching application. It is arguable that the methodology of a
CEVL is an applicable form of enquiry for students of all ages and stages of creative
development. When a student inter-relates with themselves with regards to value of place
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and purpose in life, the process can create self-awareness which, in turn, develops identity
and self-esteem. The methodology is a process of transformation, not only information, and
that comes from the application. Thus, the research extends the possibilities for expressing
the idiosyncratic world of meaning required for the necessary dialogue between the maker,
material and viewer as witnessed in the outcomes of the workshops held after the
exhibition.

The sixth aspect is the contribution and development to personal knowledge. It includes
knowledge containing both technical and philosophical elements. For instance, a personal
encoding process for painting that can produce the order of a natural aesthetic; secondly,
different applications for a layering developmental process in painting; thirdly, an
individual process for making metal shields of any size; and finally, letting go of control,
relying, trusting and having faith in the generosity of a community’s involvement in
personal research. This research has taught and expanded my knowledge through the
interconnected levels of the complete experience.

7.5 Impact on personal art practice

During my artistic career I have been engaged in full time work as an art teacher. Therefore
to contribute to my art practice in this manner was to shed some of the restrictive covers
that came with teaching to allow the creative element to develop in a different direction to
current practice (see Appendix 8 which details a chronicle of the artist’s development).
Thus, the original aim of this research was to explore the essence of place and its stimulus
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on a personal spirituality with the potential for resolution and change, as well as analyse
what evolved from the standpoint of a contemporary, North Queensland Woman of the 21 st
century.

However what evolved was much more than expected. The resultant abstract art became a
conduit to my inner self and belief system and thus, self-knowledge. Even though paintings
from earlier practice were contextualized as spiritual, the concept was signified through
objective symbolism. Thus, it seemed changing to a natural aesthetic was necessary, but
understanding its process seemed similar to surrendering to the unknown and going
backwards. Making a conscious decision to attempt to release all artistically learned
knowledge in favour of a natural aesthetic was a very different approach to previous art
practice. Such a decision implied a way of looking at the world that allowed me to absorb
it, not by classifying it into the learned categories by which we judge, but to be receptive to
the possibility that the created world was already strongly composed.

An internal dilemma followed: if the artist is part of the created order, it would seem
probable to include the artist’s intuition as part of that created order that is strongly
composed. However, it was also arguable that intuition could be an informed state of being,
aesthetically influenced from previously learned behaviour. Nevertheless, it was also
arguable that intuition, as created order, is a divine disclosure and therefore a gift of God
through which the composition of art evolves. It could be reasoned then, that the
methodology to apply intuition through the essence of trust and humility was an
appropriate method to guide the critical constructs of composition in the artwork. For
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without trust and humility, a subliminal creative mindset where the ego is put aside,
painting would be a process from the mind only.

‘The glove on the hand of God’ was a metaphor that I applied to describe this approach to
creating artwork, for the metaphor is a process of incarnation. As the body, I am the glove.
As the soul, God is the inner hand. Therefore the natural aesthetic and artistic process was
informed while in a contemplative and meditative mindset. I discovered that there was
something about the intention to surrender to Him that really allows the creative dance of
life to take place. This approach to process allowed for a rhythm indigenous to me to
happen; a personal cadence of expression from within. Whilst in this meditative ‘flow’ I
was unaware of the cyclical passage of time. The meditative flow was an intrinsic creative
space in which to dwell, for it was in this mindset that each sensorial perception emerged
as the most important among them all through the duration of a meditative focus.

As I practiced each step of the process, the journey took on a less dramatic view and slowly
developed over the years into another level; a view coloured by spirituality, joy and trust.
Once the research and implementation of the practical work was completed, I felt I had
been given a special gift; a deeper knowledge of myself and my own awareness of a
Divinity both within and without in this North Queensland region.
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7.6 Contribution to painting as a discipline

Throughout history there have been many global variations of conceptual engagement to
communicate the spiritual through visual art. The visual logic from this research, however,
offers a view of the involvement and relationship of the whole person to place through the
discipline of painting. This includes a relationship of place with the body, the mind, the
heart and its emotions and the spirit. Further, the developed methodology for painting and
installation offers a structure that integrates steps of process to create a communication of
spirituality of place to the viewer. Thus, the art work, a CEVL, is a map of the
interconnected relationship between person, place and divine essence in North Queensland.

The methodology, the mapping and interweave of sensual/sensate experiences with
emotional and spiritual experiences of places in north Queensland, reveals how the
enabling power of God can be fundamental to presenting a body of paintings that represent
a personal synthesis. That is, an integrated spiritual relationship with God, the created
world and art. While this is a personal statement, it is not inconsistent historically with the
methodology of many Christian artists. For example, the process of making art for the
iconic artist was considered an undertaking directed by God. It is arguable, therefore, that
the topic of research re-classifies contemporary spiritual painting because a CEVL exhibits
a holistic spiritual experience and Divine connection to place in North Queensland.

In addition, the CEVL has the inclusion of a reality that the senses do not generally
perceive; an intimate relationship between a personal spirituality amalgamated with the
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presence of the spirit of a particular place. Enquiries into painting that reveal such stages of
an artist’s spiritual and aesthetic experience of place, has not been addressed or
documented with regard to visual, transformative encoding on place in this North
Queensland region. Such analysis may have value for understanding transcendent
experience as an aesthetic category in contemporary painting practice.

7.7 Further research

The process and outcomes of the research pose several future opportunities and questions
for the artist-researcher. For example, in order to advance this research, further changes
might be required to enhance/transform the outcome of a structured experiential painting
mode of visual language. Would additional or changed steps to the visual encoding present
and communicate a Christian spiritual essence of place? Also, would a different scale and
support add to or detract from signifying a mystical experience? All questions open up
paths for additional research.

The evolving human relationship with place is in itself very transitory; therefore it is
possible that the internal and external perception of transcendental experience will always
be exposed to change. How would the contextualization of mystical experience in
contemporary art forms reveal the constant future changes through process? For example,
mystical traditions are now also signified through contemporary performance, video tapes
and photographic instillation, for example Bill Viola’s high-definition video projection,
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Emergence (2002)4, which incorporated electronics, sound, image and technology.
However, given that this research is specifically about painting, a long held desire compels
me to pursue further research on capturing change through a transcendental
contextualization. Thus, for paintings to signify the changing internal spiritual experience
of place to viewers, it is arguable that the encoded process could be researched further to
advance contemporary spiritual painting in relation to specific places.

After establishing future research on the encoded process, assessing place beyond North
Queensland in relation to a CEVL could prove interesting and potentially significant.
Research might include places beyond North Queensland with no previous personal
association. However, the most challenging aspect to a Christian would be researching
place without an establishment of an individual spiritual connection. What encoded process
might form a relationship with such a place? For instance, what would the vision of an
artwork be from a built environment such as an airport? Thus, it is a process that could be
adapted in a secular way through an adapted encoded system.

The research also influenced additional reflection regarding art education; could the CEVL
contribute to art education further and thus to a student’s understanding of art and selfknowledge through personal reflection and a contemplative relationship with place?
Additional adaptations to the schematic version of the CEVL process, developed as a result
of the current research, could be applied as a teaching tool. The process towards the kind of
vision each student produced could encourage them to expand their personal and social
understanding.
4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTPf6mHKYD0&feature=fvwrel
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Although applied out of context with respect to research on visual language, an aspect of
both Bell and McNeill’s (2004) philosophy seems most appropriate for future personal
direction. That is, being able to continue with this research through conversing with nature
in this way becomes a quest rather than a place in which to settle.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Fire site

Data collection and progressive morphological development
Table 1. 1
Site One: 88 Palmerston Street, Gulliver, Townsville –Morning Initial Engagement

Fire Morning – Initial Engagement, 2004
Leaf stain, charcoal and graphite
20 x 28 cm
(Sketchbook 1, page 8)
Sketchbook notes:
Prior to sketching the trigger, the paper is stained green by rubbing the palm fronds into
the paper. Although green is not a colour often used in the execution of my art, the
specific media signifies a physical connection to site. The contrast of heavy tree trunk,
dense foliage and swaying fronds offer a quiet, cool space in which to meditate and
become centered. Within this life-enriching space there is, however, a chaos and tension
that is witnessed in many of nature’s design creations that come together and form a
harmony of composition. A similar chaos and tension is reflected within the quick
drawing through the acute overlapping forms. The forms of lush vegetation growing in
this site signify a personal regeneration brought about through the spiritual power of
meditative stillness, peace and unconditional-security.
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Table 1.2

Circumstance

Triggering Element

Senses

Site 1 - Data Information - Fire Morning - Studies of Senses 1-5 in order of
significance
1
Smell

2
Sight

3
Hear

4
Touch

5
Taste

Layers of
heavy but
sweet pungent
vegetation,
with a subtle
contrast of the
fresh tangy
floral smells

Enclosed
protection of
damp vegetation
fluttering in the
fresh breeze

Damp,
slippery
surfaces were
fresh and cool
to the touch

Sharp tangy
freshness
penetrates the
overcast damp
environment

Soft rain
enhanced the
perfume of the
blossoms and
vegetation

The early
morning light on
wet environment
gives an
underpinning
yellow look
embraced with a
gamut of greens.
Deep cool spaces
contrast the
environment
2

The loud
guttural squawk
of bird and
twittering bird
song were
superimposed
over the sound
of soft rain
falling and the
swishing noise
of vehicles
travelling on the
wet road
Soft continuous
rain falling
enhances the
freshness of the
early morning
environment

All textures of
earth and
vegetation are
darkened and
wet with rain

Soft rain offers a
crisp fresh flavour
that infiltrates the
taste buds

3

4

5

Analogue Drawing

1
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Description of Response
Developed Study
Analysis of Natural Critical
Constructs

A large heavy
rectangle of
warm tones
contains
overlapping
and unfolding
inner organic
like rectangles
in fresh
lemons and
greens.

Strong acute
repetitive angles
generate dynamic
tension that
causes a focus
around the golden
section hierarchy.
This is further
emphasized
through the
balance and
contrast of cool
dark tones.

An uneven
spiral floats in a
fresh, yellow
environment
that is structured
with the swish
of horizontals
and verticals in
deeper
contrasting
tones.
Three small
organic shapes
hover toward
the foreground

Dark organic
shapes pulse
over a cool
base.
Flow of linear
phrased
horizontal and
oblique lines
frame small
organic
shapes.

Strong sharp
yellow foreground
shapes pushed
forward by a right
vertical. The
layered, gray
internal space has a
three sided
structured border
which offers a
strong moody
contrast.

Study 1
Smelling - Fire
Morning 2005

Study 2
Seeing - Fire
Morning 2005

Study 3
Hearing - Fire
Morning 2005

Study 5
Tasting - Fire
Morning 2005

Mixed media
on hand made
paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Mixed media on
hand made
paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 4
Touching Fire Morning
2005
Mixed media
on hand made
paper
26 x 17.5 cm

-Overlapping
rectangular
shapes
-Contrast of
colour and
tone

-Strong acute
repetitive angles
-Cool warm
contrast
-Golden section
hierarchy

-Dominant
uneven spiral of
high contrast
floats in top left
foreground
-Yellow
background with
phrased
verticals and
horizontals
woven across
surface
-3 small organic
shapes in
foreground

-Horizontal
and oblique
flowing lines
-Cool
analogous base
of yellow,
green and blue
-Small organic
shapes of red
and black
encased by
cool flowing
lines

Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm
-Sharp foreground
shapes
-Right vertical
-Structured border
on three sides of
the background
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Table 1. 3
Site 1 - Morning Compilation
The first step of the process for
this compilation was layered in
pastel pencils. Each analogue
drawing was executed in the size
and position that related to the
Fire Morning - Layered Analogue Drawings for
Compilation Work 2005
Pastel pencils
104 x 69 cm

importance of the sensory
response at the time of original
analogue study.

During the development of this art piece the realization
came that despite the critical constructs could inform the
layering process, the work needed to be executed very
intuitively. The composition, created by all elements of
the overlapping critical constructs, was complete chaos
through extremes in colour, shape and direction.
Constructive

aesthetic

thinking

was

abandoned

completely. After meditation and centering, the process
became a spontaneous response to the sensorial
experience of site. The development of the art work
simply happened. The internal intuitive self drove the
execution, not the mind.

Fire Morning Compilation 2005
Mixed media on hand made paper
104 x 69 cm
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Table 1.4
Site One: Morning Shield

Shield Concave -Fire Morning 2006 -2007
Oil Painting
Aluminium primer with grit, gesso and oil
on aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Shield Convex -Fire Morning 2006 -2007
Engraving
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Engraved Trigger - Fire Morning 2006 2007
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
41 cm x 27 cm
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Fire Morning Oil Painting
The execution of transferring the compilation image, Fire Morning, compilation onto this
shield was adapted to accommodate the different elliptical format of the aluminium. To
commence the process for the oil painting, the image was drawn into the surface in a
curved manner while maintaining the original critical constructs of the compilation work.
The oil painting was then built up and developed in layers whilst remaining sensitive to the
sensorial reactions of place and time through a contemplative mindset. The development of
the encompassing visual work of summative sensory reactions in this shield signifies a
growth of the spiritual through the time slot of morning and the fire element. The symbolic
reference to the nurturing place, softly falling rain, the fresh sweet smell of pungent
vegetation and harmonies of bird song during the morning all mix and create a fresh glow
from within as the colour and forms vibrate internally and radiate externally. The image
symbolises my direct Christian experience of life and truth at this place and thus leads
beyond itself towards a CEVL.
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Table 1.5
Site One: Afternoon Initial Engagement
Fire Afternoon –
Initial Engagement,
2004
Dirt from site,
charcoal pencil and
Conte
20 x 28 cm
(Sketchbook 1,
page 12)
Sketchbook notes:
The heat of the afternoon sun bleaches and warms the dead palm leaves creating a
temporary home for bugs, lizards and knobby lizards. The dog explores the wispy brittle
trash for scents with nose down and tail erect. Soon the pile will be ash for the garden and
I ask myself why the happenings in this small space have caught my undivided attention.
Why are the stories centered on a pile of garden trash in the fire circle at this site so
peaceful, so special? These stories portray the spiritual freedom in this cycle of life.
After rubbing the dry dirt from under the palm trash into the surface of the paper, the
sketch was executed with charcoal pencil and white contè. Although the strong sweep of
the horizontal composition dominates the sketch, the play and tension created with the
wispy trash and acute angles is similar to the tension and flow within the flourishing
plants. The quiet stillness in the afternoon warmth almost commands but certainly
beckons one to the joy of meditation.
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Table 1.6

1
Touching

2
Hearing

3
Seeing

4
Smelling

5
Tasting

Dry, leathery, brittle

Cars driving
along main
road
Medium size
dog bark
Loud dog bark

Heat and stillness
creates a relaxed
alertness

The warm
afternoon sun
intensifies the
odour of grass,
foliage and dead
fronds.

Bland but softly
floral tastes of a
warm dry
atmosphere

The touch of
vegetation crackled.
It had a gamut of
textures from soft and
smooth to prickly and
rough.
A soft breeze
penetrates the warm
afternoon sun and
feathers along the
skin.

The quiet of the
afternoon was
broken by the
noises of
suburbia; cars
passing and
dogs barking.

With a focus on
the dead fronds in
fireplace, small
creatures run
around in their
dry environment.
The area is warm
and mellow,
encased in tints of
earthy yellows
and oranges.

The warm dry
atmosphere is
broken with a
fresh breeze. This
invokes bland
floral tastes in
soft layers
sweeping over a
stronger taste
triggered by the
musty smell of
vegetation

6

7

8

A soft breeze
broke the
stillness of the
afternoon and
lifted the placid
smells from the
warm dry leaves.
There was a
strong musty
smell
underpinning the
odours within the
environment
9

and coarse surfaces

10

Analogue Drawing

Circumstance

Triggering Element

Senses

Site 1 - Data Information - Fire Afternoon - Study of Senses 6-10 in order of
significance
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Description of Response
Developed Study

Three organic forms
in top half of picture
plane with the
dominant one at a
definite oblique
angle.
Narrow jagged like
forms expand from
the foreground in
vertical, oblique and
horizontal directions
and interact with the
whole picture plane.
Colours that signified
the textures contain a
gamut of dark earthy
reds to warm yellows
and contrast with
black and white
accents.

Horizontal
linear marks in
foreground
zigzag back to
oblique forms
in middle
ground.
A wavy
vertical form
hangs in space.
The
atmosphere
was heavy and
dense with
cloud. White
highlights on
the degenerated
tones signify
the interruption
to the quietness
by life and
machines.

Vertical organic
shapes support
the acute angle of
a further folding
organic form and
give tension to
the composition.
Highly
contrasting warm
tones are used to
signify the heat,
stillness and
relaxed alertness.

Vertical organic
forms are cut
with translucent
horizontal bands.
Blacks, greens
and soft earth
tones are used to
indicate the
smells of the
environment at
this time of day
and year

Study 6
Touching - Fire
Afternoon 2005
Mixed media on hand
made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 7
Hearing - Fire
Afternoon
2005
Mixed media
on hand made
paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 8
Seeing - Fire
Afternoon 2005
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 9
Smelling - Fire
Afternoon 2005
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

A strong, slightly
oblique organic
shape denotes the
heavy musty
flavour that is
superimposed
with the sweep of
stacked, oblique
bands signifying
the floral
aftertaste.
A gamut of soft
tints of spectrum
colours is
balanced with
soft dark tones
and accents of
black.

Study 10
Tasting - Fire
Afternoon 2005
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm
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Analysis of Natural Critical
Constructs

-Three organic forms,
one at oblique angle
-Narrow jagged
forms expand from
foreground
- Earthy reds to warm
yellows

-Black & white
accents

-Horizontal
linear
foreground
-2 oblique
forms in
middle ground
-Narrow wavy
vertical form in
top left
-Degenerated
colour

-Dominant
oblique organic
form
-Two small
vertical organic
forms
-Highly
contrasting warm
tones

-Translucent
horizontal bands
-Vertical organic
forms
-Blacks, greens
and soft earth
tones

-Slightly oblique
but vertical,
dominant organic
shape
-Stacked, oblique
bands
Tints of spectrum
colours balanced
with soft dark
tones
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Table 1.7
Site 1 Fire Afternoon Compilation

The first step of the compilation was a
layered process with each analogue drawn
in pastels of different colours. The format of
layering also signified the importance of
each drawing’s sense reaction through scale
Fire Afternoon– Layered Analogue
Drawings for Compilation Work 2005
Pastel
104 x 69 cm

and order of application.

Prior to the development of this compilation, it
was important to observe the critical constructs
and applied technique closely from each sense
study. Several diverse techniques had been
applied to signify each sensorial experience at
site, so in order to carry out the process of
layering the compilation with a great deal of fine
hatching, total re-referencing was an important
step in replicating the holistic experience of site.
The repetitive technique became a very intuitive
process towards inner stillness and peace.

Fire Afternoon Compilation 2005
Mixed media on hand made paper
104 x 69 cm
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Table 1.8
Site 1 – Fire Afternoon Shield

Shield Concave -Fire Afternoon 2008 - 2009
Oil Painting
Aluminium primer with grit, gesso and oil
on aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Shield Convex -Fire Afternoon 2008 - 2009
Engraving
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Engraved Trigger - Fire Afternoon 2008 2009
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
27 cm x 41 cm
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Fire Afternoon Oil Painting
In order to maintain the overall sensorial experience of place, the oil painting for Fire
Afternoon oil painting page 305, required the drawing to be narrowed and elongated to
accommodate the format and symbolic sensorial experience of place. It was important to
build the tonal subtly in the work so the featured jagged light line could be a prominent
element of the painting. This construct forms a rising element as it originates at the lower
left. Large and angled forms in the upper section of the painting counter this ascendant
movement and contrast fundamentally horizontal and much smaller forms in the lower
section. The connection of these two groups of forms by the white lines and the separation
between the pictorial foregrounds occupied by the white line with the pictorial background
featuring the other forms provides a visual play of oppositions; fire and lightening.
However, in the image Fire Afternoon which was painted just before Pentecost Sunday, the
fire signifies the emotional experience of the advent of the Holy Spirit and divine
revelation descending into the human life. The lightning’s ascending form signifies the
resulting spiritual illumination. Cooper (1982) informs us that lightening symbolically
represents the “sudden realization of truth cutting across time and space, the Eternal Now”
p.97) which I argue reinforces my spiritual perspective towards a CEVL.
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Table 1.9
Site 1 - Fire Evening Initial Engagement

Fire Evening - Initial
Engagement, 2004
Dirt from site, charcoal and
pastel
20 x 28 cm
(Sketchbook 1 – Page 14)

Sketchbook notes:
The flickering image and heat of the fire draws the whole body into an almost hypnotic
trance of contemplation which allows the mind to focus totally on the experience of place.
The central forms dominate the image and give off pulsing directions to the peripheral
vision. The materials need light so the drawing can commence. Pastel and charcoal are very
messy in the sketchbook but seem the most appropriate media to use. Some charcoal from
the fire is rubbed into the paper and the sketch gets underway. Using the dry media allows
me to capture the spirit and energy of the flame quickly and reinforces the signification of
dryness of atmosphere being experienced from such heat. Tomorrow the ash will enrich the
garden’s soil and the cyclical process of life continues in constant flux.
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Table 1.10

1
Seeing

2
Smelling

3
Hearing

4
Touching

5
Tasting

The visual
transition from
coal to flame to
smoke exudes
warm vibrations

Soft smoky odour
punctuated by
floating, sweet
smells of the
night

Quietness of
evening
penetrated by the
sounds of fire
crackling and
burning trash
falling

Searing heat
embraces all
surfaces in the
near
environment.

As the smells
enter the body
sensuous, spicy
flavours touch
the taste buds

Gamut of pinks,
reds and yellow
permeate the
atmosphere
glowing out of the
darkness.
Flickering shapes
arouse a
meditative
mindset that is
open to
contemplating the
notion of
regeneration

The fire creates a
hypnotic,
consuming
presence in the
quiet evening
environment.
Black and white
epitomises the
evening’s
simplicity

Burning of
stacked, dry
vegetation for
recycling in the
environment

As the site pulses
with fire, the
stinging
sharpness of heat
on flesh is
enclosed within a
structured
environment of
glowing warmth.

As the soft smoke
and burning
odours of leaves
and sap enter the
nostrils piquant
flavours surround
each other and
infiltrate to the
tongue

11

12

13

14

15

Analogue Drawing

Circumstance

Triggering Element

Senses

Site 1 - Data Information - Fire Evening - Studies of Senses 10-15 in order of
Significance
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Description of Response
Developed Study
Analysis of Natural Critical
Constructs

Dominant circular
form in middle
ground reflects a
meditative
mindset. This
layered form
expands with
wing like shapes
in a slightly
oblique angle.
Internal and
intimate shapes
surround form

Floating
overlapping
organic forms in
a stacked format

Stacked space
with strong
vertical, clusters
of organic forms
punctuated with
horizontal bands

Colours that
personally signify
heat are the
combination of
red yellow and
black. Repetitive
pulses of organic
shapes are given
balance and
tension through
the contrast of
oblique, vertical
and horizontal
directions.

Dominant
floating organic
form (smoke)
surrounded by
sub-dominate
organic forms
(saps). With a
subordinate
rectangle shape
that signifies an
agitation/ contrast

Study 11
Seeing - Fire
Evening 2005
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 12
Smelling - Fire
Evening 2005
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 13
Hearing - Fire
Evening 2005
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 14
Touching - Fire
Evening 2005
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 15
Tasting - Fire
Evening 2005
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

-Gamut of reds
-Organic circular
form
-Pulses of
internal and
surrounding
shapes

-Black & white
-Floating
sensuous forms
-Stacked organic
forms

-Red, white &
black
-Left vertical
-Horizontal forms
-Vertical organic
forms
-stacked space

-Foreground Red
and Yellow
contrast with
Black
background
-Oblique, vertical
and horizontal
organic shapes
dominate the
foreground and
middle-ground of
the picture plane

-Gamut of reds
with implied
triangle of cool
contrast
-Dominant
circular form
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Table 1.11
Site 1 - Fire Evening Compilation
In this third trial of application, the layering
of each analogue continues to be drawn with
pastels of different colours. However, the format
of each analogue is changed to include equal
scale drawings. The process conveys that
sensory experience, although with different
levels of importance, is simultaneous. The
importance of each study’s sensory reaction is

Fire Evening - Layered Analogue Drawings
for Compilation Work.2005

Pastel

still layered from least important to most
dominant.

104 x 69 cm

The critical constructs were observed in the
development of the compilation but the process
was taken a step further in order to capture the
personal journey of spirit. The new process
allowed the instinctive, intuitive nature within
the work to evolve. The elements evolved with
absence of detail as the forms of some sensory
experiences cancelled each other out. The
spiritual experience of peace was reinforced.

Fire Evening Compilation 2005
Mixed media on hand made paper
104 x 69 cm
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Table 1.12
Site 1 - Fire Evening Shield

Shield Concave -Fire Evening 2008 - 2009
Oil Painting
Aluminium primer with grit, gesso and oil on
aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Shield Convex -Fire Evening 2008 - 2009
Engraving
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Engraved Trigger - Fire Evening 2008 2009
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
27 cm x 41 cm
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Fire Evening Oil Painting

The three fire paintings are personally the most important in the series of shields both
conceptually and in form. Although the fire in the Fire Evening oil painting, Page 311 seems
untouched and whole, it melts into, infuses, and informs the whole activity which swirls
around it, thus it re-creates the notion of God as the essence of all: the inner ground of being
which is aflame with love and which is the source of energy for all creation. The image
signifies an encounter with the Holy Spirit drawing people and creation into itself. The
painting is divided vertically between tangible and relatively solid rock-like forms on the left
and stacked layers of vaporous lozenge shapes ordered in decreasing sizes into the distance
on the right. These forms represent a duality in play: the intangible quality of flame and the
tangible aspect of the temporal world. Conceptually, for the Christian the fire element
signifies the Holy Spirit; the fire at the heart of the burning bush based on Exodus 3-5; and
the fire that lives in the heart of us.

The fire series reinforce the heart of fire (God) at the centre of the universe and of our being.
We are unscathed in this heart of fire: in love with God we melt into harmony but are still
preserved as individuals in the powers of transformation and purification. The colours, the
flames are all fire but there is depth, gradations, crackling and smoothness and it is always
moving and consuming: all the vast diversity of life and people and even of individual
experiences, but at one with the flame of God in the heart of God.
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Appendix 2: Earth site
Data collection and progressive morphological development
Table 2.1 Site 2 Paluma – Earth Morning Initial Engagement

Earth Morning - Initial Engagement,
2005
Dirt from site, charcoal pencil and
Conte
20 cm x 28 cm
(Sketchbook 1 – Page 53)

Sketchbook notes:
This trigger captures the attention because of its simplicity. The small piece of
environment portrays the essential ‘isness’ of place; the essence of a thing as it has been
created. In it, there is no separation from a thing from its creator. Seeing a thing in its
‘isness’ is seeing it, in a sense, objectively. There is no cultural and personal baggage, no
judging, simply seeing the divine in this place, in this object, and in this experience
through which I participate interconnected. Words escape the experiential description of
deep serenity and holistic security of ‘Being’ that is felt in the early morning atmosphere
of quiet stillness. ‘Being’ is consumed through the deeply meditative experience and
simplicity of place.
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1
Seeing

2
Smelling

3
Touching

4
Hearing

5
Tasting

The cave like
environment is
teaming with a
constant gentle
movement of life

Sweet gentle
smells from the
cool, undisturbed
environment drift
over the earthy
smell of the
undergrowth

An innate energy
emanates in the
location through
many diverse
textures

Musical energies
of repetitious
birdsong echo
like beats of life

There is contrast
between the cool
taste of the air
and the warm
sultry spicy tastes
from vegetation

The incredible
feeling of being
nurtured is
experienced
while sitting
quietly in the
environmental
sanctuary by the
creek.

The cool morning
breeze lifts and
layers fresh,
gentle smells in
the midst of the
primary damp
earthy smell

Patches of dead
leaves, smooth
green moss, rocks
and red earthy
soil form the
textures in the
damp
surroundings

A remarkable
silence that is
never really silent
is broken by the
human heart beat
and the sound of
breathing. The
musical and
repetitious chorus
of birdsong, the
loud squawk of a
cockatoo and the
buzz of
mosquitoes now
add to the beat of
life that stretches
across the
stillness.

Strong sweet
pungent smells of
undergrowth
result in an
underpinning
earthy, spicy
taste.

16

17

18

19

20

The clean taste of
fresh cold air is
punctuated by
spicy tastes as it
is sucked into the
lungs

Analogue Drawing

Circumstance

Triggering Element

Senses

Table 2.2
Site 2- Data Information - Earth Morning - Studies of Senses 16-20 in order of
Significance
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Description of Response
Developed Study
Analysis of Natural Critical
Constructs

Dominant darks
of black, red
earths and earth
purples are
accentuated with
very strong
contrasts of
white lights
Dominant clover
shape embraced
by foreground
verticals

The gentle layers
of smells are
organic in shape.
Gamut of blues
and yellows
contrast with
deep earthy red
violets.

Vertical and
oblique shapes of
roughness are
woven with the
horizontal
smooth texture.

Stacked bands of
horizontal
pulsing shapes
fill the format.
Reds and yellows
are used as
energy colours to
echo the beats of
life

Strong oblique
angular shapes
are crossed with
lines to denote
the penetration of
spicy tastes
across the fresh
cold tastes.
Tones of black,
red and white
signify the
contrast of tastes.

Study 16
Seeing - Earth
Morning 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 17
Smelling - Earth
Morning 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 18
Touching - Earth
Morning 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 19
Hearing - Earth
Morning 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 20
Tasting - Earth
Morning 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

-Dominant clover
shape

-Stacked organic
shapes
-Contrast of blue
and yellow with
deep earth tones

-Reds and
yellows with
contrasts of blue
and white

-Strong oblique
angular shapes

-Foreground
verticals

-Vertical and
oblique shapes of
rough texture

-Dominant dark
tones
-Accents of
strong lights

-Horizontal
shapes of smooth
texture
-Contrast of
colour and tone

-Stacked
horizontal bands
of repetitious
shapes

-Lines crossing
the dominant
shape
-Contrast of Red,
Black and White
tones
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Table 2.3
Site 2- Earth Morning Compilation
Different materials were still being trialed at
this stage of the process because there
continued to be a rendering difficulty in
maintaining the honesty of each sensory
experience in relation to a holistic
experience of place. A different brand of
pastel pencils were used for the layering of
Earth Morning - Layered Analogue
Drawings for Compilation Work 2006
Pastel pencil
104 x 69 cm

these analogue drawings. They were then
fixed with spray fixative.

By the time this compilation was being
rendered, gouache became the dominant
medium to signify the experience and essence
of place. Because gouache is an active medium,
given that it is never inert when dry and will
mix slightly when putting each translucent layer
on, the medium will be used for all the
remaining studies and compilations. Using the
process reinforces the concept of constant
movement and interconnectedness within
nature, the elements, the senses and the ‘being’.

Earth Morning Compilation 2006
Mixed media on hand made paper
104 x 69 cm
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Table 2.4
Site 2- Earth Morning Shield

Shield Concave - Earth Morning 2007 2008
Oil Painting
Aluminium primer with grit, gesso and oil
on aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Shield Convex –Earth Morning 2007 - 2008
Engraving
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Engraved Trigger – Earth Morning 2007 2008
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
41 cm x 27 cm
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Earth Morning Oil Painting
After sketching Morning Initial Engagement at this site, my sensorial reactions and
perception of the place changed substantially. What had perceived to be quiet and meditative
was in fact full of life and movement. While the initial reaction was one where the experience
of intense protectiveness dominated, there was now an awareness of continuous internal,
external movement which reinforced the element earth as a symbol of fecundity and Mother
Nature. Nevertheless, this site presented an arbour; a protective place to satisfy longings for
quiet and peace.

On reflection the critical constructs in the oil painting Earth Morning, Page 317 feature
dual spiraling rhythms arranged like a letter ‘B’. The upper section of its loop suggests an
external positive space and the lower section suggests an internal negative space, perhaps a
river course or pool. The painting presents an inner and outer synthesis: a protective
environment looking out but also looking in; a parallel with the senses and meditation; and
a total integration of soul with landscape. The transition from the peripheral to the area of
most acute vision reinforces the analogy of bringing together two worlds: the transition
from the external world to the most central core of spiritual contemplation.
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Table 2.5
Site 2- Data Information - Earth Afternoon – Initial Engagement

Earth Afternoon - Initial Engagement
2004
Dirt from site, charcoal pencil and Conte
20 x 28 cm
(Sketchbook 1 – Page 10)

Sketchbook notes:
The interactions and juxtapositions of shapes and forms in the open and hidden spaces of
the environment provoke thoughts and passionate emotions in innumerable ways. To take
a handful of red earth and rub such a rich pallet into the paper is instantly compelling.
The reminiscent red earth of the Atherton tablelands comes to mind along with the joy
experienced in the warm and cool contrast of tableland temperatures. This busy eco
environment does not detract from the overall contemplative stillness about the site.
Although the rainforest and fresh water creeks draw me to the site, it is this earthy area
which is situated on the borderline of vegetation that caught my attention in the afternoon
sun. The incredibly rich soil; the fertile base for the lush surroundings, has strong
correlation to my spiritual life. That is, it forms the base of a life source and a holistic
security of being.
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Table 2.6

1
Seeing

2
Smelling

3
Touching

4
Hearing

5
Tasting

Wet undergrowth
sparkles in the
afternoon light.

The different
smells brought on
by the rain catch
at the nostrils.

Extremes and
contrasts of
texture are all
around and
obvious to the
touch

The play of water
across the rocks
sounds very
soothing to the
mind and body.

The surprising
pungent taste
contrasts with the
softer smells of
the environment
and I question if
my perception of
the heavier taste
is the result of
disturbed
undergrowth.

Everything is
damp from the
recent rain. Dead
undergrowth
leaves and creek
rocks are all dark
and glistening
with water.

The smell of
damp vegetation
and fresh water
clothes the
environment in
pure, gentle
smells that float
around and layer
in on themselves.

My hand feels the
contrast of
extremes by the
creek: velvety
soft moss, gritty
worn rock,
smooth leaves,
sharp
undergrowth,
damp rocks and
sun dried earth all
enfold snugly
together.

The sound of
water as it
rumbles, flows
and twists
through the rocks
creates a soothing
but deeply
meditative
mindset that is
punctuated by a
layer of staccato
bird song.

Despite the
freshness of the
environment as I
suck in the cold
air of the late
afternoon, a
pungent, earthy
taste from the
disturbed wet
undergrowth
penetrates the
taste buds.

21

22

23

24

25

Analogue Drawing

Circumstance

Triggering Element

Senses

Site 2- Data Information - Earth Afternoon - Studies of Senses 21-25 in order of
Significance
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Description of Response
Developed Study
Analysis of Natural
Critical Constructs

Organic stacked
shapes sit upon a
band of dark
foreground. The
picture plane is
punctuated with a
strong horizontal
and a contrasting
light oval shape
which sits in the
left background.

Organic shapes
float around the
picture plane.
A narrow
oblique, organic
shape in the
foreground adds
tension to the
picture plane.

There is an
accent of deep
Deep earth violets violet contrast
and ochre contrast against the light
blues and soft
with the tiny
earth shades of
patch of water in
organic shapes
which the light
tone of the sky is
reflected.

Different scaled
organic shapes
float up the
picture plane
which is
punctuated by
three sharp
rectangle shapes
in a triangle
composition.
A perception of
soft greens, a
gamut of ochres
with accents of
dark earth violets
correspond with
the contrast of
textures

There is a
dominant shelllike organic
shape on the right
hand side of the
entire surface.
Organic shapes
echo right and
left.
Narrow parallel
lines flow
obliquely from
left to right.

Large organic
shapes are
crossed with
small oblique
organic shapes
forming a cross.
Warm earth tones
are punctuated
with light cooler
earth tones.

Several flowing
dark earth tones
with very light
accents illustrate
the musical and
wet flow

Study 21
Seeing - Earth
Afternoon 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 22
Smelling - Earth
Afternoon 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 23
Touching - Earth
Afternoon 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 24
Hearing - Earth
Afternoon 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 25
Tasting - Earth
Afternoon 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

- light contrasting
focal point

- dominant
narrow, oblique
shape forms
foreground
hierarchy
- Triad of warm
earth tones direct
movement
around picture
plane

- repetition of
stacked organic
shapes carry the
movement up the
picture plane
- contrast of
small dark sharp
shapes form
zigzag through
composition

- Dominant
foreground
organic shapes

- small oblique
light organic
shapes in
foreground
- large organic
shapes in
background
- Compositional
tension through
intersecting
forms

- oblique angles
direct the
movement
around picture
plane

- Parallel lines
form movement
through picture
plane from top to
bottom.
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Table 2.7 Site 2- Earth Afternoon Compilation

During the layering process of these analogue
drawings many lines and shapes are cancelled out by
being in exactly the same position. Instead of drawing
each analogue layer in a random colour, they are now
drawn in pastel with the colour that underpins each
study. Experimentation continued to resolve the resist
effect the fixative caused in the previous compilation.

Earth Afternoon - Layered Analogue
Drawings for Compilation Work 2006
Pastel
104 x 69 cm

In this trial the pastel lines are brushed with warm
water to fix the pastel into the gessoed surface and thus
replace the fixative.

The first layer of colour in the compilation
is applied with a mouth atomizer in order
to retain the colours of the linear work.
This soft orange-red tone, the base tone of
the five sensory studies, formed the base
tone of the compilation. Each of the layers
was applied using the same technique
applied to each of the studies. The
different textures can be seen when
viewed intimately but the layering also
forms further interesting visual textures.

Earth Afternoon Compilation 2006

Mixed media on hand made paper
104 x 69 cm
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Table 2.8 Site 2- Earth Afternoon Shield

Shield Concave - Earth Afternoon 2007 2008
Oil Painting
Aluminium primer with grit, gesso and oil
on aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Shield Convex –Earth Afternoon 2007 2008
Engraving
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Engraved Trigger – Earth Afternoon 2007
- 2008
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
41 cm x 27 cm
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Earth Afternoon Oil Painting
The oil painting Earth Afternoon, Page 323, is evocative of the complex sensorial
interpretation of the environment through the format and layering process in the painting:
the strength and solidity of the trunk, the subtle, supple, sinuousness of the leaf which
evokes life and that life changes and is mutable. We are never the same two days running.
The richness of colour signifies the richness of vegetation as it rots and breaks up in the
shadow of the rainforest. The work invites a layered reading in the strong use of horizontal
platforms leading vertically inwards but it is only ‘one’ answer to the sensorial experience
not ‘the’ answer.

The oneness of God is an evocation in the image of Earth Afternoon. The red, partial
aureole in the composition is indicative of looking out through an eye: one individual’s
vision out of what is actually internal. That is literally looking inside the body to the
senses; metaphorically looking to see how spiritual life is made up of a complex of
experiences and responses mediated differently in different individuals, but nevertheless
cohering when understood against the underlying spirituality of God (literally the shield).
So the viewer stands inside the head of the artist; the viewer and the artist are looking out at
something, which is simultaneously showing the inside. As in Christ, the God man, the
binaries are dissolved. There is no outside and inside except in the human terms.
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Table 2.9 Site 2- Earth Evening Initial Engagement

Earth Evening Initial Engagement,
2005
Dirt from site,
charcoal pencil and
pastel
20 x 28 cm
(Sketchbook 1 – Page
50)

Sketchbook notes:
This site, in its simplicity of strong patterns of contrast in the late afternoon sun,
encapsulates the power of spiritual freedom of a particular moment in time. This ‘thin’
place (thin as in close to God), does not seem to be an extraordinary place but I am
challenged to respond to focusing on the ordinary to see beyond the surface. There is a
presence, a pressure from within to respond. Being conscious to a connectedness of all
life that is at my disposal in this place, draws attention and closeness to the Divine
essence and to the extraordinary.
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Table 2.10

1
Seeing

2
Hearing

3
Touching

4
Tasting

5
Smelling

Glimmers of light
turns the spider’s
webs into
glistening
mandalas.

Contrasting
layers of sounds
and a deafening
silence alternate
in the early
evening light.

Among the hard
root pathways,
fallen leaves
provide soft areas
of contrast as I sit
on the ground.

The warm
stillness of the
evening air
allows the rise of
smells to float
into the nostrils.

The remaining
light from the
descending sun
of the early
evening creates
strong, angled
patterns of
contrast across
the space.

As life settles
down for the
evening in the
dense,
undisturbed
environment of
the rain forest,
light layers of
bird song
interspersed with
the sound of birds
in flight,
mosquitoes and
my own
breathing.

The soft and hard
textures of the
complex contours
of root pathways
surround a vine
that twirls like a
cosmic spiral. All
is held in place
by the woven
structure of
nature.

The strong
herbaceous
smells of
undergrowth
influence the
taste buds as deep
open-mouthed
breaths are taken
to establish
tastes.
Soft elusive
musty tastes rise
and permeate the
more earthy
herbaceous ones
as the
temperature cools
over a 2 hour
period.

26

27

28

29

30

Indistinguishable
light smells float
comfortably
around and over
stronger
herbaceous
smells as they
rise from the dry
rotting vegetation
in this part of the
rain forest.

Analogue Drawing

Circumstance

Triggering Element

Senses

Site 2- Data Information - Earth Evening - Studies of Senses 26-30 in order of
Significance
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Description of Response
Developed Study
Analysis of Natural Critical
Constructs

The rich red
ochres of
particular tree
trunks contrast
with the play of
cool, earth purple
shadow patterns
and very light
accents

Cool violets and
deep greens of
the quiet evening
contrasted with
yellow and white
hi-lights and
accents of sharp
lime green:
colours that
illustrate the
different bird
sounds

Woven structure
of soft and hard
is reflected
through a gamut
of rich tones
found in nature:
Earth violet, red
and yellow ochre
accent extreme
contrasts of black
and light tints of
earth tones.

Rising organic
shapes signify an
overlay of tastes
in soft musty
colours, grays
and greens with
strong accents of
deep violet grays.

A gamut of red,
soft greens, light
violets and white
all signify the
light and
herbaceous
smells rising in
the atmosphere

Study 26
Seeing - Earth
Evening 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 27
Hearing - Earth
Evening 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 28
Touching - Earth
Evening 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 29
Tasting - Earth
Evening 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 30
Smelling - Earth
Evening 2006
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

-Strong oblique
from bottom left
side to top right.

-Criss-crossed
layers of oblique
organic shapes
dominate and
form a central
stacked form in a
shallow space.

-A spiraling
linear shape in a
right vertical
position of the
picture plane

-Large organic
form in
foreground
-Dark horizontals
dividing the
picture plane
-Smaller organic
horizontal,
vertical and
oblique forms
floating in the top
half of the picture
plane

-Dominant
organic shape in
right top of the
picture plane
- Small organic
shapes embedded
in the shallow
foreground of the
picture plane

-Balanced with a
cross tonal
composition by
the deep quiet
area on top right
and light patterns
on the bottom left

-Vertical and
horizontal linear
forms embed the
picture plane in a
woven pattern
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Table 2.11
Site 2- Earth Evening Compilation

This work proved to be more complex in its
layering so sections of it needed to be
continually redrawn to maintain the honesty of
the analogue. After drawing up each analogue in
liquid gouache, the first overall coat of gouache
was applied with a mouth atomizer to retain the
Earth Evening - Layered Analogue
Drawings for Compilation Work 2006

colours of the linear work.

Gouache 2006

104 x 69 cm

The complexity of the layered analogue
drawings of the base is slowly simplified
with closely related tones. I feel to connote
pure spirit; perhaps a further step in the
evolution of the work, the tones could be
even more closely related. Such a process,
however, might compromise the spiritual,
experiential essence of the site at this time.

Earth Evening Compilation 2006
Mixed media on hand made paper
104 x 69 cm
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Table 2.12
Site 2- Earth Evening Shield

Shield Concave - Earth Evening 2007 - 2008
Oil Painting
Aluminium primer with grit, gesso and oil on
aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Shield Convex –Earth Evening 2007 2008
Engraving
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Engraved Trigger – Earth Evening 2007
- 2008
Oil Printing Ink on engraved Aluminium
27 cm x 41 cm
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Earth Evening Oil Painting
Earth Evening oil painting, Page 329, can be read as a diagonal division separating light on
the left from dark on the right or as a more complex division that leans to an ‘X” shape
arrangement. There is a visual dialogue between light and dark: a contrast between diurnal
and nocturnal movements. However, as in the Earth Afternoon, the binaries dissolve. The
day and night, inside and outside, and light and dark of the human terms become one as in
Christ the God man. The oneness of God is evoked as the mind transcends in the mystery of
meditation. Just as the senses being engaged at different times at this site makes me aware
that I meditate differently at different times, I become aware of the spiritual in different ways.
Because of the alertness of the space, the engagement of all the senses is presented by way of
two levels. I go through the alertness to get to the quiet of meditation.

The two sets of shields thus far are a manifestation of an understanding of the spiritual and
how a Christological understanding can mediate art. If Christ is the God-man; the human and
the Divine, then in meditation (Divine) the physical can be seen in a new way, neither purely
spiritually nor purely physically but in a new form as Christ is a unique form.
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Appendix 3: Air site
Data collection and progressive morphological development
Table 3.1 Site 3 Ross River Bike Way - Air Morning Initial Engagement

Air Morning - Initial Engagement,
2006
Leaf stain, graphite, charcoal and
pastel
20 x 28 cm
(Sketchbook 1 – Page 88)

Sketchbook notes:
This site is a constant personal friend: a special place for personal spiritual snacks. Like
all environments it is forever changing with the time, days and seasons as it embraces
many different kinds of energy. For instance, it is a quiet place for meditation, a place for
a relaxed evening stroll, a place for a wind gushing, speedy bike ride, a social meeting
place and simply a blood pumping exercise space. The grass of this initial trigger,
blowing gently in the breeze, sets up a lacy perimeter at the nexus of land and water. The
delicacy is a foil for the power and strength of the land and river but the connection is
binding. As I sit on the damp earth beside the swaying grass, the peace washes over the
psyche and touches my soul.
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Table 3.2

1
Smelling

2
Seeing

3
Hearing

4
Touching

5
Tasting

Layers of similar
smells from
water, grass, and
blossoms contrast
with the heavy
smells of damp
earth.

The fresh breeze
on water
combines to
create a peaceful
meditative
environment.

Flapping bird
wings in the
morning
atmosphere
contrast with the
gentle sound of
lapping water and
rustling grass.

In the misty fresh
morning air, the
meeting point of
land and water
calms the body
and rests the soul.

Everything is
fresh and
invigorating: the
taste of the air as
I suck it onto the
pallet has a light
sweetness.

The energizing
smell of fresh air
laden with the
soft, cinnamon
smell of
blossoms is
layered with a
heavier
herbaceous smell
from the heavy
damp earth and
vegetation as
they all rise and
float above the
earth in the early
morning sun.

The gentle breeze
ripples the
surface of the
water into a curl
of gentle waves
as they roll into
the sandy
shoreline of the
river’s edge in
the early morning
light.

Simultaneous
layers of sound
float down
through the
morning breeze;
the strong sound
of a flock of birds
taking flight,
continuous
birdsong and the
rustle of
vegetation.

A morning nexus
sitting on the
edge of the river:
Astride the sandy
rough texture of
earth on warm
dry, skin on one
side of the body
and the damp
cool of water
over skin on the
other. The
contrast allows
for an awareness
of the air element
through the
body’s reaction
to the dual
experience.

The fresh air rises
gently in the
morning light and
brings soft sweet
flavours from
surrounding
blossoms to the
palate.

31

32

33

34

35

Analogue Drawing

Circumstance

Triggering Element

Senses

Site 3- Data Information – Air Morning - Studies of Senses 31-35 in order of
Significance
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Description of Response
Developed Study
A Analysis of Natural Critical
Constructs

In my focused,
centered space,
deep red-violet
earth tones
contrast with tints
of cool earth
tones, blue and
white. For some
unknown reason
this work created
an uneasy
response to the
intuitive colours
and composition.
An embedded
face is observing
my response.

Tints of blue and
green shimmer
across the surface
and contrast with
dark bands within
the broken
surface. The
bands are
encased by a
linear
shimmering light
tone.

A gamut of blue
and violet tones
with accents of
fine white lines
signify the
heavenly position
and response to
hearing

Study 31
Smelling - Air
Morning 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 32
Seeing - Air
Morning 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 33
Hearing - Air
Morning 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

-Foreground
horizontal,
organic bands

-Picture plane
divided obliquely
with horizontal
organic shapes
-Light foreground
shapes dissipate
through contrast
to dark
background
shapes.
-Deep space

-Stacked middleground bands
-Smaller receding
background,
organic shapes

A layered texture
of earth tones in
the foreground
contrast with tints
of cool fresh
tones in the
background.

Strong bands of
a fresh coloured
pallet of white,
yellow, green and
blue recede into
the background
with less contrast
and signify how
the fresh taste
dissipates

Study 34
Touching - Air
Morning 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 35
Tasting - Air
Morning 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

-Echoing oblique
arcs of triangular
shapes dominate
top picture plane

-Oblique and
horizontal
foreground
bands.

-Narrow
horizontal bands
form bottom half
of picture plane

-Stacked
foreground
horizontal and
oblique bands
form subdominance in the
picture plane.

-Large organic
horizontal shapes
stack the middle
and background.

- Large organic
horizontal shapes
float in the top
half of picture
plane
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Table 3.3
Site 3- Air Morning Compilation

During this stage of the research, the layering
of the analogue drawings in the underpinning
colour of each study was changed from pastel
to a trial with liquid gouache. Although this
medium is impermanent, the process offered a
more integrated bonding of media.

Air Morning - Layered Analogue
Drawings for Compilation Work 2007
Gouache
104 x 69 cm

The compilation developed a fractured
surface of integrated tints as each layer was
applied. Even though the colours are very
subtle they are easily distinguished when the
work is viewed closely. The underpinning
flow of the hear study adds a subtle tension
that cuts across the overall work.

Air Morning Compilation 2007
Mixed media on hand made paper
104 x 69 cm
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Table 3.4 Site 3- Air Morning Shield

Shield Concave – Air Morning 2008-2009
Oil Painting
Aluminium primer with grit, gesso and oil on
aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Shield Convex – Air Morning 2008-2009
Engraving
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Engraved Trigger – Air Morning 20082009
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
41 cm x 27 cm
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Air Morning Oil Painting
The electricity, dynamism and vibrations of the Spirit which informs every molecule of the
universe are manifest in the air element. Therefore the perspective in the composition of Air
Morning, Page 335, was adjusted to conceptually signify the feeling of a continual cyclical
movement of heaven and earth to include the infusion of the breath of God over all. The
horizontal composition was curved on the top and bottom, drawing the viewer in both
directions. The resulting critical striation construct within the work, which was developed
with hatching whilst in a meditative mindset, offers both restraint and liberation through the
strong directions and open horizontals. The colour formula was also adapted to signify the
breeze in the vegetation, both on the water’s edge and in the movement of trees against sky.

The analogy of air is interpreted as a theme of nature and the natural with the relationship
between air and humanity like the bond between a mother and a child. Air is ‘worldmothering’ and this symbiotic relationship between air and humans mirrors a connection to
us as our mother. Grace Grixti-Cheong made these references to a Gerard Manley Hopkins’
poem in which air was referred to as the “stuff of life and also the stuff of God”.5 Air is
always just there, a presence that is taken for granted every day.

5

Encounter, ABC, Wednesday 15 October 2008-10-16
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Table 3.5
Site 3 Air Afternoon Initial Engagement

Air Afternoon- Initial Engagement, 2006
Watercolour and graphite
20 x 28 cm

Air Afternoon- Initial Engagement, 2006
Pastel
20 x 28 cm

(Sketchbook 1 – Page 98)

(Sketchbook 1 – Page 100)

Sketchbook notes:
The process of applying watercolour as a base for graphite seemed appropriate to signify
this initial trigger which is floating in water. However, this process is slow and messy on
site which led to impatience as I try to capture the shadows quickly. In my frustration I
decide to execute a very quick work in pastel to capture the forms and tone so the second
sketch is a more expressive work with greater contrast of tone and mark-making.
Although the more expressive work does capture the essence and experience of place to
some extent, I need to return to the slower application with which to become centered and
form a contemplative mindset. The more gentle application signifies the initial experience
of stillness and internal peace much more successfully.
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Table 3.6

1
Seeing

2
Touching

3
Hearing

4
Smelling

5
Tasting

Recent rains
cause the flow of
water to create
decorative
patterns of froth
across the surface
of the water.

The damp
surroundings give
a cool wet feel to
everything in the
warm
environment

Running water
cascading over
the spillway
causes the sound
to descend to
consciousness in
a flowing manner

Fresh smells
from running
water and warm
earth attract
attention.

Fresh cool air
hovers amidst the
earthy
undertones.

The wind tosses
the flowing water
around to create
lacy patterns of
froth which drift
across the deep
water’s surface.

Sunlight exposes
the moisture
falling gently on
the immediate
environment and
causes the rippled
earth to be
encased in its
damp, gentle
touch.

The strong breeze
against the falling
water creates a
distinct tumbling
sound that
descends in a
continuous way.

The dual smells
of warm earth
and cool fresh
water pluck at the
nostrils as both
smells swirl
around each
other.

The taste of
fresh, damp air
contrasts with the
soft, warm taste
of the sun-baked
earth as they
infiltrate the taste
buds.

36

37

38

39

40

Analogue Drawing

Circumstance

Triggering Element

Senses

Site 3- Data Information – Air Afternoon - Studies of Senses 36-40 in order of
Significance
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Description of Response
Developed Study
Analysis of Natural Critical
Constructs

Light toned cream
and violet shapes
form a positive
hierarchy over the
dark earth purple
negative space.
Psychological
colours over-ride
the dark grays of
the environment
and signify the
experiential
aspect of
spiritual freedom.

Softly layered
and contrasting
colours capture
the overall touch
experience. There
is an ascending
and descending
feel of damp that
encompasses the
total
environmental
textures in a
gently flowing
way. A hatched
layered technique
can signify the
textural
movement

A gamut of lively
violet and blues
contrast with
tints of green and
yellow to connote
the experience of
sound; the
spiritual essence
of the moment;
and water
tumbling happily
in the fresh
morning
atmosphere

Gamuts of earth
tones form a base
for the floating
organic tinted
shapes. The
layering process
connotes the
experience of
merging smells
as they float over
the environment.

Contemplation on
the sensory
response to taste
took a long time
to distinguish and
I still question if
the smell of the
environment
influenced the
vision of colours
for this study.
The experiences
of tastes merge
light fresh
yellows and
whites over a
gamut of earth
tones.

Study 36
Seeing - Air
Afternoon 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 37
Touching - Air
Afternoon 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 38
Hearing - Air
Afternoon 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 39
Smelling - Air
Afternoon 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 40
Tasting - Air
Afternoon 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

-Strong oblique
division from left
to right
-Light top half
with dark
contrasts form
the positive
organic shapes
-Dark bottom
half accented
with light linear
shapes forms the
negative picture
plane

-Rounded
rectangle on
bottom right
-3 Parallel
pointed oblique
shapes in bottom
half of picture
plane
-Stacked organic
shapes float in
aerial space in
top of picture
plane

-Vertical and
oblique organic
shapes form the
shallow space of
the picture plane

-Stacked organic
shapes with
dominant oblique
direction

- Large organic
horizontal shape
floats across the
top of the picture
plane

-Left hand
assumed vertical
intersects with an
oblique line at the
golden section
which contributes
to a tension
within the study

-Assumed right
hand vertical as
stabilizer
-High key major
pallet
- Aerial view to
picture plane

- Contrast of
horizontal,
oblique and
vertical
subordinate
shapes form a
psychological
picture plane.
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Table 3.7
Site 3- Air Afternoon Compilation
The application of flowing gouache was a
successful process for the layering of the
analogue drawings so the technique will be
applied throughout the remainder of the
compilations. To continue with this process
also means that the first overall layer of colour
must be applied with a mouth atomizer. The
Air Afternoon - Layered Analogue
Drawings for Compilation Work 2007
Gouache
104 x 69 cm

process reinforces the spiritual essence of my
body as the medium comes to the support by
way of the breath rather than brush.

The sensory experience of touch at this place
was almost equal to that of the seeing sensory
experience; therefore it was important to bring
the dominant flow from the touch study to
intersect with the process applied for the seeing
sensory experience. The linked process of
rendering became a meditation; a centered
prayer of place. The connected experience was
reinforced when the finished image
communicated a vibration of energy and
spiritual freedom of place.

Air Afternoon Compilation 2007
Mixed media on hand made paper
104 x 69 cm
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Table 3.8 Site 3 Air Afternoon Shield

Shield Concave – Air Afternoon 2008-2009
Oil Painting
Aluminium primer with grit, gesso and oil on
aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Shield Convex – Air Afternoon 20082009
Engraving
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Engraved Trigger – Air Afternoon 20082009
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
41 cm x 27 cm
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Air Afternoon Oil Painting
Air has both a personal and cosmic level. Breathing relates more to air on a personal level
and the influence of the Holy Spirit. Wind relates to the cosmic level of air in motion, a more
active state. The oil painting, Air Afternoon, Page 341, was a total integration of the body,
soul and spirit and the ‘mother nurturer’ through the meditative process towards the deep
contemplative mindset. The green of the air continues to reflect the movement of leaves and
the energy of the life force, the wind and living trees.

The linear aspect of the critical constructs creates rhythms from right left to bottom right
through the formation of vectors. A dominant triangular form in the top right side of the work
forms a psychological foreground space through the scale and contrast of tone brought about
by the strong light of the afternoon sun.
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Table 3.9
Site 3- Air Evening Initial Engagement

Air Evening - Initial Engagement,
2006
Charcoal and pastel
20 x 28 cm
(Sketchbook 1 – Page 112)

Sketchbook notes:
In the deep, early evening, shadows are setting in and cause a dancing contrast of tones
that are seen in the violet, blue and white reflections across the surface of the quiet backwash. An old branch slants down, plunging into the depths of the water to become
encased by the secrets below. This trigger is a metaphor of the internal landscape with
which I meditate and center; an internal sanctuary in the natural environment and a means
for the ensuing analogue drawings.
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Table 3.10

1
Hearing

2
Seeing

3
Touching

4
Smelling

5
Tasting

Continuous
running water
creates a soothing
sound and
dominates over
the gentle sounds
of birds.

As the wind
blows, a soft
misty atmosphere
hangs over the
meeting point of
falling and
flowing water

The freshness of
evening is
enhanced by a
cool breeze,
damp with the
cascading water.

Contrasting
smells of earth
and water are
becoming
stronger as the
sun sets.

The inhaling
breath brings
sweet fresh
tastes,
intermingled with
heavier tastes, to
the pallet.

The sound of
running water
pervades the
early evening air
and an occasional
bird song drifts
through the
continuous
sound.

The remaining
sunlight creates
sharp contrasts in
the early evening
light as the
continuous fall of
water is blown
about in a
mesmeric way
before it hits the
base structure.

A coarse, warm
texture combines
with a smooth,
damp texture as
both amble
around and
across the earth’s
surface.

The warm
pungent smell of
the earth is lifted
on the breeze and
mingles with the
floating, fresh
smell of the water

As the smells of
the evening
penetrate the
nostrils, the taste
buds are
stimulated by
curiously
contrasting tastes:
heavy spicy
tastes punctuate
the dominant
fresh tastes of the
damp evening air.

41

42

43

44

45

Analogue Drawing

Circumstance

Triggering Element

Senses

Site 3- Data Information – Air Evening - Studies of Senses 41-45 in order of
Significance
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Description of Response
Developed Study
Analysis of Natural Critical
Constructs

Black, blue, tan
and white arise in
the mindset.
These colours are
created by the
layers of sounds
as I sit quietly and
meditate in the
dusk.

Study 41
Hearing - Air
Evening 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

-Vertical organic
shapes juxtapose
across the
shallow picture
plane
- Dominant shape
in bottom left of
the picture plane

The rays and
colour of the
setting sun
creates powerful
contrasts in
shades of deep
blues and violets.
These colours are
accented with
tints of violet,
gold and white.

Tints of earth
reds, blues and
violets build on
an earth base.
These colours,
accented with
white, signify the
duality of
textures

Various warm
and cool tones
are degenerated
with the layered
complimentary
colours. Accents
of white float
between the
verticals as the
smells rise and
descend in the
atmosphere.

The sweet floral
tastes offer soft
tints of colour
that contrast with
black heavier
tones, symbolic
of the heavy
pungent taste.

Study 42
Seeing - Air
Evening 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 43
Touching - Air
Evening 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 44
Smelling - Air
Evening 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 45
Tasting - Air
Evening 2007
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

-Vertical organic
shapes form a
background
- Triangular
shape in bottom
right forms the
middle ground
-Organic shape in
bottom left forms
the foreground to
the picture plane

- Organic shapes
amble around and
flow across and
up the picture
plane forming an
aerial
perspective.

-Vertical organic
shapes are
juxtaposed across
the shallow
picture plane.

- Stacked organic
shapes in various
sizes fill the
shallow picture
plane

- Rendering in a
horizontal linear
way integrates
the rise and fall
of smells

-Fine vertical
strokes
intermingle in the
application fusing
the taste together.

-A strong,
contrasting tonal
pattern draws the
eye from the
foreground to the
background of
the picture plane.
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Table 3.11
Site 3- Air Evening Compilation

The layering of the analogue drawings in
gouache creates an overall vertical structure
in the complexity of the layered drawing.

Air Evening - Layered Analogue Drawings
for Compilation Work 2007
Gouache
104 x 69 cm
When blocking in each sensory response it
was important to retain the lines of each
drawing so the individual responses could
be developed and the layers seen in the final
work. The mouth atomizer was once again
used throughout the development of some
layers to create a holistic image while
retaining the integrity of each sensory
experience.
Air Evening Compilation 2007
Mixed media on hand made paper
104 x 69 cm
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Table 3.12
Site 3- Air Evening Shield

Shield Concave – Air Evening 2008-2009
Oil Painting
Aluminium primer with grit, gesso and oil on
aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Shield Convex – Air Evening 2008-2009
Engraving
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Engraved Trigger – Air Evening 20082009
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
41 cm x 27 cm
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Air Evening Oil Painting
The oil painting, Air Evening, Page 347, presents a celebration of life and the connection to
the place in which spiritual matters exist. The painting becomes more active in the spatial
verticality of the composition which is symbolic of the active and upward movement that
corresponds with the variety of life and the spiritual activity of night at this site. As the sun
sets, the tones show a greater contrast with sharper edges.

As with the other shields thus far, the process allowed the mind to venture beyond the
conscious and into deep contemplation. Once the colours and shapes were established the
outcome was serendipitous. The end result is unpredictable as, without a doubt, the work is
not a conclusion but just part of the journey.
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Appendix 4: Water site
Data collection and progressive morphological development
Table 4.1
Site 4- Dalrymple Walking Trail

Water Morning - Initial
Engagement, 2004
Dirt from site, leaf stain
charcoal pencil and
graphite
20 x 28 cm
(Sketchbook 1 – Page 6)

Sketchbook notes:
Time is short today so the trigger must be the focus so I must first stain the paper with earth
and grass. As I sketch and ponder this plant growing beside the creek with the water as its
life-force, the image of baptism with water enters my mind. Baptism, the potential
initiation into a Christian life, can present a divine life-force and spiritual freedom; a joyful
image on which to center and meditate. On reflection, the trigger which is situated at the
entrance to the Dalrymple trail is a personal metaphor for growth and regeneration for what
is to follow. This response occurs through my receptive mindset to the physical, mental and
spiritual nourishment experienced here. The plant reinforces the interconnectedness and
cycle of life with its holistic combination of direction, forms, and stages of life with heavy
seeds ready to drop for re-growth.
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Table 4.2

1
Smelling

2
Hearing

3
Seeing

4
Touching

5
Tasting

Soft, floral smells
float up over the
sunny earthy
smells of the
warm rainforest
vegetation and
pool after the
recent rain.

Piercing sounds
of birds and
heavier sounds of
cicadas’ chorus
intermingles
among the sound
of running water.

The water
shimmers with
soft reflections
from the trees
and light.

Cool fresh water
refreshed the skin
in the warm
humid
atmosphere.

The sunny humid
environment
creates a gamut
of tastes as I gulp
the fresh spray
from the
waterfall.

The forest floor
around the water
was damp from
recent rain and
heavy humidity.
The smells have
an early morning
freshness about
them which is
coupled with a
heavier smell of
vegetation.

The running
water provides a
continuous
flowing sound
with the cicadas
and birds adding
another layer that
melds into an
organic,
orchestral
movement.

The gentle
cascade of the
waterfall into the
shallow, rocky
pool creates a
shimmering
effect on a
surface which
reflects the sun
and rainforest
canopy.

The movement of
my hands in the
fresh, cool water
exposes the
contrast in
textures of cool,
running water
and hard, slippery
rocks.

As I sit in the
pool to
experience fresh
tastes, there is an
unusual gamut of
warm flavours
that I find hard to
distinguish. The
spray from the
waterfall floats
around and adds
a refreshing
interval of cool
water to the
flavours.

46

47

48

49

50

Analogue Drawing

Circumstance

Triggering Element

Senses

Site 4- Data Information –Water Morning - Studies of Senses 46-50 in order of
Significance
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Description of Response
Developed Study
Analysis of Natural Critical Constructs

Colours of sunny
yellow, dark
earth tones with
accents of violet
and blue tints
resonate with the
smells in the
warm
environment.

Soft earth tones
with accents of
red earth
underpin a gamut
of violet to white
tints to signify
the intermingling
layers of sounds

Tones of earth
gold, red, green
and deep violet
reflect and shine
on and through
the water as the
sunlight seeps
through the
heavy foliage

A gamut of earth
tones from burnt
orange to deep
violet
compliment cool
flowing tones of
light blues and
white that signify
the layers of
texture

A dominance of
warm yellow
tones form a
harmony as they
mix with deep
earth tones.
These colours are
accented with
white to signify
the range of cool
and warm smells.

Study 46
Smelling - Water
Morning 2008
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 47
Hearing - Water
Morning 2008
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 48
Seeing - Water
Morning 2008
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 49
Touching - Water
Morning 2008
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 50
Tasting - Water
Morning 2008
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Dark right top
background
corner
-Light
rectangular
vertical in top left
corner
-Large
underpinning
circular shape in
top left. Middleground.
-Rectangular
front half made
up of organic
shapes
-Light oblique
rectangular
shapes float
across the picture
plane surface.

-Heavy organic
forms on left and
right of picture
plane support a
fragmented
interlaced flow in
the shape of a
dominant
inverted triangle
and a small base
triangle

-Abstract angular
shapes explode
from a
contrasting
hierarchy at top
of picture plane

-Dominant left to
right oblique
division forms an
oblique right
angle through the
intersection with
a change of
direction.

- Organic shapes
float in an acute
and vertical
direction

-Small dotted
linear shapes
float over the
aerial perspective
in the picture
plane

-small organic
forms float
around the
picture plane
- cool warm
contrast

-an assumed
vertical of deep
tone on the right
hand side.
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Table 4.3
Site 4 - Water Morning Compilation

The layering of the analogue drawings
demonstrates a piercing of the strong left
to right diagonal movement at this stage of
the compilation which could signify the
constant flow and flux of the water
element.
Water Morning - Layered Analogue Drawings
for Compilation Work 2008
Gouache
104 x 69 cm
To signify the internal glow of experience, a
bright yellow tone was layered on top of the
drawings.

A

strong

meditative/spiritual

mindset developed during the execution of the
work.

However,

as

I

observed

the

development during each stage, a deep
disappointment

was

felt

as

the

layers

representing each sensory experience were
almost obscured in the final steps. On
reflection, the work demonstrates a true
connotation

of

the

actual

experience.

Beautiful internal subtleties are hidden by the
external consciousness and it is only through
intimate inspection and deep contemplation

Water Morning Compilation 2008
on the image that one obtains knowledge of Mixed media on hand made paper
104 x 69 cm
the spiritual content at this place.
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Table 4.4
Site 4- Water Morning Shield

Shield Concave – Water Morning 2008-2009
Oil Painting
Aluminium primer with grit, gesso and oil on
aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Shield Convex – Water Morning 20082009
Engraving
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Engraved Trigger – Water Morning
2008-2009
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
27 x 41 cm
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Water Morning Oil Painting
Although the oil painting Water Morning,

Page 353, was painted largely through the

intuitive process, the process has created a strong use of linear perspective. The large white
forms suggest a foreground zone in the lower region of the painting while the much smaller
and more broken forms suggest distance in the upper region. The arrangement of these white
forms not only moves vertically from foreground to distance but there is also a diagonal shift
from lower left to upper right. These shapes carry associations of reflection on the surface of
water. Based on this reading the transition of their size and shape from foreground to distance
is given the additional meaning of representing movement in the bubble and eddy of water.
This notion is supported by the blue bias of the painting and the layering of the white forms
over larger warm coloured forms. The image gives a sense of freshness and vitality resulting
from the colour, shapes, line work, tonal contrast and the diagonal alignment of the
composition. However there is also a state of impermanence resulting from the angles and
shifts in size.

Water cannot transcend. The fluidity of it descends and symbolizes dissolution, for example
in Christianity as water washes away sins it both purifies and regenerates and as such is an
import of Baptism. Bell informs us that water is the elemental symbol for biological life and
our vehicle of continual creation. We are completely dependent on the energy and
manifestations of the Water element in its many transformations (Bell, 2004, p.96).
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Table 4.5
Site 4- Water Afternoon Initial Engagement

Water Afternoon - Initial
Engagement, 2004
Earth stain, charcoal and
graphite
20 x 28 cm
(Sketchbook 1 – Page 4)

Sketchbook notes:
Using grass and the orange toned dirt to stain the page creates a tone that echoes the
underlying strength of the rocks and earth which form a resting place for the quiet
peacefulness of the water. The site is very relaxing but my hand moves quickly across
the page to execute a quick, expressive sketch in graphite and charcoal. The rippling fresh
liquid of the creek offers peaceful, physical nourishment and I am eager to absorb the
atmosphere through contemplation and meditation.
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Table 4.6

1
Seeing

2
Smelling

3
Touching

4
Hearing

5
Tasting

The hot steamy
atmosphere
enticed a playful
romp in the cool
mountain water

The heat of the
afternoon
intensified the
strength of the
pungent smell
rising from the
damp, rotting
undergrowth.

The cool water
became the focus
of attention in the
hot environment

The combination
of sounds
becomes louder
as the afternoon
passes.

Rotting
vegetation on the
forest floor
permeates the
taste of the air as
I draw it into the
mouth.

Bright light
penetrates the
tree canopy and
intensifies the
contrast of the
underpinning
earth tones of
rocks in shallow
water. The light
patterns snake
across the
activity on the
water’s surface.

Fresh spicy
smells that float
up over the
more heavy
earthy smells
are created by
the full force of
the sun as it
infiltrates the
undergrowth
and damp
rainforest floor.

As my hands
and back side
meet the wet
slippery rocks
with a thud, the
bliss of the cool
water
unexpectedly
caresses the
body. Slippery
shapes, both
smooth and
rough, provide
an interesting
contrast of
textures.

The
combination of
cicadas and bird
song is slowly
intensifying as
the afternoon
passes and the
heat dissipates.
Because the
layered noise is
happening
simultaneously,
it is almost
deafening in its
persistence.

As I sit on the
forest floor next
to the pool,
rotting
vegetation
influences the
taste buds. It is
best described
as a musty,
moldy flavour
that spreads and
integrates in on
itself.

51

52

53

54

55

Analogue Drawing

Circumstance

Triggering Element

Senses

Site 4- Data Information –Water Afternoon - Studies of Senses 51-55 in order of
Significance

356

Description of Response
Developed Study
Analysis of Natural Critical
Constructs

A fragmented
gamut of light
tones dances
over a base of
deep red and
violet earth
tones and form
shapes of
layered
movement. The
colours signify
the fire in water:
the spirit in the
body

The smells at
this time of the
day encourage
the use of spice
colours: rich red
earth tones,
peppery darks
and contrasting
warm yellows.
The yellows
signify the
fresher smells
seeping through
the more earthy
smells

The wet,
slippery, hard
textures
encourage the
dominant use of
earth tones over
a yellow base.
Cool light
accents signify
the texture of
water in the
image

A gamut of tints
and shades of
red orange and
violet earth
tones are
accented with
white. The
image is layered
with hatching in
different
directions
signifying the
seeming
direction of
each sound

Various tones
of soft greens
and degenerated
pinks signify
the musty,
moldy tastes.
The
juxtaposition of
some discordant
colour
combinations
reinforces the
unpleasant
moldy taste

Study 51
Seeing - Water
Afternoon 2008

Study 52
Smelling Water
Afternoon 2008

Study 53
Touching Water
Afternoon 2008

Study 54
Hearing Water
Afternoon 2008

Study 55
Tasting - Water
Afternoon 2008

-Organic shapes
have a dominant
oblique flow
from left to top
right.
-Larger organic
shapes are
punctuated with
small linear
shapes

-Jagged,
rectangular
shapes cover the
shallow picture
plane in vertical,
horizontal and
oblique
directions.

-Organic shapes
flow into each
other in a vertical
and horizontal
way creating
balance in a
stacked space.
-Two horizontals
cut the right
picture plane
-Left vertical
-Bottom central
organic square
shape

Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

cm
-A dominant
organic/circular
shape in bottom
left golden
section.
-Strong left toned
vertical cut by
large organic
oblique shape.
-Aerial
perspective
-Small organic
shapes form a
right vertical

-Narrow linear
shapes in
horizontal and
oblique directions
combine to form
three larger
organic shapes
that float across
the picture plane
from left to right.
-Dominant top
left shape pierces
a lighter
horizontal plane

Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm
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Table 4.7
Site 4- Water Afternoon Compilation
As the compilation of drawings progressed the
combination becomes quieter as the layering
forms a structure through the right hand vertical
and foreground horizontal even though the
image seems chaotic at first glance. There seems
to be an evolution fitting with the combined
sensory experience in which the strong energy
of place dissolves into stillness as the day

Water Afternoon - Layered Analogue
Drawings for Compilation Work 2008
Gouache
104 x 69 cm

progresses.

As the sensory experiences combine, this
compilation

implies

the

dance

of

life

encountered at this site through the cells of
pictorial activity. The energy moves about in
all directions and surrounds the pulsing heart
shape in the golden section of the picture plane.
This is illustrated through the structure of
vertical and oblique lines creating linear
vectors, and thus created rhythms. The subtly
of each sensory experience can be viewed and
perhaps be experienced through contemplation
and intimate inspection of the image.

Water Afternoon Compilation 2008
Mixed media on hand made paper
104 x 69 cm
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Table 4.8
Site 4- Water Afternoon Shield

Shield Concave – Water Afternoon 2008-2009
Oil Painting
Aluminium primer with grit, gesso and oil on
aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Shield Convex – Water Afternoon 20082009
Engraving
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
200 cm x 120 cm

Engraved Trigger – Water Afternoon
2008-2009
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
21 cm x 41 cm
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Water Afternoon Oil Painting
The oil painting Water Afternoon, Page 359, developed as a beating heart of the soul. The
water image became a symbol of the heart of my being for without water all life has gone as
it becomes dry and static. Memories of the divine connection at site and the sheer joy of
quenching the thirst and frolicking in the fresh water allowed me to move into stillness and
contemplation. This image of water signifies the support for all creation and therefore the life
for all possibilities of existence.

On reflection this work fits in with the vision of broken reflections on water and the reds
peeping through the entire blue act like fire on water. The critical components read as
arrangements of reflections into cells of pictorial activity; a layering of calligraphic lines
from dark to light tones; a compositional structure of vertical and horizontal lines creating
linear vectors, for instance lines aligned so that they appear to join together and create
rhythms; and a play of colour complements where the red acts as the antithesis of the colour
of water.
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Table 4.9
Site 4 - Water Evening Initial Engagement

Water Evening - Initial Engagement,
2007
dirt from site, charcoal, pencil and
graphite
20 x 28 cm
(Sketchbook 1 – Page 116)

Sketchbook notes:
After walking the steep trail to this special place for contemplation, the experience of
slipping into a silent still state in order to observe the physical details around the pool’s
circumference was a welcomed mindset in which to draw the trigger that caught my
attention. The evening would arrive quickly so the earth was rubbed into the surface for the
sketch to begin. Conscious attention is drawn to the trunk of a tree. The vine and roots
cross and wrap around its surface. Are they binding or wrapped supportively, thus giving
structure to life? Why am I drawn to this trigger? The marks must echo the buzzing energy
of the place as the charcoal pencil scoots over the page capturing the essence of object. The
descending sun is almost gone and I must leave to get back to the car before darkness
enfolds the track. The trigger is completed in the car while the memory is fresh.
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Table 4.10

1
Hearing

2
Touching

3
Smelling

4
Seeing

5
Tasting

Sounds of bird
song, falling
water and insects
dominated the
consciousness as
the day cooled.

Sitting on the
warm rocks drew
my attention to
the contrast of
textures in the
immediate space

The fresh breeze
tickled the
nostrils with
ascending floral
smells over the
heavy
undergrowth
smells.

The light caught
the ripples across
the water’s
surface and shone
through to the
bottom of the
shallow pool.

The contrast of
warm herbaceous
tastes and cool
fresh ones caught
the palate in the
evening air.

A tinkling
variety of
continuous bird
sounds in the
evening air
combined with
the sound of
falling water
reminds me of a
musical score.
This melodious
symphony is
now expanded
to include the
buzzing
mosquitoes.

As I sit at the
edge of the
water the
various surfaces
offer strong
contrasts in
texture and
temperature;
warm rocks,
cool moss, cool
damp
groundcover
and cold water.

As the
environment
cools the
strength of
floral smells is
almost
overpowering
as they float up
and around the
smell of the
undergrowth.

As the sunlight
is fading the
environment in
and around the
water is slowly
becoming
shrouded in
cool violet
shadows. The
remaining light
still catches the
ripples across
the water’s
surface.

Mixtures of
warm,
herbaceous and
fresh tastes
catch the taste
buds during the
early evening in
this rainforest
atmosphere.

56

57

58

59

60

Analogue Drawing

Circumstance

Triggering Element

Senses

Site 4- Data Information –Water Evening- Studies of Senses 56-60 in order of
Significance
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Description of Response
Developed Study
Analysis of Natural Critical
Constructs

High contrasts of
dark background
tones and light
foreground tones
on top of a warm,
earth toned base
signify the
contrast of
musical sounds in
the evening
environment.
Fragmented
accents of white
reinforce the
direction of
sounds.

White, violet and
light green hover
over a base of
contrasting warm
earth colours.

Tints of pink and
violet with white
highlights float
over dark violet
and warm earth
tones to signify
the rising floral
smells above the
cooling earth
smells.

A base of yellow
shines through
the earth violets
and cool reds and
is accented with
tints of violet
lemon and white.
The early
evening earth
violets are
applied instead of
the cool, dark
greens of the later
evening image.
They signify the
psychological
colour for the
spiritual.

A range of blue
tones are placed
over the picture
plane to signify
the cooler tastes
of the evening
air. A
compliment of
orange-yellow
and violet embed
throughout the
image to signify
the herbaceous
tastes of the
environment.

Study 56
Hearing – Water
Evening 2008
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 57
Touching –
Water Evening
2008
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 58
Smelling – Water
Evening 2008
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 59
Seeing – Water
Evening 2008
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

Study 60
Tasting – Water
Evening 2008
Mixed media on
hand made paper
26 x 17.5 cm

-Dominant
organic
foreground
shapes

-Organic shapes
flow in a vertical
direction.
-A sharp, slightly
oblique linear
form from left to
right pierces the
foreground
ending in a linear
arc shape.
-Aerial
perspective

-Dominant
organic triangular
shape straddles
from left to right
in the picture
plane

-Left to right
slightly oblique
rising shapes
form a
foreground
-Linear, oblique
(left to right)
descending
shapes form a
background
-Narrow oblique
rectangular form
pierces the left
background

-Large left hand
organic shape

-Vertical, organic
background
shapes form an
oblique direction
to the top right
corner.

-Small chunky
and linear shapes
float around the
dominant form

-Random sized
organic shapes
float around in all
directions across
the picture plane
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Table 4.11
Site 4- Water Evening Compilation
The compilation of analogue drawings from
the evening time slot forms a matrix like
structure through the oblique and vertical
lines on the picture plane. The experience of
life’s chaotic flux and flow still remains in the
essence of the image but the flow is now in a
descending direction in contrast to the
ascending

direction

of

the

afternoon

compilation. However once the layers were
developed the image had an upward flow
Water Evening – Layered Analogue 2008
Drawings for Compilation Work
Gouache
104 x 69 cm
The process of rendering the water
evening compilation became a meditative
prayer

throughout

the

physical

application. In spite of the deep contrast
and continual movement in the work,
there was a deep, overwhelming serenity
while developing the rich, mysterious
layers. An analogy to a serenity that
comes from the deep layers within the
soul where the more you contemplate, the
deeper the experience.
Water Evening Compilation 2008
Mixed media on hand made paper
104 x 69 cm
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Table 4.12
Site 4- Water Evening Shield

Shield Concave–Water Evening 2008-2009
Oil Painting
Aluminium primer with grit, gesso and oil on
aluminium
200 x 120 cm

Shield Convex – Water Evening 2008-

2009

Engraving
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
200 x 120 cm

Engraved Trigger – Water Evening 2008
- 2009
Oil printing ink on engraved aluminium
41 x 27 cm
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Water Evening Oil Painting
This painting is a work with a deep spiritual meaning. Through the individual experience of
life’s highs and lows through a human challenge for life throughout the execution of all the
work, the depth of my Christian faith and the spiritual visual language of this work were
reinforced. Although my emotions associated with the experience of life’s challenges are
incorporated intuitively into this work, the oil painting, Water Evening, Page 365, became far
more than a painting or a CEVL. The work became a culmination of all that ‘is’: the ‘I am’ in
this complete body of work.

Water, signifying the refreshment of the spirit, starts as a little rain at the top and then forms
into a centre of cool strong power which simultaneously bursts forth like a blossoming flower
to rejuvenate and renew the person. The green on the side and the energy around connotes
new life. This painting is indeed a symbol of the evening: the fulfilments of the work of the
Spirit in the calm of recollection of the day to bring new life in the morning. This final image
is truly the deeply experienced integration of all internal and external senses and soul: A
Christian Experiential Visual Language.
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Appendix 5

Viewers comments
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Appendix 6

Artwork purchasing request

Email from Thom Setzemann, Germany requesting the purchase of 12 paintings
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Appendix 7

Selected Publications and Promotion

Art Gaze Townsville’s Arts Magazine Autumn 2010, Page 6
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Art Gaze Townsville’s Arts Magazine Autumn 2010,
Page 7
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Appendix 8
A Chronicle of the Artist’s Creative Development
The hypothesis of a collective unconscious with an inherent drive towards meaningfulness
sharply distinguishes Jung’s thought. It was also his conclusion that art, myths and
fairytales give expression to such unconscious processes; the telling of stories and the
creation of art causes these processes to come alive again and be recollected, thus reestablishing the connection between the conscious and unconscious realities.

Reality exists on many levels within our lives; one and the same reality will be natural or
supernatural, depending on how we approach it. What we take hold of, physically or
intellectually, will always be the natural. By taking hold of it we limit it. The supernatural
or spiritual is limitless. We must let it take hold of us. Given that there has always been a
synergy between a spiritual life and my art practice, an examination of past creative
progress can serve to enlighten the present. The ensuing examination of previous art
practice is designed to provide a fresh perspective on current work as well as a renewed
outlook on proposed or future directions.
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Table 1 Chronicle of Development
Date
1981 – 1984

Example
below in
Plate 1

1985

Event
Studied part time for
the Diploma of Arts –
Fine Art
Exhibited work
executed in final year
painting.

Continued Part Time
studies in Dip Fine Art
Exhibited – ‘Sold Out’
Installation executed in
final year drawing.

Focus

Critical Realizations

Outcomes

Study of art making
with a focus on painting
and drawing through
the use of charcoal and
traditional oil painting
media.

The human condition and its
influencing environment became
the focus of conceptual
development through research
into a Symbolic Form of Art.
Objects were used to add the
secret soul to the work, expanding
it beyond the bounds of
appearance by our knowledge that
a thing is more than its exterior
presents.

Recorded experience of
the interplay between art,
society and history
through the use of
observed and symbolic
imagery.

The focus of this years
study centred on an
installation in mixed
media. The Installation
was the result of an
involved study of
Jungian Psychology and
psychological mark
making in drawing and
design. The art
incorporated a large
series of charcoal
drawings that explored
the agony of the
crucifixion and its
elemental forces.

The development of the concept
was based on a desire not only to
involve the observer but also to
capture and transfer feelings of
human condition contained within
familiar iconography. For
example, a series of charcoal
drawn hands in a universal semicircular pattern symbolized the
lifting of the cross for crucifixion
and the inevitability of the plumb
lines of carpentry used to
associate with the death of Christ.

Recorded experience of
the interplay between art,
society and history
through the use of familiar
iconography, observed and
symbolic imagery.
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Date
1986 1987
Example
below in
Plates
2&3
1988
Example
below in
Plate 4

1988
Example
below in
Plate 5

Event

Focus

Critical Realizations

Research in the study of
art making with a focus
on further development
of psychological content
Exhibited a series of
in drawing.
drawings based on
Experimented with the
teenage questions ‘But
where am I going? Who development of personal
am I? and Mirror Image’ recipes for the execution
of mixed media
Mall Moods – Solo
Further study on the
Exhibition at Perc
combination of
Tucker Regional Gallery psychological colour
and mixed media was
undertaken in order to
capture the mood and
pace set by humanity.
Completed Diploma of
Arts – Fine Art

Group Exhibition Palms
Gallery

Researched the human condition
of identity crisis faced during
teenage years. E.g. when a young
person is forced to make up his or
her mind just which identity to
hang on to or how to consciously
perceive one. ‘The kind of person I
actually am’ verses ‘the kind of
person I would most like to be’.
I was provided with the concept
and stimulus to pin down each
encountered experience in the
Townsville City Mall over a
period of time by studying the
highly accessible but at the same
time rapidly changing subjects of
the mall through the eyes of the
traveller, the unchanging viewer.
Study of traditional oil
Inspired by a series of discussions
painting and the layering during Lent, the concept
of human form within
developed as a conscious reunion
and the natural
of my own inward reality and the
environment. Study of
reality of the tropical environment
Neoplatonist Philosophy of North Queensland, the union of
body, soul, matter and spirit.
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Outcomes
Recorded experience of the
interplay between art,
society and history through
the use of observed,
expressive and symbolic
imagery.

Recorded experience that
read as symbols of moods
to cross both cultural and
historical boundaries and
the everyday conditions of
our social existence that
determine our reality.
Recorded personal
experience of the
reconquest of my weight as
a human being and the
contemplation of the
environment through
observed and symbolic
imagery.

Date
1989
Example
below in
Plates 6 &
7

1990
Example
below in
Plates 8, 9,
10 & 11

Event

Focus

Critical Realizations

Outcomes

Exhibition -Three
Further exploration of
Contemporary Women – coloured mixed media
Palms Gallery
and handmade paper in
addition to the continued
exploration of large
mixed media drawings

Recorded experience of the
interplay between art, the
environment and society
through observed and
symbolic imagery.

Participated in many
Group competitions and
exhibitions throughout
Queensland

Both conceptual areas still
recorded aspects of the
human condition. On the
one hand reality is coupled
with the supernatural; on
the other hand it is reality
from the fragmented
impression of teenage
experience.

The concept underpinning this
work was inspired by my reaction
to the environment of Cleveland
Palms south of Townsville. The
surprise was triggered not only by
the extraordinary, but above all by
a fresh look at the ordinary. When
one contemplates each new
surprise we realise how
inconsequential and often
destructive our daily business
becomes on the patchwork of
eternity.
Continued with the
The focus of my conceptual
study and exploration of development became divided. On
large black and white
the one hand imagery reflected
drawings experimenting elements of my spiritual life and
with the use of different the interaction of the timeless with
supports as well as
time through Christianity, and on
expanding my
the other hand the dilemmas
knowledge of acrylic
associated with virginity faced by
through the production
teenagers as they develop into
of large acrylic paintings mature adults.
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Date
1991-1992
Example
below in
Plates 12 &
13

1992
Example
below in
Plates 14 &
15

Event

Focus

Commenced studies in a
Grad Dip Ed part time.

Focused on the study of
human development

Corporate and private
industries commissioned
the execution of
individual art pieces.

Through the use of
combined skills, fifteen
art pieces were
commissioned and
executed for various
industry clients
The focus of study was
on human development,
sociology, art
philosophy and the
teaching of secondary
and post secondary
students.
Development within my
art practice had me
researching the link
between Jung and
Kant’s philosophy and
continued with
expressive mixed media
drawings as well as
exploring combined
techniques of oil and
acrylic.

Completed Graduate
Diploma of Education.
Death of Father

Critical Realizations
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Outcomes

In order to meet client
expectations, the challenge for
personal development was
industry focussed. It required
learning to execute art using
requested media, techniques and
imagery without compromising
individual creativity or integrity.

Most commissions were as
a direct result of clients
viewing previous work, so
although the outcomes
were varied, most came
under the above familiar
conceptual frameworks.

The underpinning concept for the
art developed during this period
was focussed on death to the old
life and birth into the new. It
evolved as a result of the birth of
my first granddaughter and the
death of my father. The body
being beheaded and splattered
when killed in a plane crash took
its toll on every day occurrences.

Recorded incidents through
the interplay of art and the
experience of coming to
terms with the profound
human experiences of birth
and death.

Date

Event

Focus

Critical Realizations

Outcomes

Mid 1992 –
mid 1994

Studied and Completed
Master of Creative Arts
-

Example
below in
Plates 16 &
17

Solo Exhibition – ‘A
Domestic Journey
explored through
drawing and its
extensions’.

Focus centred on further
study on theology, the
mastering of recipes for
the technique of layering
impermanent grades of
black media on acrylic
primed support, and the
execution of
psychological mark
making for the
connotation of the
mystical in the
everyday.

This period was centred upon the
contemplation of time and the
process of waking up to life
through a fascination with
mankind’s myths, rituals, and the
influences that govern
consciousness. The journey
permitted an analysis of concepts
that seek to express, to understand
and to clarify responses visually to
fundamental conditions governing
life.

These works form a
recorded interplay between
art, society and history
through the use of an inner
world of feeling within a
domestic journey and
objects that symbolise
tangible links with reality
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Date

Event

1995 – 2001

Worked on a body of
work for Solo
Exhibition – Change,
Chance & Synchronicity
Participated in Modules
of theological study
through the General
Board of Religious
Education
Attended 10 day
international conference
and exhibited work in
Florence Italy
Continued with
Commissioned works

Example
below in
Plates 18,
19, 20 & 21
below

Focus

Critical Realizations

Focus continued on the
expansion of previous
technical and formal
explorations
incorporating colour.
Further studies on
theology were
undertaken.
Interviewed by six
international art
critiques – focus on art
assessment and world
placement of artwork.
Industry Focus
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The concept for this body of work
grew as a result of an illness
resulting from cancer and a
marriage and family breakdown.
The symbolism became much
more Christian and therefore
limited to, but in opposition to
masculine conceptions.
Although the following could be
termed sugary, a new concept was
born. There was a single colour
that provided the meaning of life.
It was the colour of Love. Love of
God united me with my deepest
self and united my deepest self
with others. It transcended
division, mended what was broken
and healed what was wounded. It
was and is passionate power that
cannot be contained.

Outcomes
Recorded experiences of
the interplay between art,
religion, and sociological
issues through observed
and symbolic imagery.

Date
2002 – 2003
Example
below in
Plates
22, 23 & 24
below

2004
Example
below in
Plate 25

Event
Developed works for
Perc Tucker Regional
Gallery Townsville,
Stanthorpe Art Festival
and Woman’s Art
Register Melbourne.
Art Retreat at Paluma

Commissioned for Art
Built in Project - Floor
Design Development for
Cleveland Youth
Detention Centre
Commissioned for
Complete Design

Focus

Critical Realizations

Outcomes

Focus became the link
between artistic &
conceptual development,
the exhibition themes of
the different galleries,
technique and personal
interpretation.

The concept of regeneration
seeped into consciousness and
became the major point of
departure even though all artwork
produced during this time fulfilled
different thematic requirements.

Recorded experiences of
the interplay between art,
religion, sociological and
environment issues through
observed and symbolic
imagery.

The concept was based on the
importance of land in indigenous
culture due to the residents of the
Cleveland Youth Detention Centre
being primarily of Islander or
Aboriginal heritage. As part of
their cultural heritage the land has
always nurtured, regenerated and
provided for their people as well
as providing identity and spiritual
strength.

Created design symbolic of
an environment
encompassing the cultural
importance of place.

Focus on the continuous
adjustment of all living
systems.
Focus on conceptual and
industry requirements
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The things we have chosen or not chosen to do reinforce the fabric of our lives, including
how we have decided to respond to what has happened to us. Human beings imprint their
unique view of life each time they make a decision. Choice is a personal seal of our
individuality, and the stronger our sense of identity, the deeper the impress of our
decisions. The decision at the heart of any artistic journey is a formulation of what is meant
by art. Some term it as the form of human activity appealing to the imagination, especially
drawing, painting, and sculpture, but also including architecture, poetry, music, and
dancing. Barnhart (1974) has commented that “the arts are civilization’s storehouse of felt
values, the rendering of what has seemed important to those of powerful imagination and
profound feeling and great mastery of expression” (p.119).

This table determines the research that has preceded, the felt values, stories,
inclusions and omission that were part of my artistic development. Therefore to continue
development, the aim of future research is to explore the essence of place and its stimulus
on a personal spirituality with the potential for resolution and change and analyse what
evolves from the standpoint of a contemporary, white, North Queensland Woman of the
21 st century.
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Plate 1
History of a living Space 1985
Oil on Canvas, found objects

Plate 2
Bicentennial but Where am
I going 1987
165 cm x 185 cm
Mixed Media

Plate 3
The Looking Glass 1987
165 cm x 185 cm
Mixed Media
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Plate 4
Silent Merry-Go-Round 1989
50 cm x 75 cm
Acrylic on Watercolour Paper

Plate 5
United Spirits 1989
100cm x 70cm
Oil on Canvas
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Plate 6
Along the Way 1989
35 cm x 55 cm
Pastel on handmade Paper

Plate 7
Link with Destiny 1990
155 cm x 94 cm
Mixed Media on Dessin Canson
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Plate 8
The Game 1990
120 cm x 70 cm
Oil and Acrylic on Canvas

Plate 9
Within History and Beyond Time 1990
120cm x 100cm
Oil and Acrylic on Canvas
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Plate 10
Blind Action 1990
168cm x 84cm
Mixed Media on Dessin Canson on Wood

Plate 11
White Towel Progression 1990
150 cm x 110 cm
Mixed Media on Dessin Canson on Wood
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Plate 12
Flinders Mall 1 1991
40 cm x 60 cm
Acrylic on Watercolour Paper

Plate 13
Flinders Mall 2 1991
40 cm x 60 cm
Acrylic on Watercolour Paper
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Plate 14
Stepping Forward 1992
130 cm x 80 cm
Mixed Media on Dessin Canson

Plate 15
Grisaille – 13th May 1992
105 cm x 155 cm
Oil on Canvas
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Plate 16
Warp and Weft 1993
179 cm x 261 cm
Mixed Media on Dessin Canson

Plate 17
From Where? From Whom?1993
179 cm x 143 cm
Mixed Media on Dessin Canson
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Plate 18
White Light 1996
179 cm x 159 cm
Mixed Media on Dessin Canson

Plate 19
Silent Apology 1997
179 cm x 159 cm
Mixed Media on Dessin Canson
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Plate 20
Blue Fire 2000
179 cm x 166 cm
Gouache on Dessin Canson

Plate 21
Talk Without Speaking 2001
179 cm x 166 cm
Gouache on Dessin Canson
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Plate 22
Progression Going Where 2002
179 cm x 143 cm
Mixed Media on Dessin Canson

Plate 23
Regeneration Layers 2003
150 cm x 50 cm
Gouache on Dessin Canson
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Plate 24
Paluma Reflections ll - Close to the Edge 2003
45 cm x 66 cm
Gouache, Charcoal and Pastel on Dessin Canson

Plate 25
Kingfisher Floor Design 2004
28 cm x 20 cm
Gouache on Watercolour paper
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